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1. Summary of FRR Report
Through completion and presentation of the Flight Readiness Review (FRR), Charger Rocket Works
(CRW) will demonstrate the readiness of operational procedures, vehicle and payload design, as well as
functionality of software, hardware, and safety protocol. The FRR will examine all demonstrations of
flight readiness including component testing, full-scale flights, analyses, finalized vehicle and payload
designs, and safety procedures to ensure a successful and safe performance.

1.1 Team Summary
Charger Rocket Works

Local NAR section: Huntsville Area Rocketry
Association, NAR # 403

Propulsion Research Center,
301 Sparkman Dr. NW, Huntsville Al, 35899
NAR Mentor
Mr. Jason Winningham, Comp. Sys. Engineer
(Level 3 NAR: 89526/TRA : 13669)
Engineering Dept., UAH
Jason.Winningham@uah.edu
256.824.6132

1.2 Launch Vehicle Summary
Viserion, the CRW launch vehicle, was developed by the Charger Rocket Works team to reach one
mile in apogee while a payload induces roll and counter roll during flight. This payload consists of servoactuated external control fins and will utilize a PID controller and a myRIO. The vehicle is 119 inches in
total length with a dry mass of 42.22 lbm. and a wet mass of 52.72 lbm. Viserion uses a dual deployment
recovery system with Stratologger trackers. The rail necessary for launch is an 8 foot 1515 rail. The motor
chosen for this vehicle is the Aerotech L2200. Additional information can be found throughout the
document and in the flysheet located in Appendix L: Flysheet

1.3 Payload Summary
In order to achieve the Roll Induction and Counter-Roll experiment selected by UAH, the Charger
Rocket Works team utilized three control surfaces positioned forward of the motor case and aft of the
drogue recovery system. This placement meets the requirement that no control surfaces can be mounted
forward of the burnout center of gravity, and it provides ample space to fit flight hardware. Using a
National Instruments myRIO to read rotational and acceleration data from a Sparkfun IMU allows the
system to be able to respond to changing conditions during flight. Once the controller has determined the
rotation direction and detected motor burnout, it sends a signal to three servos which in turn cant the fins
to the desired angle of attack to perform the maneuver. When the system is confident that two rotations
have been achieved, it will send a signal to the servos to cant the fins in the opposite direction. This
induces a moment that will counter the existing rotation and will return the rocket to its natural roll rate.
This design has remained unchanged since CDR and was proved effective during the second test flight.
The payload will be powered by a 14.8 V E-flite LiPo battery using a remove-before-flight (RBF) pin
switch to control the flow of electricity. The power gets split after the switch, one leg runs to the myRIO,
and the other goes to the servos. A complete assembly can be seen in Figure 82.

2. Changes Made since CDR
The design solution proposed by UAH for this year’s USL competition remains relatively unchanged
since completion of the Critical Design Review (CDR). While both the vehicle and the payload
underwent minor revisions to optimize various performance parameters or improve margins of safety, the
overall design concept is essentially unchanged since CDR. For the team’s upcoming third full-scale
launch, the team will use a Fruity Chute main parachute to reduce kinetic energy at landing from the
results obtained during the first two full-scale test flights. There have been no additions or removals of
components, or any system or subsystem-level redesigns. The changes made to various parts inside the
rocket and the payload are discussed briefly below and in more detail in the Vehicle Criteria and Payload
sections later in this document.

2.1 Changes Made to Vehicle Criteria
No changes were made to the vehicle criteria or standards since CDR, however multiple changes
were made to various aspects of the vehicle design as detailed in the manufacturing and assembly sections
of this document. The majority of these changes were relatively minor ones to component dimensions
based off of more extensive analysis conducted post-CDR, however there were several parts that
experienced more drastic redesigns. The main parachute that was originally selected was a SkyAngle
CERT-3 XL but after analyzing the flight data it was determined that this parachute did not meet the
kinetic energy requirements. To correct this issue, a new main parachute was selected that will allow the
requirements to be met. The new main parachute is discussed in more detail in section 3.3.2 Parachute
Selection. The tracker bracket material type was changed from aluminum to a fiberglass sheet mounted
via aluminum brackets to the all thread as discussed in section 3.1.1.3 GPS Tracker. The lower airframe
bulkhead had its thickness doubled from 0.25” to 0.5” because of more extensive Finite Element Analysis
(FEA), and concerns regarding stress concentration from fasteners, as discussed in 3.1.2.3 Lower
Airframe Bulkhead. Any other component, assembly, or design changes from CDR are noted in the
vehicle criteria sections corresponding to each system or component.

2.2 Changes Made to Payload Criteria
There have been two changes to the payload since CDR, these changes do not directly influence the
task of the “roll, counter-roll” maneuver. The first was the decision during assembly that printing standoffs and holes into the housing, as opposed to match drilling, would greatly simplify the process. This
change was updated in the CAD model and a new housing is currently being printed. Secondly, after
completion of the payload the team discovered that there was a lag in some of the servos during large
deflections. Originally it was thought that one voltage regulator would be enough to run all three servos,
but after testing it was found that when commanding the servos to do large deflections such as those
during the “handshake” there would be a lack of voltage to run all three at the same time. This was solved
by using a voltage regulator for each servo, which provided enough voltage to turn each at the same time.
It is important to note that this delay only occurred during large deflections, and smaller changes such as
those seen during flight occurred at the same time.

2.3 Changes Made to Project Plan
The project schedule remains identical to the one identified in CDR with the exception of a change in
full-scale flight test dates. A previously unidentified flight opportunity was identified post-CDR on
February 19th, and was used by the team as a second launch date as it provided a greater window for
analysis prior to FRR. The team will conduct a 3rd full-scale flight on the March 18th date identified in the
CDR to test the control system used to induce vehicular roll. The team will also be flying with the new
main parachute identified in section 3.3.2 Parachute Selection to demonstrate full compliance with
NASA’s kinetic energy requirements.

3. Vehicle Criteria
At this stage of the UAH SL project, Viserion has successfully transitioned from the finalized
designs identified in CDR to the current as-manufactured and as-flown system This section will
demonstrate that the team has successfully transitioned from the design phase of the systems life cycle
into operations, and that all requirements imposed both by NASA and the team itself have been
successfully achieved.

3.1 Design and Construction of Vehicle
This section outlines the manufacturing of the primary components of each of Viserion’s
subsystems, and their integration into the as-built and operational rocket ready for competition. Any
changes made to components, systems, or system integration since CDR are fully detailed at the start of
each part or assembly subsection. Each of these subsections details the final, as-manufactured
components and assemblies that will be used for competition. The final vehicle can be seen on the launch
rail during the test flight on February 19 th as seen below in Figure 1. Assembly drawings for the entire
vehicle and each of the subsystems (Lower Airframe, Upper Airframe, and Payload) as well as all
relevant component subassemblies can be seen in Appendix M: Vehicle Assembly Drawings.

Figure 1: Viserion Ready for Launch

3.1.1 Upper Airframe
The Upper Airframe is comprised of the nose cone, upper body tube, and the coupler avionics bay.
The nose cone body houses the tracker system. The upper body tube contains the main parachute. The
coupler houses the all electronics (altimeters and switches) and black powder charges. Each section is
contained with respective bulkheads. The design of the Upper Airframe has relatively stayed the same.
Minor changes have occurred and have been discusses above. Each subsection of the Upper Airframe is
discussed in further detail below.

3.1.1.1 Nose Cone Assembly
The Nose Cone Assembly is comprised of the GPS Tracker, nose cone body, and nose cone
bulkhead. There were two fabricated parts in this assembly: the GPS Tracker mounting bracket and
aluminum bulkhead. All other parts were commercially acquired and lightly modified. There were no
major changes made to this assembly since the CDR phase. Final assembly of the nose cone can be seen
in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2 - Nose Cone Assembly

3.1.1.2 Nose Cone Body
The nose cone body was commercially acquired, and is composed of filament wound fiberglass with
a 2.5-inch-long aluminum tip. The overall length of the nose cone is 30.5 inches with the assembled
coupling tube. Initially, the body of the nose cone was composed of two separate pieces, after sanding
and washing the mating surfaces of the tapered cone section and coupler section the 2 components were
epoxied together then cured for 24 hours. The exposed nose cone coupler length is 6 inches to allow
sufficient interface to the upper airframe body tube. Figure 3 below displays the two components of the
nose cone body to the left and center, and the mated components on the right.

Figure 3 - Nose Cone Body

3.1.1.3 GPS Tracker
The bracket designed used for the GPS tracker has experienced some revision since CDR. The initial
design called for a solid aluminum bracket for mounting the tracker to the all thread. This material
selection was revisited after the potential issue of signal blocking was evaluated, leading to the updated
design of a fiberglass and aluminum bracket. The fiberglass will allow for stronger signal reception, while
the aluminum will provide a sturdy mounting interface directly to the all-thread present in the nose cone.
For tracking purposes, the team is still utilizing the XBee Radio module attached to an Antenova
GPS chip configuration as seen in Figure 2 below. The tracker subassembly is mounted to the rocket via a
bracket using 3 M2.5 screws and stand off combinations. The primary bracket is made from 0.0625” thick
fiberglass, aiding with preventing GPS signal transmission blockage. The fiberglass was cut from a solid
sheet via a hack saw shown in Figure 5 below into a 6” by 1” sheet. After cutting, 0.086” holes were
drilled into the fiberglass for mounting the GPS Tracker. Aluminum brackets were machined to attach to
both ends of the fiberglass strip via epoxy to the steel all thread passing through the nose cone.

Figure 4 - GPS Tracker

Figure 5 - GPS Tracker Bracket Material
Before closing the nose cone with the aluminum bulkhead, the Tracker assembly was installed onto
the steel all thread, and locked in place with a 0.25” nut and washer combination as shown in Figure 6.
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) demonstrated that aluminum all thread rods used in the avionics bay and
nose cone assemblies would provide more than enough tensile strength for the expected loads - if the

threads began to strip under extreme load, the bulkheads supporting the parachutes could break free
potentially causing free-fall during descent. To provide a greater margin of safety, the team made the
decision to replace the aluminum all-thread rods in the assembly with steel rods.

Figure 6 - GPS Tracker Inside Nose Cone
To prevent sliding in the nose cone, an additional nut and washer were pre-threaded onto the all
thread rod. This serves as a back stop for the Tracker assembly. The assembly was spaced properly to fit
snug against the backstop on the fore end and flush against the bulkhead on the aft end. As a final
securing measure, zip ties were used to ensure the XBee module and CR123 battery used to power the
Tracker do not dislodge from the Antenova GPS chip during flight. The zip tie location can be seen above
in Figure 4.

3.1.1.4 Nose Cone Bulkhead

Figure 7 - Nose Cone Bulkhead Machining

The nose cone bulkhead was machined at the UAH machine shop as shown in Figure 7 above. The
final product is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 - Nose Cone Bulkhead
Finally, the bulkhead is connected to the body of the nose cone via a 32” long piece of steel 0.25”
diameter all thread. The all thread is threaded into the aluminum tip of the nose cone on the fore end and
tightened down with a 0.25” steel nut. The all thread passes through a 0.32-inch hole in the bulkhead at
the aft end, and is capped with a 1.5” tall steel eye nut and 0.25-inch castle nut combination as seen below
in Figure 9.

Figure 9 - Eye Nut Castle Nut Combination

This fastener selection was used to prevent in flight twist-off of the eye nut. Since a standard locking
nut could not be easily installed or removed from inside the arc of the eye nut, a castle nut/cotter pin
combination was used. A 0.067” bit was used to drill a hole in the end of the all thread to allow for the
cotter pin to pass through during assembly as seen in Figure 10.

Figure 10 - Cotter Pin Hole in All Thread
The front of the bulkhead, as seen in Figure 8, shows the “key” structure on the lip that ensures quick
alignment of the nose cone bulkhead. A Dremel tool with a grinding disc was used to cut the notch on the
nose cone body as shown in Figure 11 below.

Figure 11 - Bulkhead to Nose Cone Key Grinding

3.1.1.5 Upper Body Tube

Figure 12 - Uncut Body Tubes
The commercially acquired upper main body tube was made from filament wound fiberglass, and
houses the main parachute and recovery harness assembly. The tube arrived in 60” long, 6” inside
diameter (ID) sections shown in Figure 12 above. The cut edge was deburred using sand paper. The only
CDR change implemented for this section was in the use of plastic removable rivets to connect the body
tube to the coupler assembly. The plastic rivets identified in CDR did not provide fitment for the
assembly’s double wall thickness of 0.3 inches. Finding rivets that were meant for the 0.3-inch thickness
proved extremely difficult. Instead, the team opted to use 4, #8 x 32-inch machine screws and 4, locally
machined nut plates shown in Figure 13. This method still provides suitable strength and quick assembly.

Figure 13 - Nut Plates
The nut plates were machined from aluminum (1 x 0.5 inches), tapped for the machine screws, and
epoxied onto the inside of the coupler housing. Prior to epoxy application, the nut plates were degreased
and the fiberglass coupler was sanded and washed. Figure 14 below shows the epoxied nut plates inside
the coupler.

Figure 14 - Coupler with Installed Nut Plates
The body tube was prepared for connection to the nose cone and coupler assemblies by drilling 0.106
inch and 0.161-inch holes. The 0.106-inch holes were used to provide attachment to the nose cone via 4
#4-40 Nylon machine screws shown in Figure 15. The 0.161-inch holes were drilled to provide
attachment to the coupler assembly via 4 #8 x 32 machine screws shown in Figure 16.

Figure 15 - Connection with Nylon Screw

Figure 16 - Connection with Machine Screw

3.1.1.6 Coupler Body
The coupler body tube seen below in Figure 17 was commercially acquired and made of filament
wound fiberglass. The coupler body arrived already at the required length of 14 inches, a length selected
to provide 2 6” interface shoulders and a 2-inch center ring.

Figure 17 - Uncut Coupler Body Tube
A 2-inch ring was cut from excess body tube material when the body tubes were initially cut, for the
coupler center ring. After sanding the rough edges on the ring, the surface of the coupler body, and the

inside of the ring, epoxy was applied to the coupler body after marking the central 2-inch area. The ring
was centered and allowed to sit while the epoxy hardened. After hardening, a 0.286-inch bit was used to
drill 4 equally-spaced pressure-sensing holes in the coupler ring as shown in Figure 18 below. The
PerfectFlight Stratologger manual dictated the size and number of these holes for optimal performance.
Two of these holes also are utilized as insertion points for remove before flight pins discussed later. Via
the same method used for the nose cone, a Dremel with a sanding disc was used to cut notches into the
coupler body for bulkhead alignment as shown in Figure 19.

Figure 18 - Coupler Pressure Ports

Figure 19 - Coupler Body to Bulkhead Keying
Bulkhead alignment was vital due to hole placement in the bulkhead plates. In the event bulkheads
were not properly aligned, the remove-before-flight pins used to de-power the altimeters would be
extremely difficult to insert into the safing switches. As discussed earlier, 4 #8 x 32” holes were drilled
through the forward end of the coupler housing for the attaching machine screws. The aft end of the
coupler attaches to the lower main body tube via 4, #4-40 Nylon machine screws similarly to the method
used for attaching the nose cone. The coupler was slid into the lower body tube to drill the 4 required
holes for the Nylon screws. This method as seen in Figure 20 below was used to ensure proper hole
alignment and was additionally used for nose cone and upper body tube holes.

Figure 20 - Coupler Hole Drilling

3.1.1.7 Coupler Bulkheads
The aluminum bulkheads as seen in Figure 21 were machined the same way for the coupler as they
were for the nose cone. The only difference is the addition of 4 additional holes in each of the bulkheads.
The two larger holes are 0.312 inches in diameter and serve as pass through holes for the steel all thread
that support the avionics sled. Two smaller 0.125-inch diameter holes function as wire pass throughs.

Figure 21 - Coupler Bulkhead
The wires used in Figure 22 run from the charge ports of the PerfectFlight Stratologger SL100
altimeters to safe touch electrical terminals that have been epoxied to the aluminum bulkheads. Use of
these electrical terminals facilitates a more professional, faster, and reliable way to repeatedly attach new
E-matches both for testing and actual vehicle flights. Next, two cylinders of PVC pipe were cut using a
hacksaw and epoxied to each bulkhead. These cylinders house the actual black powder charges in place
and will protect the charges during assembly and primary charge fire. They ensure the secondary charge

will not be blown apart. Lastly, 0.375-inch eye bolts were attached to the bulkheads through the central
hole. They were secured by a washer and 0.375 inch locking nut combo. Figure 22 below shows the
assembled bulkhead minus eye bolt.

Figure 22 - Assembled Coupler Bulkhead

3.1.1.8 Coupler Avionics Subassembly
The avionics systems for the vehicle are stored inside the coupler and consist of several unique
components. The PerfectFlight SL100 altimeters are attached to a 3D-printed ABS sled. A picture of the
sled can be seen in Figure 23 below. The 0.25-inch holes on both sides of the tray serve as sleeves for the
steel all thread rods that are attached to the coupler bulkheads. The holes were sized exactly to the all
thread rods so they would have to be screwed in, keeping the tray from sliding free on the rods.

Figure 23 - Avionics Tray

As a safety requirement, the altimeters must be easily switched on and off inside the fully assembled
vehicle. To facilitate this requirement, switch brackets were designed and 3-D printed as shown in Figure
24.

Figure 24 - Avionics Switch Bracket
Small, lever-actuated switches attach to the brackets which are securely mounted to the center of
both sides of the avionics sled. The switches are mounted with 4 #4-40 inch screws and lock nuts so
remove-before-flight pins can easily be inserted through the pressure ports of the coupler housing and into
the plastic brackets. The pins depress the switch levers, removing power to the altimeters as seen in
Figure 25.

Figure 25 - Pinned Switch in Bracket
Plastic battery brackets were attached to the avionics sled on opposite sides via 4 #4-40 inch screws
and locking nuts. These screws were selected for their flat heads, which do not impede the secure
connection of the altimeter batteries, while the bracket was selected because it provides security in
multiple axes. During flight preparation, a zip tie is applied across the center of the battery under the

bracket due to spacers built into the design. This final measure assures the batteries do not pop out during
the flight, recovery, or landing phases, and can be seen in Figure 26.

Figure 26 - Secured Altimeter Battery
Wired electrical connections at the battery brackets were soldered, insulated, and run to their
respective altimeter power screw terminals. The altimeters were also mounted on opposite sides of the
sled and secured using M2.5 screws and stand offs. Stand offs were used because of sensitive electrical
components attached to the altimeter undersides. Next, wires were run from the switch screw terminals on
each altimeter to their respective switches. On the switch end of the connection, the wires are again
soldered and insulated (in the normally closed configuration). Finally, wire connections (with a built in
disconnect) were installed in the drogue and main parachute screw terminals on each altimeter. These
wires were passed through the coupler bulkhead wire holes and connected to the safe touch terminals,
then the holes were epoxy-sealed to prevent pressure leaks into the avionics bay. As shown in Figure 27,
the wires are permanently attached to the bulkheads, but the quick disconnect facilitates easy avionics
sled installation and removal. Figure 28 is an electrical wiring block diagram for the altimeter systems.

Figure 27 - Quick Disconnect Wires in Bulkhead

Figure 28 - Altimeter Wiring Block Diagram
For final assembly, center ring hole alignment was crucial. The switch brackets had to be positioned
in such a way that the remove before flight pins were easily inserted through the 0.286-inch pressure
ports. This required rotational and lateral alignment of the avionics sled. The bulkhead notches fix the
rotational axis in position, while 0.25 inch nuts and locking washers were threaded onto the steel all
thread on opposite sides of the avionics sled and carefully aligned to lock the avionics sled laterally as
seen in Figure 29.

Figure 29 - Avionics Sled Locked in Place
To prevent the possibility of lateral misalignment during flight assembly, two additional 0.25-inch
nuts were threaded onto the all thread rods, and tightened against the forward (or main side) bulkhead as
shown also in Figure 27 above. These prevent lateral travel of the all thread through the main parachute
side bulkhead. During flight assembly, the avionics sled remains permanently fixed to the main parachute
side bulkhead, and can be inserted and removed from the coupler housing as a single assembly. For final
flight assembly, the avionics sled is slid into the coupler from the main side, the drogue parachute wiring

is connected via the quick disconnect, and the drogue parachute side bulkhead is slid onto the all thread.
The all thread rods are secured to the bulkheads via washers and 0.25-inch locking nuts. At this stage, the
coupler housing is completely assembled, and remove before flight pins are easily installed as seen in
Figure 30.

Figure 30 - Assembled Avionics Coupler

3.1.1.9 Coupler Assembly
The entire coupler assembly saw no changes in design from CDR (except for the attachment to the
upper main body tube as discussed previously). The coupler is designed to house the dual altimeter
system used in recovery system deployment. To prevent over pressuring the sensitive electronics, and to
provide mounting locations for the parachutes, the coupler is sealed at both ends with aluminum
bulkheads. The bulkheads, avionics sled, and switch brackets were all fabricated parts in this assembly,
and were made at UAH.
Initially, the team planned to use plastic removable rivets to join the coupler body tube to the upper
main body tube. The rivets identified in CDR did not support the double wall thickness of both the
coupler and body tube. Additionally, the team was unable to easily find rivets with large enough
shoulders to fulfill this criterion. As a replacement, the team used 4 #8x32 machine screws and custommachined aluminum nut plates. The nut plates were machined locally at UAH, tapped, and epoxied into
the inside of the coupler body tube. The machine screws thread through both tubes, and provide a strong,
easily assembled or disassembled connection. The fully assembled upper half of the vehicle can be seen
in Figure 31 below.

Figure 31 - Assembled Upper Half of Vehicle

3.1.2 Lower Airframe
This section details the manufacturing of the components used in Viserion’s lower airframe, and
their integration into the final system design. The lower airframe components discussed are the lower
airframe body tube, centering ring, lower airframe bulkhead, the primary vehicle fins and fin mounts, and
the tail cone. Each of these components, except for the vehicle fins, is mounted directly to the body tube
itself. The fins were attached to the fin mounts, generating the fin subassembly, which was then attached
to the body tube itself, generating the completed lower airframe without motor. The motor will be
installed prior to launch for any future test launches and for competition itself.

3.1.2.1 Lower Airframe Body Tube
Similar to the upper airframe body tube, the lower airframe body tube was made from filamentwound fiberglass in 60” long sections. After cutting to the specified length of 53 inches, the cut edge was
deburred via sand paper. The team then used a plotted-out Cad produced drill pattern as seen in Figure 32
below. This pattern was produced by the team, printed, then wrapped around the body tube as a guide for
the drill press. After drilling the team sanded down the exterior surface of the body tube to remove any
local inconsistencies in drag coefficients. After the first flight, the team determined the rocket had enough
tolerance in terms of apogee to add a coat of paint to the rocket, which was done as seen below in Figure
33. This slightly increased the weight of the body tube, but also generated a more uniform surface
roughness, and resulted in the final aesthetic look of the rocket.

Figure 32: Drill Press Hole Pattern

Figure 33: Body Tube Painting

3.1.2.2 Centering Ring
The centering ring was cut from the same sheet used for the primary vehicle fins. After the section
required for fins was cut from the main sheet, the remainder was used to cut the centering rings used to
fix the motor in place. No changes in design have occurred to the centering ring since CDR. Two cuts
were made for the centering ring – the first to cut the exterior profile of the centering ring used to mount
to the body tube, and the second to generate the interior surface the motor slides through. Finally, the
centering ring was epoxied inside the lower airframe body tube and left to harden. The sheet the centering
ring was cut from can be seen below in Figure 34 and the final centering ring prior to installation inside
the body tube can be seen in Figure 35.

Figure 34: Fiberglass Sheet as Purchased

Figure 35: Centering Ring as-manufactured

3.1.2.3 Lower Airframe Bulkhead
One primary dimension change for the lower airframe bulkhead occurred since CDR – the bulkhead
thickness was doubled from 0.25” to 0.5” to ensure the bulkhead has enough strength to sustain loads
generated by drogue deployment and avoid stress concentrations generated by low E/D ratios. This
decision was made after reviewing data from CDR and FEA.
Half-inch thick aluminum stock was used to create the bulkhead. The sheet was first cut via CNC
into a square with approximately 6’’ sides, and then the sides were shaped into a circle so that the
bulkhead had a diameter of 5.8’’. Two 0.25’’ holes were cut into the bulkhead at opposing ends for the
payload all-thread rods to slide through and attach to the bulkhead. A 3/8’’ hole was created in the center
of the bulkhead for attachment of the drogue parachute eyebolt. Lastly, four #8-32 screw holes 0.5’’ deep
were tapped along the outer edge of the bulkhead for attachment to the body tube of the vehicle. The
finalized bracket can be seen below in Figure 36.

Figure 36: Lower Airframe Forward Bulkhead
Before installation into the body tube, a 3/8” steel eyebolt was inserted through the center hole of the
bulkhead and secured on the opposite side via a steel locknut. The bulkhead was then attached to the
finalized payload assembly via 2 0.25” all-thread rods run through the slotted holes and then secured via
nuts from the top of the bulkhead. When the payload was installed, the bulkhead was fastened to the body
tube via four #8-32 steel screws inserted and fastened from outside the body tube. Prior to launch, the
drogue parachute is easily attachable to the eyebolt via a steel quick link attached to the drogue parachute
shock cord.

3.1.2.4 Fins
The fin profile and dimensions remains unchanged since CDR. FRR test flights successfully
demonstrated the fins survived impact with no resulting damage to the fin subassembly or body tube. The
fins and centering ring were cut from a 24”x36” sheet of G-10 fiberglass 0.25% thick. The sheet thickness
was verified through digital calipers and the extra tolerance rolled over to the fin mount to ensure a tight
fit between the two parts, reducing any system instability. The planned cut pattern can be seen below in
Figure 37. These cuts were designed with a 0.5-inch minimum tolerance between future parts, providing
an error margin in the case of any minor tolerance issues generated while cutting.

Figure 37: G-10 Cut Profile
The initial sheet can be seen below in Figure 38. The sheet was marked to match the cut profile in
figure one and then cut as outlined. The first cut step involved cutting 4 identical 8” by 11.5” sheets from
the sheet – each serving as the template for a pair of fins. This step was designed to ensure that all cuts
generated right angles, and any excess material could easily be identified and trimmed. The tooling used
proved able to generate more accurate angles than expected, so the 0.5” tolerances between sheets were
removed and each sheet was cut to size from the outside of the entire sheet. These 4 cutouts were
subsequently marked with the appropriate angled cut profiles as seen in Figure 37, and then cut.

Figure 38: Fiberglass Sheet
Because of increased cut accuracy from better tools as opposed to subscale fin manufacturing, the
team was able to make a single angled cut and then remove the excess length from the longer side on each
of the 4 sheet cutouts, rather than worrying about making two angled cuts on each sheet. This drastically
increased the precision of the fins, leading to good cut precision, as seen below in Figure 39.

Figure 39: Aligned Fins pre-rounding
The leading edge of each fin was then rounded through use of a 0.125” rounding bit, installed as seen
in Figure 40. This allowed for precise generation of the desired curvature. Any local inconsistencies were
identified and then hand-sanded down. These profiles can be seen below in Figure 41.

Figure 40: Rounding Bit (Corner for reference)

Figure 41 Leading Edge Profile - Finalized Fin

3.1.2.5 Fin Mounts
The primary dimensions of the fin brackets remain unchanged since CDR; however, several minor
changes were made to the bracket profiles to result in an easier manufacturing process. The updated fin
bracket drawing can be seen below in Figure 42. This profile represents the finalized fin bracket design
used in both full-scale test launches and what will be used for competition.

Figure 42: Fin Bracket Updated Profile
The fin brackets did experience one noteworthy change – after CDR was completed the team
identified a potential issue with contact area of the fin bracket. The CDR version of the fin bracket called
for holes with relatively large tolerancing to be drilled perpendicular to the fin slot, allowing the screw
enough clearance to sit at an angle normal to the body tube and fin bracket curvature. This presented a
potential issue because any nuts or mounting plates used would only maintain contact with the inside of
the body tube on a single side, potentially causing stress concentrations. Thus, the team revised the fin
bracket design to include slots, as seen in Figure 43, that were specifically designed so the bolts would
rest normal to the bracket and body tube while retaining full contact to the hole in the forward-aft
direction where primary stresses are concentrated. This updated design resulted in significantly more
contact area with the body tube, and aided in successful flight and safe landing impact in both full-scale
flight tests.

Figure 43: Slot Design

The fin brackets were manufactured from 1.5” by 2” Aluminum 2024-T351 stock. The stock was
first cut to rough size in terms of height and length. The fin-fin mount screws and the angular front profile
were generated, then the fin slot and upper curvature were cut. After generating the upper profile, the base
profile was then used to drill the 4 slots used for fin mount – body tube connections. This intermediary
state can be seen below in Figure 44. Beneath that, Figure 45 displays the manufacturing evolution of the
fin bracket from the first cut and drill to the final as-flown bracket.

Figure 44: Fin Slot Creation

Figure 45: Fin Bracket Manufacturing Evolution

3.1.2.6 Fin Subassembly
After manufacturing of the fins and fin brackets was completed, the fins were aligned in their
respective slots in each fin bracket and the holes for the fins were hand-drilled to align with the bracket
holes, thus ensuring appropriate alignment. The aluminum binding posts discussed in CDR were
subsequently inserted and fastened, securing the fins to the fin brackets and completing the subassembly.
As discussed earlier in the lower airframe body tube manufacturing section, 12 holes in total were drilled
in each body tube. After the fin subassembly was finished, the fin brackets were aligned and fastened to
the body tube via the 12 1” stainless steel fasteners discussed in CDR. The fin subassembly can be seen
below in Figure 46 isolated from the vehicle and in Figure 47 mounted to the lower airframe body tube
with the tail cone.

Figure 46: Fin Subassembly

Figure 47: Installed Subassembly

3.1.2.7 Tail Cone
The tail cone remains unchanged since CDR, as discussed in the CDR documents the tail cone was
3D-printed from ABS plastic (95% density) at the UAH MAE machine shop. Upon completion of
printing, the part was brought to the Propulsion Research Center where the piece was compression proof
tested, discussed in 7.1.1 Tail Cone Testing, as well as machined for use by the team. Figure 48 below
displays the tail cone as-printed prior to machining.

Figure 48: Tail Cone Pre-Machining

Figure 49: Drill Press Alignment

Figure 50: Aligning Piece for Press-fit Insert Installation
The forward insert ring, where the tail cone interfaces with the body tube, was hand sanded to ensure
snug fit. The pilot holes were printed at 0.125 inches were drilled via drill press, the drill press alignment
can be seen in Figure 49 above, to a nominal diameter of 0.25 inches to fit the #10-32 brass press-fit
inserts. Upon completing these tasks, the press fit inserts were placed into the piece as seen in Figure 50,
and the tail cone was then attached to the body tube via three stainless streel #10-32 screws, as seen in
Figure 51.

Figure 51: Assembled Tail Cone

3.1.2.8 Lower Airframe Assembly
After completion of manufacturing of all lower airframe components, the team began the process of
integrating them into the lower airframe subassembly. As discussed in the centering ring section, the
centering ring was epoxied into the lower airframe body tube and left to harden. After the body tube was

drilled, the fins and fin brackets were installed into lower airframe, and the tail cone was fastened on the
base end. Prior to each launch the lower airframe bulkhead is attached to the payload and then inserted
through the top end of the body tube into the appropriate vertical position, then fastened in place. The
motor is inserted at the launch field, then fastened in place via snap ring, completing the lower airframe.
A final view of the lower airframe assembly can be seen below in Figure 52.

Figure 52: Lower Airframe Assembly

3.2 Flight Reliability
Based on the extensive analysis conducted for the critical design review by CRW and successful
design and integration of all vehicle components into the final vehicle assembly, the team is confident that
the vehicle will achieve desired performance values reliably. The safety factors incorporated in the design
and the extensive use of both FEA and computational fluid dynamics (CFD), combined with Open Rocket
and Monte Carlo simulations provided the team with confidence in flight reliability prior to the first fullscale launch. This was confirmed by the two full-scale test flights conducted by CRW in February, not
only confirming the rocket’s capability for successful launch and recovery, but also more critically the
rocket’s reusability, allowing for relaunch at the competition itself. The team is fully confident in the
reliability of the rocket itself, both in terms of launch, recovery, and reusability.

3.3 Recovery Subsystem
This rocket uses a dual-deploy recovery system with a drogue parachute that deploys at apogee and a
main parachute that deploys at 600 ft. The drogue parachute is housed in the lower airframe of the rocket
and the drogue parachute harness is connected to both the bulkhead in the lower airframe and the avionics
bay aft bulkhead. Figure 53 displays the configuration for the descent under drogue phase. Upon detection
of apogee, the altimeter will fire a separation charge to separate the rocket’s 2 primary airframes and
deploy the drogue parachute. During the drogue descent, the components will fall in a steady and
controlled manner until the main parachute deployment altitude is detected by the altimeters.

Figure 53: Descent Under Drogue
Once the rocket descends to an altitude of 600 ft., the altimeter will fire a second charge which will
separate the nosecone from the upper airframe, allowing the main parachute to deploy. Figure 54 displays
a photo of the rocket descending under main from the first full-scale launch. It also displays the
configuration of the descent under main. The main parachute is housed in the upper airframe and its
recovery harness connects to the nosecone bulkhead and the avionics bay forward bulkhead.

Figure 54: Main Descent

3.3.1 Structural Elements
The structural components of the recovery system consist of recovery harnesses, quick links, eye
bolts, and bulkheads. The recovery harnesses are one inch tubular nylon cords. Both the main and drogue
recovery harnesses are fifty-feet in length. There are quick links tied into the ends of each recovery
harnesses that serve as the connection points between the recovery harnesses and the airframe. The
connection points to the lower airframe and the aft/forward coupler bulkheads use 3/8-in quick links, as
does the connection point between the recovery harness and the main parachute. At all connection points
to the airframe, the recovery harness attaches to the eyebolts or eye nuts that are mechanically attached to
the bulkhead. The design and analysis of these are discussed in the airframe sections of the document.

3.3.1.1 Main Parachute

Figure 55 - Main Parachute and Recovery Harness
The main parachute, a SkyAngle CERT-3 XL as shown in Figure 55, connects to the airframe
between the nose cone bulkhead and the forward side of the avionics bay coupler. The main parachute
uses a fifty foot 1” tubular nylon recovery harness, with the main parachute connected sixteen feet from
the nose cone and thirty-four feet from the forward avionics bay coupler. The main parachute uses a 3/8inch quick link at the avionics bay connection point shown in Figure 58. All the connection points for the
main parachute recovery harness are tied with “figure eight” knots, and the quick links connect to an eye
nut on the nose end and an eye bolt on the coupler end.
When packed into the airframe, the main parachute is folded into a 36” x 36” Nomex cloth shown in
Figure 56 so that it is protected during the deployment charge event. This main parachute that was used
for the full-scale flight allowed for a safe and undamaged landing, but did not meet all the requirements.
The selection of the main parachute is discussed in more detail in section 3.3.2 Parachute Selection.

Figure 56 - Nomex Cloth

3.3.1.2 Drogue Parachute

Figure 57 - Drogue Parachute and Recovery Harness
The drogue parachute is a Fruity Chute CFC-18 as seen in Figure 57 above. The drogue parachute
connects to the lower airframe bulkhead and the aft end of the avionics bay coupler. The drogue
parachute recovery harness consists of fifty feet of one inch tubular nylon with the parachute attached to
the harness sixteen feet from the aft avionics bay coupler and thirty-four feet from the lower airframe
bulkhead. As can be seen in Figure 58, 3/8-inch quick links are used to connect the drogue recovery
harness to the airframe in conjunction with figure eight knots tied on the harness itself. For ease of field

assembly, markings on the recovery harness indicate the corresponding airframe connection points. Duct
tape, wrapped around the harness, protects it near the ejection charge and at the lip of the body tube. A 12
in. by 12 in. Nomex cloth shown in Figure 56 is wrapped around the parachute when installed in the
airframe to protect the parachute from the flame produced by the deployment charge. This cloth is tied
directly into the recovery harness so that it cannot slide along the harness and potentially reef the drogue.

Figure 58 - 3/8 Inch Quick Link

3.3.2 Parachute Selection
The drogue parachute, a Fruity Chute CFC-18, is an 18-in. elliptical parachute with a manufacturerspecified coefficient of drag ranging between 1.5 and 1.6. The drogue is manufactured from 1.1oz ripstop nylon and has 220lb nylon shroud lines terminating at a 1000 lb. swivel connection point where it
attaches to the drogue recovery harness. Because the CFC-18 was used as a drogue parachute for the
subscale flights and in both full-scale flights, flight data was used to calculate an estimated CdA for this
parachute. From that analysis, the effective CdA for the subscale rocket system under drogue was found
to range from 4.76 to 4.83, and from the full-scale flight tests the effective CdA ranged from 4.89 to 5.67.
Selection of the main parachute has proved to be a challenge on the project. Figure 59 displays
the main parachute that was initially selected, a SkyAngle CERT-3 XL. A manufacturer specified Cd of
2.59 for this parachute was used to estimate landing kinetic energy and led to the choice of this parachute.
This parachute was flown on the first full-scale flight. Although it deployed properly and was fully
inflated at landing, the landing velocity was found to be 17.2 ft/s which gave a kinetic energy of 110 ft.lbf. The higher than expected velocity and kinetic energy resulted in a re-assessment of the parachute
calculations, and it was found that the manufacturer specified Cd was calculated for a smaller area than
the area specified by the manufacturer. Thus, the parachute was undersized for the SL kinetic energy
requirements. For the second flight, an in-house SkyAngle CERT-3 XXL, as seen in Figure 60, was flown
as the main parachute. This parachute had been used for previous rockets at UAH. Per the manufacturer
website, the drag produced by this parachute was still not enough to let the rocket land within the kinetic
energy requirements, however, it was expected that it would further reduce the landing velocity. From
the flight data, it was determined that the terminal velocity under this parachute was 18.9 ft./s, which was

higher than the smaller Cert-3 XL. This result was unexpected because the XXL is a larger parachute
than the XL, and could only be speculated to be a result of the age of the XXL parachute. Since both fullscale flights exceeded the kinetic energy requirements upon landing, a third parachute was selected.

Figure 59: SkyAngle Cert-3 XL

Figure 60: SkyAngle CERT-3 XXL
Based on rocket section weights for the full-scale flight, a parachute CdA of 205.8 ft2 is the
minimum required to meet the kinetic energy requirements, and a CdA value of 221.3 ft2 is the maximum
to be below drift requirements with a 20mph wind. After the second full-scale flight, a new parachute
search was initiated and a 144” Fruity Chute Iris Ultra Compact was selected. The new parachute can be
seen in Figure 61. This parachute has a specified coefficient of drag of 2.2, which gives a CdA value of
248.8 ft2. With these values, this parachute is expected to produce a velocity at impact that will yield a
kinetic energy that is less than the 75 ft.-lbf requirement. Additional detail about the descent rates and
kinetic energies for the full-scale flights is presented in more detail in section 3.4.4 Kinetic Energy.
Expected kinetic energy and drift predictions with the Iris Ultra 144” can be found in section 3.4.4
Kinetic Energy.

Figure 61: Fruity Chute 144" Iris Ultra

3.3.3 Electrical Components
The recovery system is deployed by black powder charges at apogee and 600 feet for drogue and
main parachutes respectively. Drogue has a backup charge deploying 1 second after the initial charge and
main deploys backup at 550 feet in the event of any charge failure for primary charges. These charges are
triggered by the altimeters. The tracker until on board provides recovery information, as discussed in
more detail in the sections below.

3.3.3.1 Tracker
The tracker unit for the vehicle uses an Xbee S3B Pro radio transmitter (Figure 4), along with an
Antenova GPS Module on a board, which is housed within the nose cone. The tracker radio has a
frequency range of 902 MHz to 928 MHz.

3.3.3.2 System Sensitivity
The radio transmitter is the primary source of possible interference to the recovery system. A
spectrum analyzer was used to examine interference possibilities from the tracker. The test failed to show
the measurable frequency of the tracker unit. Despite this outcome, actions have been taken to ensure
safety of the vehicle. The tracker unit is housed in the nose cone, while all avionics and recovery
electronics are contained within the coupler body tube. The two sections are also separated by an
aluminum bulkhead and the upper body tube. The coupler body tube was also galvanized with zinc paint
to ensure frequency attenuation. With four total flights already taken place, these safety precautions have
shown to be effective. This test is explained in detail in section 7.1.3 GPS Tracker Spectrum Analysis.

Figure 62: Spectrum Analysis Results

3.4 Mission Performance Predictions
The vehicle’s mission is to successfully carry and activate the RIC payload while reaching an apogee
between 5180 and 5480 feet AGL. The vehicle must have a stability margin of 2.0 off the rail. The
recovery system must function as designed and deploy both parachutes successfully and drift less than
2500 feet. The forthcoming sections are intended to verify each of these mission criteria, Viserion’s full
mission statement can be found in section 1.2 Launch Vehicle Summary.

3.4.1 Final Flight Simulations
Flight simulation predictions were performed using RockSim. Masses of each component were
accounted for as each part was fabricated or received. CRW waited until actual fabrication of vehicle
assemblies to begin accounting for masses in terms of high-level assemblies. The current mass statement
in terms of these assemblies can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1: Mass Statement

Measured Mass:
Assemblies

CDR

Flight 1
(2/4/2017)

Flight 2
(2/19/2017)

Flight 3
(TBD)

3.88

4.65

4.77

4.77

1.50

0.38

0.00

1.03

6.53

5.91

6.00

6.03

Main Parachute

2.82

2.82

4.00

2.00

Avionics Coupler

4.65

4.87

5.20

5.20

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.08

14.21

13.15

13.18

13.28

5.03

5.85

6.12

6.30

Aft Ballast

0.00

0.00

0.90

0.73

Drogue + Shock

1.95

1.80

1.80

1.80

Motor Wet

10.50

10.50

10.43

10.50

Motor (after burnout)

4.93

4.93

4.41

4.93

Total Vehicle Mass (dry)

40.56

39.42

41.97

42.02

Total Vehicle Mass (wet)

51.06

49.92

52.40

53.72

Nosecone
Forward Ballast
Upper Airframe

Avionics Ballast
Lower Airframe
Payload

The initial motor selected was the Aerotech L1420 at the PDR phase. As the CRW team’s design
matured and structural analysis was performed the vehicle gained 10% of the original baseline. As
predicted, the team was required to change the motor to the Aerotech L2200. Specifications of the
finalized motor selection can be found in Table 2. Thrust curve for the selected motor can be found in
Section 3.5 Full Scale Flight Results.
Table 2: Motor Specifications

Aerotech L2200
Hardware

RMS75/5120

Single-Use/Reload/Hybrid

Reload

Total Impulse (lbf-s)

1147.43

Propellant Weight (lbm)

5.55

Loaded Weight

10.47

Weight after Burnout (lbm)

4.92

Maximum Thrust (lbf)

697.07

Average Thrust (lbf)

481.82

Burn Time (s)

2.27

Thrust to weight

9.43

A partially painted and ballasted vehicle was built and simulated in both Open Rocket and RockSim
for flight three predictions. The Open Rocket simulation internally calculates the coefficient of drag based

on several factors including geometry and velocity, while the RockSim uses a user-inputted coefficient of
drag, in this case the 0.485 coefficient of drag calculated in the first full-scale flight as shown in Figure
63. For further information and detail on analysis of the vehicles coefficient of drag see Section 3.5.4
Coefficient of Drag Analysis and Results.

Figure 63: Altitude Prediction - Coefficient of Drag
The 1% difference between the apogee predictions of Open Rocket (predicted coefficient of drag)
and Rock Sim (measured coefficient of drag) is accounted for by the application of coefficient of drag and
other minor differences within the simulation code. The 1% difference is reasonable variation when
compared to the mission objectives and acceptable to the CRW team. Additionally, when compared to the
Monte Carlo analysis performed, both values fall within the 95% confidence range of 232 feet from the
mean altitude of 5,202 feet, and fall within the range of standard deviation at 116 feet from the mean
value of 5202 feet.
Launch day weather predictions based on historical data and geographical launch site information
were accounted for in the final Flight Predictions. Figure 64 highlights mission events and their effect on
vertical velocity and acceleration.

Figure 64: Flight Predictions
Various wind conditions were applied to the same Open Rocket model and the variation in altitude
was recorded. RockSim predictions applied the measured coefficient of drag to the altitude predictions
and the results were compared to the same Open Rocket model with the internally derived coefficient of
drag.
Table 3: Key Trajectory Components

Flight Predictions
Maximum Velocity
Maximum Mach
Max Acceleration

636.73

ft/s

0.57
408.52 ft/s2

Target Apogee

5287

T/W

9.38

Rail Exit Velocity

73.79

ft
ft/s

Stability Margin (off the rail) 2.18 caliber
The team noted that RockSim assumes all the wind to be a tail wind and the predicted apogee
increases with increasing wind speed until the wind speed reaches 15 mph. Because the vehicle will
naturally pitch into the wind, the flight trajectory adjusts until the system finds a stable flight angle. The
stable flight angle is different for various wind speeds which results in the apogee difference.

Table 4: Altitude Variations due to Wind and Cd

Wind
(mph)
0
5
10
15
20

Apogee
Open Rocket
RockSim
5364
5255
5383
5281
5390
5293
5387
5288
5379
5266

The wind direction assumption does lead to a potential source of error for the full-scale predictions.
The only difference between the RockSim and Open Rocket simulation is the application of the measured
coefficient of drag from the full-scale results. Wind direction may not be adjusted in RockSim, but this
adjustment may be made in Open Rocket. In North Alabama wind most often flows west to east and the
Tony launch site will angle the launch rod due south. Therefore, the most probable wind direction is a
cross wind. Inputting the average historical wind speed on launch day (April 18th) of 6.97 mph cross wind
into the Open Rocket simulation with the internally derived coefficient of drag, the altitude prediction is
5357 feet. Table 4 shows a maximum 40-foot discrepancy with the worst-case wind scenario.

Figure 65: Stability Margin Analysis
Figure 65 shows the Center of gravity (CG), center of pressure (CP), and stability margin as a
function of time. The CG is located 76 inches from the tip of the nose on the rail and at motor burnout the
CG shifted to 72.98 inches. Stability off the rail is 2.18 and at motor burnout the stability margin is 2.97.

3.4.2 Monte Carlo Analysis
Several Monte Carlo simulations were run to analyze uncertainty associated with drift calculations
and to generate average altitude predictions for full-scale Flight 1 and Flight 2. In addition to an altitude
analysis of both full-scale flights, a Monte Carlo simulation was also conducted to predict altitude for a
painted rocket with an Aerotech L2200 motor at normal launch conditions, Flight 3. The results for each
case can be seen in Figure 66, Figure 67, and Figure 68 respectively below.7

Figure 66: Flight 1 Monte Carlo Analysis
These simulations estimated the predicted apogee of the first full-scale flight with the L2200 motor
without any roll/counter roll induction to be approximately 5,626 feet with a 2-sigma range of ±274 feet.
When compared to actual flight data, as seen by the white dashed line at an apogee of 5,639 feet, Monte
Carlo analysis had a discrepancy of 0.23% from the mean, but is well within the 2-sigma deviation. This
difference can be attributed to the lack of wind conditions accounted for in the calculation or due to the
randomized nature of the analysis itself. It is important to note that the standard deviation depicted here
was designed to be as conservative as possible, in order to present as accurate a range of potential apogee
values. These inputs were refined with each successive Monte Carlo analysis to reduce this band down to
the values seen in Figure 68.

Figure 67: Flight 2 Monte Carlo Analysis
For Flight 2, the main parachute was changed and paint was added to the body tube. Additionally,
the launch angle was set to 7 degrees and the motor selected was an Aerotech L1420. After implementing
these changes into the Monte Carlo analysis, a mean altitude value of 4,304 feet and a 2-sigma value of
202 feet was predicted. When comparing this value to the actual flight apogee value of 4,273 feet. For this
launch, a difference of 0.72 percent was found. Based on the low deviation values from both flights, the
team is confident in the predictions generated by Monte Carlo for any future full-scale tests and for
competition launch,
Monte-Carlo analysis predicts the painted rocket with a launch angle of 5-degrees and an Aerotech
L2200 motor will see an apogee of approximately 5,202 feet with a 2-sigma value of 226 feet. CRW is
confident that the painted rocket with external control surfaces inducing roll and counter roll during flight
will realistically achieve an apogee close to the ideal apogee of 5,280 feet based off of the Monte Carlo
predictions done on previous flight data.

Figure 68: Painted Rocket Monte Carlo Analysis

3.4.3 Drift Analysis
The team also conducted drift analysis on the newly selected main parachute. The drift calculations
for the new parachute were performed identically to flights one and two. Figure 69 shows that with
varying wind speeds all the configurations yielded horizontal landing distances inside the required
landing radius with one exception. Table 5 displays all the landing distance predictions as a function of
wind speed. These drift distances are worst case due to the fact that the code that is being used to do the
analysis assumes apogee occurs directly above the launch rail and the wind during the descent is constant.
In the case of the single exception, the max drift distance of 2,581 ± 153 feet occurred with the 20-mph
wind speed and is outside of the required landing radius. Based on this case, calculations were performed
to determine the maximum wind speed that would allow for a landing distance that meets the
requirement. The team determined that at a wind speed of 18.3 mph the drift requirement would not be
exceeded. This maximum wind speed was determined through using the mean drift distances plus the two
standard deviations away from the mean. Once these values were determined they were plotted against
wind speed. The slope of the line that is plotted in this graph was found to be approximately linear which
allowed for a calculation to be performed to determine at what point the line reached 2500 feet. As stated
in CDR, this analysis is extremely conservative and does not account for the pitch into the wind during
ascent. To maintain a margin of safety, the team made the determination that the rocket will not be flown
in wind speeds higher than 18 mph even though the drift analysis is a conservative estimate.

Figure 69: Drift Diagram Flight 3

Table 5: Drift Analysis Predictions Flight 3

Wind Speed Drift Distance (ft)
0 mph
0
5 mph
648 ± 37
10 mph
1289 ± 76
15 mph
1950 ± 114
20 mph
2581 ± 153

3.4.4 Kinetic Energy
Since the kinetic energy at landing for the first two full-scale test flights exceeded the required
landing energy, a different parachute was selected for future full-scale test flights. As displayed in Figure
70, the parachute selected is a Fruity Chute 144” Iris Ultra Compact. This parachute has a toroidal shape,
which is known to create more drag than a circular parachute with comparable dimensions. Because the
area that was given from SkyAngle was not the area that was required; data from other manufacturers had
to be inspected. Inspection of previous flight data with a Fruity Chute 60” Iris Ultra showed that the
calculated coefficient of drag and area matched what was given by the manufacturer within 6%. Having
this data allowed confidence in the fact that our model will match the actual flight data when using the
manufacturer given specifications. The same types of calculations have been done for the upcoming flight
with the new parachute as were conducted before previous full-scale test flights. These calculations
consist of checking the kinetic energy at various phases of the flight along with the terminal velocity
under the drogue parachute and main parachute. The team also conducted drift analysis to ensure that the
landing distance does not exceed the allowed distance.

Figure 70: Fruity Chute Iris Ultra
The kinetic energies during descent under drogue can be seen in Table 6, where the components will
descend in this configuration until the main parachute is deployed at 600 feet. The kinetic energies at
landing under the main parachute can be seen in Table 7, where the heaviest component is the lower
airframe with a mass of 25.25 lb. The kinetic energy that will be produced from the lower airframe at
landing is calculated to be 64.24 ft-lbf.
Table 6: Drogue Descent Kinetic Energies Flight 3

Section
Mass (lb)
Velocity (ft/s)
KE (ft-lbf)

Nose Cone/Upper Lower Airframe
18.11
25.25
87.1
87.1
2132.79
2974.49

Table 7: Main Descent Kinetic Energies Flight 3

Section
Mass (lb)
Velocity (ft/s)
KE (ft-lbf)

Nose Cone
5.8
12.8
14.76

Upper Airframe
12.31
12.8
31.32

Lower Airframe
25.25
12.8
64.24

3.5 Full Scale Flight Results
The Charger Rocket Works (CRW) team has flown two full-scale vehicles as of the FRR deadline of
March 6th 2016. Each vehicle had a separate set of mission success criteria and multiple lessons were
learned through the assembly and launch of the vehicles. In the first launch, the payload did not activate
the forward fins; however, the RIC system was installed and recorded flight data. Due to safety
precautions the team intended to ensure the DAQ system was functioning properly before attempting to
induce the roll and counter roll. The first flight used the Aerotech L2200 motor selected for competition
flight, but procurement difficulties required the CRW team to use the Aerotech L1420 on the second
flight. The L1420 required the same motor hardware and had a similar total impulse as the L2200, but had

a lower average thrust and a longer burn-time.
The first flight used the initially selected SkyAngle XL main parachute, however the measured
coefficient of drag was determined to be less than expected, requiring a design change for the second
flight. The second flight increased the parachute size to a SkyAngle XXL. Further discussion and analysis
on this topic can be found in Section 3.3.2 Parachute Selection. Finally, the last major difference between
the two flights was the presence of ballast. Because the primary objective of the first flight was to verify
the safety and reliability of the simulation and overall design, the first flight was ballasted to match
stability alone and altitude was not a driver. The second flight was flown fully ballasted to match both
stability and altitude requirements to qualify the vehicle.

3.5.1 Flight One Objectives
The first full-scale flight took place on February 4 th 2017 in Childersburg Alabama. A preflight
picture of all members of the CRW team in attendance with rocket is shown in Figure 71. Wind and cloud
coverage were minimal and conditions were optimal for a successful flight. At the time of the flight the
temperature was 56°F and ground wind speed was around 5 mph.

Figure 71: CRW Team & Viserion - Flight One
Viserion’s first flight was conducted primarily to ensure the vehicle design’s safety. The rocket
carried the payload, but the control surface fins were not powered and remained in the neutral position
throughout the flight. The objective for the payload team on this flight was to ensure the data acquisition
system was functioning properly before attempting to execute the roll control algorithms in the payload
code. The 119” long, 50.4 lb vehicle was flown on an Aerotech L2200 motor, which is the motor selected
for the competition flight. Flight one used the Fruity Chute CFC-18 drogue parachute and the SkyAngle
CERT-3 XL main parachute. Viserion’s first launch can be seen just after rail exit in Figure 72. The main
goal during the recovery of the first flight was to determine whether the parachute selection was valid.
After analyzing the flight data, the terminal velocity under the SkyAngle CERT-3 XL main parachute was
found to exceed the desired velocity. Since the terminal velocity was too high, the kinetic energy upon

landing was higher than the maximum allowable kinetic energy. The reasoning behind the selection
process for this main parachute can be seen in more detail in section 3.3.2 Parachute Selection.

Figure 72: Full Scale Flight One

3.5.2 Flight 2 Objectives
The second full-scale flight took place in Manchester, TN on February 18, 2017. Weather conditions
on this day were similar to the conditions for the full-scale flight and the vehicle was fully ballasted. The
temperature was 54°F with a wind speed of 4 mph. The launch rod angle on the field for Flight 2 was
measured to be approximately 6° from normal to the gravitational vector.

Figure 73: CRW Team & Viserion - Flight Two
The second full-scale flight activated Payload’s RIC system and actuated the forward fins in a
predefined sequence based on expected behavior during competition flight. The objectives for payload in
this flight were to demonstrate the ability to control roll and verify the RIC launch detect system. There
were several other differences in vehicle configuration between the first and second flight, most notably
the change in parachute. After determining that the coefficient of drag of the main parachute on the first
launch was not what was expected, the CRW team switched from a SkyAngle XL to a SkyAngle XXL
main parachute. While the rocket unpainted for the first launch, the team applied the first coat of paint to
the body tubes between the first and second launches.
Based on flight results from the first full-scale flight, the vehicle was fully ballasted to match
stability and optimize altitude for the Aerotech L2200 motor selected at CDR for flight competition. Due
to procurement issues from the manufacturer, Flight two used an Aerotech L1420 motor. The L1420
required the same motor hardware as the L2200 and the CRW team had one in inventory. The L1420
motor was also the closest in terms of average thrust to the officially selected L2200 available to the
CRW team at the time. Since the terminal velocity under the main parachute in the first flight caused the
kinetic energy upon landing to exceed allowables, a different parachute was selected for the second flight.
The main parachute flown during flight two was a SkyAngle CERT-3 XXL. This parachute in theory
should have produced more drag than the smaller CERT-3 XL that was used for flight one. After
analyzing the data, it was determined that the terminal velocity under main for this flight also caused the
kinetic energy requirement to be exceeded. The selection process and the reasoning for the result of the
landing velocity can be seen in section 3.3.2 Parachute Selection.

Figure 74: Full Scale Flight 2

3.5.3 Flight Data Results Overview
Two simulations were performed for each flight, one before launch and one post-flight. The
predictive simulation was performed on the day of the flight after final mass and center of gravity (CG)
were recorded. The pre-flight simulation assumed that the launch rail angle was exactly 5°, average
weather conditions exist and parachute specifications from the manufacturer were accurate. Average
weather conditions were determined by pulling the ground wind speed and temperature history for each
launch location and day over the previous 10 years and averaged for an educated assumption of the
predicted weather on launch day. The flight data was analyzed and the calculated variables were applied
to the post-flight simulation. These calculated variables included the coefficient of drag, launch rail angle
and weather conditions. The coefficient of drag (𝐶𝑑 ) was measured from observed flight data and applied
to the simulation. The analysis of the 𝐶𝑑 𝐴 terms of both the drogue and main parachute may be found in
section 3.3.2 Parachute Selection, and the vehicle coefficient of drag analysis is located in 3.5.4
Coefficient of Drag Analysis and Results. The launch rail angle was measured on the pad prior to launch
and flight day weather conditions are applied to the simulation.

Table 8: Launch Day conditions
Condition
Location

Flight 1

Flight 2

Childersburg AL Murfreesboro TN

Longitude (W)

86.35

86.39

Latitude (N)

33.28

35.85

Altitude (feet)

420

610

Temperature (F)

53

54

Wind Speed (mph)

5

4

Launch Rail Angle

4°

7°

Motor – Aerotech

L2200

L1420

XL

XXL

Main Parachute

The key flight trajectory components were also measured on flight day to ensure accuracy in the
predictions. Table 9 yields results from on-sight measurements and calculations.
Table 9: On Site Trajectory Conditions

CG (from tip of nosecone)

Flight 1
76.5

Flight 2
77

Units
in

CP

89.83

89.83

in

Wet Mass

50.4

53.5

lb.

Stability off the rail

2.19

2.09

calibers

Thrust to Weight

9.8

6.02

The 5% mass difference between flight 1 & 2 is primarily due to the added ballast and additional
mass added by the new XXL parachute in flight 2. Ideally the vehicle would be ballasted and match
stability of the final configuration. The flight 2 vehicle was ballasted with respect to altitude and stability
predictions for the L2200 per qualifying NASA requirements and the actual L1420 flight was still within
the 2.0 stability off the rail requirement.
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Figure 75: Full Scale Flight Motor Thrust Curves
A comparison of thrust curves for both motors flown on both full-scale flight is shown in
Figure 75. Although the average thrust of the L1420 is only 35% of the L2200’s, the total impulse is
within 10% of the L2200 because of the longer burn-time of the L1420.

3.5.3.1 Full Scale Results: Flight One
After measuring the final mass and CG of the vehicle, inputting the launch day weather conditions,
and inputting all specifications to the Open Rocket simulation, the predicted pre-flight simulation apogee
was 5489 feet as shown in Figure 76, yielding a 2.73% error from the Stratologger-measured 5639 feet.
The post-flight simulation accounted for the 4° launch rail angle measured on the pad. The 5613-foot
apogee prediction resulted in only a 0.46% difference from the measured flight data. One unavoidable
source of deviation is the variation between thrust curves, but the percent difference is small enough to
negate this as the primary cause. The primary source of deviation is due to the launch rail angle between
predicted and measured data. Overall, the small percent difference between predicted and measured
apogee confirms the accuracy of the trajectory methodology. Although the altitude was higher than the
5600-foot requirement for qualifying and competition flight, the CRW team has determined the addition
of ballast will lower the predicted apogee. The methodology for accurately predicting altitude will be
repeated on future flights.
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Figure 76: Actual and Predicted Data – Flight One
As the vehicle descends with drogue deployed, there is a significant deviation between the slope of
the predicted data and measured data. The prediction simulation assumed the coefficient of drag of the
drogue parachute to be equal to that which is provided by the manufacturer (Fruity Chutes). The drogue
selected for the full-scale launch is a Fruity Chute CFC-18 with a diameter of 18 inches and estimated
coefficient of drag of 1.5. Due to the small size of the drogue in comparison to the large body tubes, the
body tubes in actuality contributed a large portion of the drag.
𝐹𝑑 =

1
𝐶 𝜌𝑉 2 𝐴
2 𝑑

(1)

In this equation 𝐹𝑑 is the force of drag acting on the system under drogue, 𝐶𝑑 is the coefficient of
drag of both the drogue and body tube, 𝜌 is the density of air, 𝑉 is the velocity and 𝐴 is the cross-sectional
area of the entire falling system. As shown, the coefficient of drag and the cross-sectional area are
dependent upon both the drogue parachute and the body tubes. To determine the body tubes’ effect on the
coefficient of drag under drogue, the coefficient of drag term was iterated until the simulation data
matched the raw data. The new coefficient of drag was applied to the flight 2 pre-flight simulation to
better simulate the flight data predictions.
For descent under the main parachute the slope between predicted, post-flight, and measured decent
rates is equal, which is due to the large size of the parachute in comparison to the size of the body tubes.
Also, the body tube has less effect on the drag due to the large cross sectional area compared to the size of
the body tubes. It is also worth noting that the primary main parachute event fired at 600 feet due to a
battery malfunction and the backup charge fired at 550 feet. This event can be seen in the raw data in
Figure 76 at 85 seconds as the abrupt increase in pressure caused a false negative spike in altitude.

The terminal velocity under drogue was found to be 80.7 ft./s. The terminal velocity under the main
descent was found to be 17.2 ft./s. These terminal velocities corresponded to a burnout mass of
approximately 44.35 lb. Table 10 displays the kinetic energies for the components descending under the
drogue parachute. The kinetic energies at landing under the main descent displayed in Table 11 show the
maximum kinetic energy is110 ft.-lbf for the lower airframe. This kinetic energy value exceeds the
required landing kinetic energy due to the larger than expected terminal velocity under main. The reason
for this miscalculation was the area given by the manufacturer was not the area correlated with the
coefficient of drag. Since this parachute was not sufficient for the weight of the rocket to allow for the
kinetic energy to be maintained below 75 ft.-lbf, a different main parachute was selected for the second
flight.
Table 10: Drogue Descent Kinetic Energies Flight 1

Section
Mass (lb)
Velocity (ft/s)
KE (ft-lbf)

Nose Cone/Upper Lower Airframe
15.81
23.93
80.7
80.7
1598.80
2419.94

Table 11: Main Descent Kinetic Energies Flight 1
Section
Mass (lb)
Velocity (ft/s)
KE (ft-lbf)

Nose Cone
5.03
17.2
23.11

Upper Airframe
10.78
17.2
49.52

Lower Airframe
23.93
17.2
109.93

Drift calculations were done for both completed full-scale flights, and drift predictions were created
for the upcoming third full-scale test flight. For flight one, the SkyAngle CERT-3 XL was selected and
produced a safe and controlled landing, but with excess kinetic energy as shown in Table 11. The drift
diagram for flight one with the SkyAngle CERT-3 XL main parachute can be seen in Figure 77. In this
diagram, the maximum drift can be seen to be 2079 feet with a wind speed of 5 mph.

Figure 77: Drift Diagram Flight 1

3.5.3.2 Full Scale Results: Flight Two
Flight 2 was fully ballasted and flown on an Aerotech L1420. The flight was intended to qualify the
rocket and to ensure the fully active vehicle design was safe and functional. The final mass and CG were
inputted into the prediction simulation with the previously determined coefficient of drag of the system
under drogue from Flight 1. The measured launch rail angle of 7° and the 4-mph wind were applied to the
post analysis flight data. Similar to flight one data results, the coefficient of drag under drogue was
iterated to correct for the error between predictions and measured data.
Table 12: Full Scale Flight Two Altitude Results
Altitude (ft.) Percent Error
Predicted Simulation

4337

1.50%

Post Flight Simulation

4296

0.54%

Raw Data

4273

-

4500

Flight 2 Data

4000

Post Flight Simulation

3500

Prediction Simulation
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Figure 78: Actual and Predicted Data – Flight One
The only modified component in the recovery system for the second full-scale flight was the main
parachute. The main parachute selected for the second flight is from the same line of parachutes as the
main parachute from first flight, and is one size larger than the flight one parachute. The model selected
was selected was the SkyAngle CERT-3 XXL. The parachute diameter was 2 feet larger than the
SkyAngle CERT-3 XL that was flown on the first flight. This parachute also produced a safe and
controlled descent under the main parachute, but flight data showed that the terminal velocity still caused
the kinetic energy limit to be exceeded upon landing. The burnout mass did increase in the second flight
to a weighed value of 46.9 lb. With this burnout mass the terminal velocity during the main descent was
found to be 18.9 ft/s. With the slight increase in the burnout mass, the terminal velocity under drogue was
found to be 86.3 ft/s. The kinetic energies during the drogue descent can be seen in Table 13. Since the
kinetic energy requirement was not met, it was determined that a different main parachute would need be

selected that had more accurate data given by the manufacturer for future test flights. The team also
conducted kinetic energy calculations for the main descent upon landing which can be seen in Table 14.
The maximum kinetic energy was determined to exceed the requirements upon landing with this
parachute. It has not been fully determined why the SkyAngle CERT-3 XXL descended at a faster rate
than the SkyAngle CERT-3 XL with the small increase in mass. The team identified several potential key
factors, but the most plausible reason identified is that the SkyAngle CERT-3 XXL flown was a
previously flown parachute. It had several places on the canopy that had been patched, and it had a more
rigid structure which could have caused it not to flex in the manner necessary for the parachute to fully
develop as designed.
Table 13: Drogue Descent Kinetic Energies Flight 2

Section
Mass (lb)
Velocity (ft/s)
KE (ft-lbf)

Nose Cone/Upper Lower Airframe
15.97
24.61
86.3
86.3
1846.89
2846.08

Table 14: Main Descent Kinetic Energies Flight 2

Section
Mass (lb)
Velocity (ft/s)
KE (ft-lbf)

Nose Cone
4.77
18.9
26.46

Upper Airframe
11.2
18.9
62.12

Lower Airframe
24.61
18.9
136.51

As with flight one, the team conducted drift calculations for Flight Two. Figure 79 displays a visual
representation of the horizontal drift distance that occurred during flight. This maximum landing distance
was found to be 3,377 feet, corresponding to a wind speed of 4 mph. With flight data from the tracker and
altimeter, the team determined that the rocket traveled approximately 1,200 feet during the ascent phase.
When the lateral distance during the ascent was subtracted from the total distance traveled, the drift
distance of 2,177 feet can be determined, meaning Viserion successfully met NASA drift requirements.

Figure 79: Drift Diagram Flight 2

3.5.4 Coefficient of Drag Analysis and Results
The coefficient of drag of the full-scale flights was determined by using an analytical method and the
assistance of RockSim model to confirm this method, also referred to as the “Simulation Method”. The
“Analytical Method” takes flight data and measures the coefficient of drag as a function of time during
the coast phase. During the coast phase of the rocket, thrust is no longer an acting force on the vehicle and
the only forces acting on the rocket are the force of drag (𝐹𝑑 ) in the negative y direction and the force of
the weight (𝐹𝑤 ) of the vehicle in the same direction. Applying Newton’s second law of motion (Equation
1).
Σ𝐹 = 𝑚𝑎 = −(𝐹𝑑 + 𝐹𝑤 )

(1)

𝐹𝑑 = −(𝑚𝑎 + 𝑚𝑔)

(2)

Where 𝑚 is the mass of the vehicle, 𝑎 is the acceleration of the vehicle, and 𝑔 is the acceleration due
to gravity. The equation for 𝐹𝑑 can be described using equation (3)
1
(3)
𝐹𝑑 = 𝐶𝑑 𝐴 𝜌𝑉 2
2
Where 𝐶𝑑 is the vehicles coefficient of drag, 𝐴 is the frontal cross sectional area of the vehicle, 𝜌 is
the density of air with respect to altitude, 𝑉 is velocity. The coefficient of drag of the vehicle is
determined by inserting (3) to (2) and solving for 𝐶𝑑 in equation (4).
𝑎+𝑔
𝐶𝑑 = −2𝑚 (
)
𝐴𝜌𝑉 2

(4)

In terms of vectors, during the coast phase, the vertical velocity and acceleration components are
extremely large in comparison to the horizontal. An assumption was made that the vertical acceleration
and velocity was sufficient for small launch rail angles, this assumption was validated by the verification
of the simulation determined coefficient of drag.
RockSim has the ability to manually change the vehicles coefficient of drag during the simulation.
After all launch day and vehicle variables were determined, an iterative process was used in the
simulation software to change the coefficient of drag until the simulated apogee matched that of the
measured data.

3.5.4.1 Coefficient of Drag Results: Flight One
Vehicle velocity is a major component of the drag analysis. The maximum measured vertical
velocity during flight powered by the thrust of the Aerotech L2200 was measured to be 800 ft/s, which is
higher than the Open Rocket prediction of 667 ft./s. A plot to visually represent this comparison between
predicted and measured data is found in Figure 80.
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Figure 80: Vertical Velocity - Predicted and Measured Data
An excel code calculated the coefficient of drag from Equation 4 at each iterative time step in which
the Stratologger recorded data. The coefficient of drag calculations were averaged from the time between
motor burnout and just before apogee to ensure the coast phase was captured and lower the effect of noise
caused by instrumentation uncertainty. The coefficient of drag of the vehicle determined from the
analytical method was found to be 0.448, while The RockSim method resulted in a vehicle coefficient of
drag of 0.4485, thus validating the analytical method.

3.5.4.2 Coefficient of Drag: Flight 2
The second flight vehicle was heavier with a significantly lower thrust-to-weight ratio. The
coefficient of drag was expected to be higher because of activation of the RIC. Figure 81 represents the
Open Rocket simulation and measured vertical velocity. The coefficient of drag calculations were made
between 3.4 seconds (post motor burnout) and 14 seconds (prior to apogee). The calculated coefficient of
drag was determined to be 0.485 while the RockSim method resulted in a 𝐶𝑑 of 0.493 resulting in a
percent error of only 2%, thus confirming the coefficient of drag of the vehicle.
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Figure 81: Vertical Velocity - Predicted and Measured Data

3.5.4.3 Coefficient of Drag: Sources of Error
Table 15 shows the results of all test flight drag coefficients. Note the coefficient of drag between
full-scale flights increases with respect to launch rod angle. The 𝐶𝑑 also decreases slightly with increasing
velocity as expected per Equation 4.
Table 15: Coefficient of Drag Analysis Results
Max Velocity (ft/s)
Launch Rail Angle (deg)

Subscale

Flight One

Flight Two

503

800

539

5

4

7

Cd (RockSim Method)

0.5295

0.4485

0.493

Cd (Analytic Method)

0.5335

0.448

0.485

The coefficient of drag results for each flight have diverged with less than 2% error between the
simulation and analytical methods, verifying the extraction of the coefficient of post-flight. While there is
still variance between each flight, there are many contributors to the difference from subscale to fullscale. Geometrically, the RIC fins were printed and epoxied directly to the body tube. For both Full-Scale
flights, the payload fins were extended from the edge of the body tube and pinned by a connector to the
internal RIC system. There was also a source of error based on the use of two different motors between
both Full-Scale flights and their differing velocity. All three flights also had different launch rod angles.

When calculating a predicted apogee value for future performance, the coefficient of drag from flight
two will be implemented. This decision was made because similar painted surface finishes for the vehicle
used in Launch 2 and the vehicle planned for use in future flights, and planned roll induction from the
RIC.
When performing a Monte Carlo analysis to determine a confidence range of apogee values for
varying vehicles, a standard deviation value was determined via the difference in the coefficient of drag
values from Vehicle 1 and Vehicle 2. This range was then multiplied by a randomized variable within a
Gaussian distribution and added to the mean value of coefficient of drag, determined to be the coefficient
of drag of Vehicle 2 due to similar vehicle conditions. This new coefficient of drag value, along with
other varying inputs, was then implemented into a 1-D trajectory analysis and the value was stored into an
array. This process was then repeated for 1000 iterations, storing the new predicted apogee value after
each iteration. Upon completion of the 1000 iterations, the array of predicted apogee values was plotted as
a histogram. The mean value and 2-sigma value was determined to be 5,202 feet and 232 feet,
respectively. From this Monte Carlo analysis, the uncertainty obtained from the Open Rocket model as
well as the analytical method, can be verified and determined to lie within the 95 percent confidence
range of predicted values.

4. Payload
At this point in the design process the payload, or RIC, has been fully assembled for the first
iteration as seen in Figure 82. This version has the capability of flying for the competition as all structural
components are sound and have been flight tested and proved to hold up to the loads. During the second
flight on February 18th the fins were actuated after motor burnout. Analyzed flight data showed that it did
cause a change in the rotation of the rocket. As this was an early flight the controller software had not
been completed so the fins were pitched using a built-in timer after the IMU detected motor burnout. The
fins were first canted against the roll for three seconds, went to neutral for one second, and then pitched
back in the direction of the natural rotation of the rocket for three additional seconds. When this action
had completed the fins returned to neutral for the remainder of the flight. This test ensured that using
control surfaces during flight does not significantly affect the stability of the rocket.

4.1 Payload Design
The core payload design remains unchanged; however, several components were redesigned to
improve functionality. While the basic geometry of the payload container remains unchanged, several
improvements to the container were identified and implemented after the first full-scale flight. Several
mounting surfaces were added for multiple electrical components including the IMU, servos, a power
switch, and the voltage regulators. Brackets were added to the battery for additional stability during
operation. Team logo engravings were also added to the model, and finally various holes were also added
for mounting hardware.
Another improvement upon the design is the addition of voltage regulators. After analysis, the
payload team noted that the servos did not actuate simultaneously. Testing showed that the most likely
solution was for the servos to operate on their own regulators. This drove the addition of two voltage
regulators and their mounting surfaces. Full-scale flight data obtained from the second flight when the
servos were actuated during flight demonstrated the payload is successfully capable of initiating roll and
counter-roll procedures, and should be able to do so at launch. In Figure 82 below the first assembled
payload can be seen.

Figure 82: Assembled Payload

4.2 Construction
Construction of the Roll Induction Controller (RIC) was conducted via several different methods.
Metal components such as the fin control rods were produced using a CNC machine in the UAH machine
shop. Other components were produced using additive manufacturing, which allowed the team to design
unique and complex mounting surfaces for the housing, as well as the ability to produce true airfoil fins
easily and consistently.

4.2.1 Payload Fin Connector Rods
The fin connector rods for the payload as seen in Figure 83 have remained unchanged since CDR.
These connectors are machined from a half inch aluminum rod, as seen in Figure 84, with a quarter inch
slot to allow a fin to be inserted. To anchor each, it utilizes two #4 bolts that are countersunk into the rod.
A 1/8” hole is also bored axially into the opposite end to allow a servo rod to be inserted so that it may
connect securely to the servo. This process will be later explained in the fin assembly description. The
design described ensures a strong junction between fins and servos and has been proven secure through
two full-scale test flights.

Figure 83: Fin Connector Rod CAD Model
In order to machine these pieces, a CNC machine was used to make the quarter inch slot 0.7” into the
rod. Once this was done the bar was rotated 90˚ and the two number four bolt holes were drilled,
threaded, and countersunk. To bore the eighth inch hole out the bar was removed from the CNC machine
and cut to a length of 1.2” and clamped into a metal lathe where the hole could be cut.

Figure 84: Control Rod Stock

Figure 85: Machined Fin Connector Rod (ISO View)
Figure 85 shows a completely machined connector rod that will be used to join the payload fins with
the servo rods that were purchased from an online hobby store. The joining of these two pieces is
discussed in the following section

4.2.2 Fin Control Rods
The control rods are used to connect the fins to the servos. In order to have a secure fit to the servos a
servo arm was purchased measuring 0.375” in diameter. This arm has the 24-tooth spline needed to mount
onto the servo gear and will allow the stock servo screw to pass through and attach to the servo to resist
linear forces. High strength epoxy was used to bond these arms to the fin connector rods described in the
previous section. The resulting part is shown in Figure 86.

Figure 86: Fin Control Rod

4.2.3 Lower Payload Bulkhead
The lower payload bulkhead functions to provide rotational support, and acts as an end plate for the
system. It was produced out of a 0.25” plate of aluminum on a CNC machine where two holes were
drilled in the face to allow for two 0.25” all thread rods to pass. A second set of two number six holes
were drilled and tapped into the face where the bulkhead could bolt onto the payload housing. After the
first step was completed the disk was placed on a jig inside the CNC machine that would allow four holes

to be drilled and tapped for a number eight bolt around the circumference of the disk every ninety
degrees. The completed version of this bulkhead can be seen in Figure 87.

Figure 87: Lower Payload Bulkhead

4.2.4 Payload Housing
The payload housing, as seen in Figure 88, serves as the mounting surface for all components held
inside; this design has remained unchanged since CDR. As the position of these surfaces is crucial to the
attachment of some parts it was decided that this part would be best done using a 3-D printer utilizing
ABS plastic. This concept has proven capable of withstanding forces seen during flight during two fullscale flights with no evidence of cracks or failures.

Figure 88: Payload Housing CAD Model

The team decided that since this is such a large part, even though the printer has the ability, it would
be best to break the housing up into different sections to cut down on buildup material. The housing was
broken up into three sections and would use tongue and groove printed areas for easy alignment during
assembly. Figure 89 shows the individual sections once they had been printed. Notice that the holes were
left unprinted to allow them to be match drilled as at the time of design many parts had not been delivered
and exact dimensions were not known.

Figure 89: Printed Housing Sections
Using the tongue and groove printed areas on each section, the pieces were easy to assemble into the
complete housing as seen in Figure 90.

Figure 90: Assembled Payload Housing

Holes were then match drilled where the servos would attach, and for the control rods to pass. A
completed hole pattern for a servo can be seen in Figure 91. This pattern is the same for all three servos
positioned 120 degrees apart.

Figure 91: Servo Hole Pattern
During the initial design of the housing the team thought that matching drilling holes to mount
hardware would be the most accurate method as many of the exact dimensions of components were not
known. Upon final assembly, it was discovered just how time-consuming measuring and drilling of each
hole was. Since the first print however, all components being used have been received and measured for
accurate mounting dimensions. Applying these dimensions to the CAD housing model and taking lessons
learned during assembly a new housing was designed and is currently being printed. This new housing
keeps the same structure as the first, but simplifies final assembly by printing each hole with stand-offs,
fin alignment grooves, all thread guides, and a battery containment fixture to limit shifting during flight.
An image of the new CAD model can be seen in Figure 92.

Figure 92: Updated Payload Housing

4.2.5 Payload Fins
The payload fin design has not changed since CDR, the payload team is still using a NACA 0006
airfoil in a clipped delta shape. Each fin was 3-D printed using ABS plastic for lightness and ease-ofmanufacturing since they have a complex shape that would be difficult to replicate by hand. Figure 93
shows a CAD model of the fin design.

Figure 93: Payload Fin, CAD Model
Getting a consistent shape and size was crucial to the aerodynamics of this payload and was achieved
with the 3-D printer. As seen in Figure 94 the finished product turned out as expected, and the set of fins
are internally consistent.

Figure 94: Printed Payload Fin

4.3 Assembly
Payload assembly began once all components were acquired and machined. There are two main steps
to the payload installation, the first being assembling everything that mounts to the housing, while the
second is when the payload is ready to fly and be inserted into the lower airframe. The assembly process
went smoothly since there were no major re-designs since CDR to any structural components or any steps
that were especially difficult. Assembling the first payload served as a good learning opportunity, and will
lead to faster assembly of the second payload. Payload assembly checklists and procedures for pre-flight
day and flight day can be found in Appendix A: Launch and Assembly Procedures

4.3.1 Servo Installation
Each servo was installed using four 1.5-inch #8 bolts, four quarter-inch nylon spacers, and four #8
nylon locknuts. One servo installation can be seen below in Figure 95. The quarter inch spacers were used
to achieve the proper stand off for both fin and servo. Stand-offs will be printed on the new housing to
replace these spacers and will result in an easier assembly.

Figure 95: Servo Installation
Fasteners were tightened to a snug fit to avoid stressing the plastic of the housing or the servos. The
process and pattern was repeated for two more times to attach the remaining servos to the housing. This
proved to be a secure mounting method as the rocket has flown twice with fins attached and no failures
have occurred.

4.3.2 Lower Bulkhead Attachment
The lower bulkhead was machined with holes meant to match up with holes printed in the lower
section of the housing. Number six bolts were used to secure this connection as seen in Figure 96. This
connection does not bear high loads, as it only sees a small rotational load from the payload inducing roll
because most of the rotational forces are passed directly from the control rods to the body tube.

Figure 96: Lower Bulkhead Attachment
This provided a backup support in case there was any rotation of the housing. It also has the added benefit
of keeping the housing aligned in the center of the lower airframe so that it doesn’t shift during flight.

4.3.3 myRIO Mounting
To attach the myRIO to the center plate of the housing the stock slots in the unit using number six
bolts were used. However, during assembly the team concluded that there needed to be some type of
standoff to allow zip ties to pass to secure the battery. To correct this problem the myRIO was mounted to
a thin sheet of fiberglass. This fiberglass piece was then attached to the mounting plate of the housing
using nylon spacers and number eight bolts to anchor it. The resulting assembly can be seen in Figure 97

Figure 97: myRIO Installation

4.3.4 Payload Battery Installation
A 14.8 Ah LiPo battery was chosen to power the payload. This is mounted to the housing on the
opposite side of the plate as the myRIO to allow for enough space. Upon assembly, the team decided that
there needed to be some type of physical stop to keep the battery from interfering with any bolts beneath
it. To solve this issue a small piece of fiberglass was epoxied to the housing where the battery could rest.
Once the payload is fully assembled, zip ties will be used to hold it in place. This can be seen below in
Figure 98.

Figure 98: Payload Battery

4.3.5 Attaching Electrical Components
The payload system utilizes several smaller electrical components to perform its mission. The most
important component is the IMU that is used to gather rotational and acceleration data to be read by the
myRIO. As seen in Figure 99 this is mounted to the housing using two number two bolts to keep it secure.
Keeping this component from vibrating or coming loose in flight is vital, as it dictates how the fins are
canted. Masking tape was used to keep the electrical connections secure.

Figure 99: IMU Attachment

In order to ensure a safe operation a pull pin switch was added to allow the system to be powered on
and off at will. This was mounted in a 3-D printed bracket, that is used in the avionics bay.to attached the
switch to the housing. Four number two bolts were used in total for this assembly, two holding the
bracket to the housing and two more holding the switch to the bracket. The resulting configuration can be
seen in Figure 100.

Figure 100: Payload Electrical Switch
After the power passes through the switch it is split to two destinations; one to the myRIO and the
other to a voltage regulator that will power the servos. This voltage regulator was mounted to the payload
using for number two bolts as seen in Figure 101.

Figure 101: Voltage Regulator Attachment

4.3.6 Final Payload Assembly
Assembling the final payload takes place in two steps. First the upper bulkhead is attached to the
lower bulkhead using two pieces of quarter inch all thread, held in place by locknuts on each end as seen
in Figure 102. Once this is done, the payload can then be inserted into the body tube where number eight
bolts are used to secure the bulkheads to the lower airframe using the holes drilled during manufacturing.
Figure 103 shows what the payload looks like inserted in the lower airframe.

Figure 102: Payload Assembly (First Step)

Figure 103: Payload Inserted in Body Tube
Once the bulkheads are aligned and attached to the body tube, the control rods can be attached to the
servos. Since the interface between the rods and the servos use a 24 tooth spline all rotational forces can
be transmitted to control the fins. A screw is used to secure the control rod to each servo as seen in Figure
104.

Figure 104: Fin Control Rod Attachment
When the rods are secure the fins can be inserted into each rod and fixed using two number two
bolts. When all three fins are attached as depicted in Figure 105 the payload is completely assembled and
ready to fly.

Figure 105: Completed Payload Assembly

4.4 Flight Data Analysis
Flight data was gathered from two full-scale flights. The control fins were held to a static position
during the entire first flight. The second flight utilized an open loop control algorithm to run through
configured states. The controlling algorithm was coded in LabVIEW then upload to the National
Instruments MyRio, which served as the flight computer. An IvenSense IMU was integrated into the
control system allowing for three axis acceleration and three axis gyroscope motion of the rocket.

4.4.1 Flight Control Configuration
The control logic is broken into six states:
State 0 – Sitting on the launch pad, awaits launch detect flag (axial acceleration > 2.5 g’s)
State 1 – Launch detect flag triggered, awaits motor burnout
(Axial acceleration < 0 g’s & Motor Burn > 3.2 g’s seconds)
State 2 – Determine roll direction and rotate control fins eight degrees so as to oppose initial rolling
direction and hold for three seconds
State 3 – Return fins to a zero-degree rotation (neutral) for one second
State 4 – Rotate control fins the opposite way of State 2’s direction and hold for three seconds
State 5 – Return fins to a zero-degree rotation (neutral) and hold for remainder of flight
The second full-scale flight utilized this control structure and the flight data can be found in Figure
106. The flight data shown consist of axial acceleration and roll rate and is broken by dotted lines to
signify which state the control system is in. This was done to characterize performance of the control fins
and verify their effect on the rocket.

Figure 106: Dynamic Fin Control Flight Data
A feedback loop will be added to next code configuration in order to complete the exact task set
down from the USL requirements. The feedback loop will operate at lower control fin angles of attack
than in the dynamic control-fin test flight. The dynamic control-fin test flight served as a means to test the
theoretical performance developed through CDR. Since there were no safety issues encountered with
utilizing an eight degree, control fin angle of attack (α) then the system will operate safely within the
needed flight regime of zero to five degrees α.

4.4.2 Payload Validation
The primary payload focus for the two full-scale launches has been to determine how the payload
affects the stability of the rocket and to acquire empire flight data of fin performance. A comparison of
both full-scale flights is displayed in Figure 107, to show the difference in roll between static control fins
and dynamic control fins. Unfortunately, the full-scale motor was not available for both flights so a lower
thrusting motor was used in the second flight. To adjust for this, Figure 107 has been normalized in order
to properly compare both sets of flight data.

Figure 107: Comparative Roll Data of Static and Dynamic Fin Control
At approximately thirty-two seconds, motor burns out (State 2) and it’s clear to see that the dynamic
control fin flight saw a significant decrease to roll rate relative to the static control case. This was due to a
change in α of eight degrees. The lack of smoothness in the slope is likely due to a flow separation,
creating a choppy reading. This should not be a problem in later flights since the operating range of α
will be less than five degrees. An overestimated α was used to determine a worst-case scenario to ensure
that the maneuver does not create excessive risk to the flight and recoverability of the rocket.
The period designated by State 3 in Figure 106 is when the control fins are back in a neutral position.
Comparing Figure 110 with this period, it can be seen that the roll rate once again begins to climb until it
reaches the rocket’s natural roll rate. The roll rate for the dynamic control case then falls back in parallel
with the static control case’s decreasing slope, as expected. This is primarily due to the roll dampening
caused by the rear fins and control fins and this value would be equal for both flights since the same size
rear and control fins were used.
Similar to State 2, State 4 induces a change to the roll rate by rotating the fins eight degrees in the
opposite direction of State 2. Once again, the roll rate increases for short moment then it appears that
another flow separation occurs and doesn’t allow for a continued climb in roll rate since the lift generated
is lessened by the aforementioned flow separation. Like before, during a flow separation the roll rate for

the dynamic control case returns to the same slope as the static control case. Upon entering State 5, the
rocket decreases its roll rate to fall in line with its natural roll rate and continues to decline at the same
rate as the static control case.
Figure 108 provides another interesting look into the effect of fin angle and roll rate relative to
specific kinetic energy from the air velocity. Both flights are plotted as roll rate versus kinetic energy in
Figure 108 for comparative analysis. In the CDR, it was established that the roll rate is primarily a
function of the oncoming air velocity squared. This data provides a mean to determine how much α is
needed, given a velocity, to set a desired roll rate. This data will be leveraged, to finalize the control
algorithm that incorporates a feedback loop.

Figure 108: Effect of Air Velocity on Roll Rate
While the slopes between both flights do not align, this is likely due to improved calibration for the
second flight, and can still be utilized to optimize the feedback control algorithm.

4.5 Precision of Instrumentation and Repeatability of Measurement
Performing the roll/de-roll experiment has several different types of uncertainty. The first is the
uncertainty of the IMU, specifically the uncertainty of the accelerometer and the gyro. The second and
more important form of uncertainty is that of the experiment. The uncertainties resulting from the
measurement device is able to be computed, however the uncertainty created by the experiment is
difficult to assess. This is due to the experiment involving aerodynamics, which is a complex subject that
often required CFD to successfully analyze.
Uncertainty is important to understand for the accelerometer as it gives information about launch and
burn out, but it also is integrated over time to get velocity. The fin angle is related to the free stream
velocity, so it is important to understand how accurate the readings from the accelerometer are. The main
sources of uncertainty in the accelerometer are from resolution, linearity, sensitivity, zero-shift, and
thermal drift. The equation for uncertainty is

u = √u2o + u2I

(5)

Where uo is the resolution uncertainty, uI is the instrument uncertainty and u is the overall
uncertainty of the device. The instrument uncertainty contains the uncertainty created by linearity,
sensitivity, zero-shirt, and thermal drift. The resolution uncertainty is found by
uo =

resolution
2

(6)

Where the resolution is the minimum measurement the device is output, for the accelerometer it is 98
mg. Using Equation 6gives a resolution uncertainty of 49 mg or 0.3%. The instrument uncertainty is the
sum of several different uncertainties, and can be found using Equation 7
ui = √e2l + e2s + e2zs + e2th

7)

Where el is the error from linearity, es is the error from sensitivity, ezs is the error from zero-shift,
and eth is the error from thermal drift. Linearity has an error of 0.5%, sensitivity has an error of 2%, the
zero-shift error of 0.37%, and a thermal drift error of 0.009%. Plugging these values into Equation 7 gives
an instrument uncertainty of 2%. Now that resolution and instrument uncertainty have been calculated,
the total uncertainty of the experiment can be found using Equation 5. This gives an uncertainty of the
accelerometer to be +/- 0.66%. This uncertainty can be reduced by calibrating the accelerometer, which is
the zero-shift uncertainty. The IMU was placed on a flat surface where the positive gravity vector was
pointed toward the earth. It was assumed that the gravity at the location of calibration was exactly 1g, and
offsets were used to correct the accelerometer readings.
The uncertainty from the gyro is found using the same equations, but using different values for the
errors. The gyro has a resolution of 0.0305 deg/s. Plugging this resolution into Equation 6 gives a
resolution uncertainty of 0.0153 deg/s. The instrument uncertainty of the gyro comes in the form of
linearity, zero-shirt, and thermal drift. There is a linearity error of 0.1%, a zero-shift of 1%, and a thermal
range of 0.48%. Using Equation 7 gives an instrument uncertainty of 1.11 %. Then by taking the root
mean square of the resolution and instrument uncertainties by use of Equation 5 the total uncertainty of
the gyro is +/- 1.11%. The gyro is calibrated upon the initialization process of the IMU. The calibration is
not perfect, so the uncertainty is taken into in the zero-shift uncertainty.
The gyro data is not the primary measurement, as the goal of the gyro data is to integrate it over time
to find the angular position. Error in the measurement will be integrated along with the actual
measurement and as a result will compound over time. This will act as a diverging term causing the error
to expand exponentially with time. However, at small time intervals the uncertainty is not significantly
different from the actual result. This effect can be seen in Figure 109. The plot shows the gyro data
integrated to get position along with the error bars. In the beginning of the flight the error bars are
identical to the measured angular position. By the end of the flight, however, the error bars begin to
diverge from the measured value. This is due to the error being compounded in the integration.

Figure 109: Uncertainty of Angular Position
Luckily the flight from launch to apogee will only last approximately 20 seconds, so the error will
only be integrated for that amount of time. Since the diverging term associated with error is time
dependent the measurement is fairly accurate for short amounts of time. This means that measuring the
two rolls needed to complete the experiment will be possible. It should be noted that if the rocket was to
go at a higher altitude with a flight time consisting of minutes instead of seconds, then this measurement
would become highly inaccurate. Also, when calculating the uncertainty conservatism was used, so it is
possible that the actual error is less then what was calculated.
The same trend is displayed in the velocity and position data which is derived from the acceleration
data. Velocity is important for determining the necessary fin angle of attack, so understanding its error
and how it compounds is important. Shown in Figure 110 is the error bars of the velocity measurement.
Toward the end of the flight the error bars become larger than 100 ft./s, this could be problematic when
controlling the spin at this point in the flight. However, at this point in the flight the rotation would have
already been completed. Free stream velocity is so low that the fins would no longer created a large
torque on the rocket. So, it has been determined for the purpose of this experiment the level of error is
acceptable.

Figure 110: Uncertainty of Velocity

If velocity is integrated over time again altitude can be determined. Since acceleration must be
integrated twice to get the position, the error is compounded twice and is much larger than the velocity
error. While not important to complete the experiment, it is useful to compare against other forms of
determining altitude. The position along with the error bars from the second flight are shown in Figure
111. It can be seen that the error diverges more rapidly for the altitude then for velocity. Again, it shows
that if the flight was minutes and not seconds long the error would be so great that the measurement
would be useless.

Figure 111: Uncertainty of Altitude
One of the main concerns of the payload experiment is its repeatability. Due to the nature of
aerodynamics this is difficult to determine, because properties such as wind speed and direction are a
major contributor on how the rocket will react. Freestream velocity is probably the most significant
factor, however, as the term in squared in the lift equation that dictates the torque generated to roll the
rocket. Slight differences in the motors can result velocity differences that could change the initial roll
rate of the rocket by 10s of degrees per second.
The effect the experiment has on the rocket is also of important to understand for safety reasons. If
the payload has the possibility to cause the rocket to drastically change its flight trajectory it would not be
safe to fly. Luckily flight tests with and without active control that showed using control surfaces to
induce a roll has a small effect on the pitch and yaw directions of the rocket. Between the first and second
flights controlling the fins caused a minimal change to the rockets roll in the pitch and yaw directions.
Shown in Figure 112 is the angular roll rate in the z direction for both flights. The magnitudes for the roll
are approximately the same, shows that moving the fins did not cause a drastic change in the flight
stability.

Figure 112: Z-axis Roll Data
The fins are located close to the center of gravity of the rocket, so the moment cause by actuating the
controllable surfaces is small. This means that the effect of the fins has on the non-roll axis can be
considered negligible. The rocket should act similarly between flights, thus making the experiment
repeatable. Only one controlled flight was done, but it clearly changed the roll rate of the rocket.

4.6 Payload Electronics
The payload’s power design was designed around the worst possible case scenario. This means that
it was assumed that the myRIO would be at full consumption and the servos will be at full torque. With
these conditions in mind Table 16 was created.
Table 16: Payload Power Component Constraints
myRIO

Servo

Voltage (V)

16-6

6-4.8

Max Power Consumption (W)

14

7.8

These givens were used to find the battery that was needed to power the system. Due to the weight of
a Li-Po battery, it was decided that one battery would be used to power the system. Also, we wanted to
get the highest torque out of the servos, so the higher voltage of 6 V was used to achieve this. The 16 V
for the myRIO is the highest allowed voltage for the board, so a 14.8 V input was chosen. When tested,
the Li-Po battery had a usual output of 15.2V after charging, even though the nominal voltage was stated
as 14.8V by the manufacturer. With the increase in voltage a 6 V voltage regulator was still sufficient to
keep the input voltage at our desired amount for servo functionality. In addition to the voltage
requirement, we had to meet the 1 hour time on the pad requirement. To meet this with the worst-case
scenario in mind, a 4000 mAh battery was chosen. With a 14.8 V 4000 mAh battery, it was found that the
system will remained powered for 1.8 hours as seen in Table 17.

Table 17: Payload Battery Life
mAmps

Hours

Battery Drain

Amperage (mA)

945.95

1300

2945

Time Powered (hrs)

4.23

3.08

1.78

In Table 17, the voltage used by the IMU is assumed to be negligible in comparison to the total
battery consumption (IMU current is 3 mA). From a realistic design for the battery consumption shows
that just under half of the battery life is consumed during an activation time of two hours as seen in Table
18.
Table 18: Payload Battery Discharge
mAmps

Hours

Battery Drain

myRIO (pre-flight)

945.95

1

945.95

myRIO (flight/post-flight)

945.95

1

945.95

Servo (during roll)

1300

0.002

2.89

Gyro (pre-flight/post flight)

0.000008

2

0.000016

Gyro (flight)

3.2

0.002

0.0071

accel (pre-flight/post flight)

0.000008

2

0.000017

accel (active)

0.00045

0.002

0.000001

mAh left over

2105.21

This design has an hour pre-flight and an hour post-flight. This design simulates a realistic flight and
gives us a factor of safety of roughly 2 from Figure 113 a general setup of the Payload’s electrical setup.

Figure 113: Payload Electrical Block Diagram

There is a Remove Before Flight Pin located directly after the Li-Po battery. This will protrude out
of the rocket so they system will be inactive till it is set on the pad for launch. This will guarantee that the
system will remained powered and that there will be no data collected before the system is supposed to.
Once the pin is removed and the myRIO is powered, there is a handshake motion performed by the fins to
demonstrate the system is powered and working correctly. A more complex version of the electrical
design can be seen in Figure 114.

Figure 114: Payload Electrical Schematic
From this diagram, it can be seen that the 9 degree of freedom IMU is powered directly from the
myRIO. The sensor has an accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer. The purpose of this is to track
the position and speed of the rocket. The data from the IMU will be transferred to the myRIO which will
then compute the angle needed to rotate the rocket at the necessary speed. The speed needed will be
output from the myRIO as a signal voltage which will be fed into the servos, which will then use the 14.8
V battery to power the needed motion. The power for each of the servos will be passed through an
individual voltage regulator to protect the servos. The nominal output voltage from the voltage regulators
is 6 V and during testing it was seen to be 5.966 V. It can also be seen that the switch is located directly
after the battery to ensure no section of the system is powered before the pin is removed.

5. Safety
The Safety Officer, as well as the entire CRW team, has made personnel safety a primary concern in
all aspects of the project. The Safety Officer has put forth great effort to keep the team trained and
informed regarding Vehicle, Payload, Environmental and Personnel safety. Safety requirements, safety
briefings, and well established operating procedures have been used to ensure the overall safety of the
vehicle and all members of the CRW team. All team activities are analyzed and discussed in advance to
ensure that safe procedures are in place and that safety is maintained at all times.
Through the construction and launch of the full-scale rocket, there have been many lessons learned
by the CRW team. Through analysis, testing, and two full-scale launches the team has had the opportunity
to improve and optimize vehicle design and operating procedures to produce a safe, efficient vehicle. The
following list includes the safety-specific changes since CDR. These will be discussed further in the
subsequent sections of this document:






Improved battery verification
Safe handling procedures for the removal of the Li-Po battery
Added Environmental concerns
Revisions to Launch and Assembly Procedures
Identified potential personnel hazards

5.1 Safety and Environment (Vehicle and Payload
Safety is always the first priority of the CRW team. It begins with the development of a
comprehensive safety plan by the Safety Officer. Then team members must make personal commitments
to stay diligent in following the plan. Adequate safeguards are always being researched and implemented
to protect all staff and equipment along with making the necessary safety training available to all team
members.

5.1.1 Payload Hazards
As the project progresses the payload team has shifted focus from the testing environments of the
laboratory and into the field. This means the same change in focus is warranted within their team as the
vehicle as a whole, ensuring the safe and effective implementation of the RIC payload components.
All concerns have been analyzed and subjected to risk assessment protocols to find suitable means of
mitigation. These concerns have been subjected to the same protocol as our personnel safety and vehicle
hazard analysis. Now as the project moves beyond FRR into the operational phase, it is important to shift
perspective within the team to focus on upcoming hazards. This in-depth hazard analysis can be seen in
Table 7 of Appendix F: Risk Analysis and Hazard Controls. This table includes hazards to personnel as
well as potential risks to payload components that could result in failure to meet NASA SL requirements
The environmental concerns with respect to the RIC payload are very one sided. The only identified
hazard that the payload imposes on the environment would be a result of damage to the Li-Po battery. The
battery is secured in the payload housing which is inside the lower airframe so it is highly unlikely that a
damaged battery could leaking out of the vehicle and onto the ground. However, safety precautions are in
place to ensure no personnel exposure. Whereas, the payload had virtually no impact on the environment,
the environment could greatly impact the payload. Namely, high winds could pose the biggest problem

for overall payload functionality. Through flight testing, the payload team has confidence that the fins
will produce enough moment to overcome cross winds. Previous flight test proved that cross winds
minimal impact on payload functionality.

5.1.2 Vehicle Hazards
The primary identified update to the vehicle hazards was added after the first full-scale launch. In
Childersburg, AL on February 4th, the team launched and successfully recovered the rocket; however, the
primary main and drogue charges did not deploy. For this reason, increased battery verification steps have
been added to the pre-launch assembly procedures. Also at the same launch, the team observed someone’s
rocket land on seemingly distant power lines. After seeing this failure occur to another rocket, the team
implemented checks and procedures, as well as safety concerns associated with this type of failure. Both
the battery issue and the power line failure mode are discussed further in section 5.3 Updates to Failure
Modes

5.2 Updates to Personnel Hazard Analysis
Throughout the project, the personnel hazards have been updated to reflect newly identified hazards.
New personnel hazards were a result of changes in materials and chemicals used for the project. Also,
development of the Tail Cone Compression Test procedures added new personnel safety concerns. The
new additions include: Loctite chemical handling, chemical exposure from damaged Li-Po battery, and
the possibility of exposure to hydraulic fluid. In light of these newly identified hazards, standard
operating procedures have been updated to include additional PPE requirements based on the
manufacturer supplied safety data sheets. A full list of Personnel Hazards can be found in Appendix G:
Personnel Hazards.

5.3 Updates to Failure Modes
Failure mode analysis was conducted for all vehicle subsystems in accordance with guidelines for
risk assessment provided by NASA SL. Likelihood and severity of incidence were weighed, and
preventative measures were implemented through mitigation techniques. Key items were included in the
vehicle verification plan with traceability through the test plan.
The single most important failure mode identified since CDR would be regarding the 9V batteries
that power the altimeters. At the first CRW full-scale launch, the recovery system was activated by the
secondary altimeter. When the retrieval team approached the landed rocket both Stratologgers were
“beeping” signifying that they both had power. The system was safed and the Red Team inspected the
avionics bay to discover that the primary main and the primary drogue charges did not fire. Jason, the
team mentor, removed the charges and allowed the team to retrieve the rocket.
The team immediately began a root cause analysis to identify the source of the error. First, the team
checked the continuity of the avionics bay circuit. Next, the team listened to each altimeter’s beeps
indicating the maximum altitude measured and the two altimeters were within a foot of being equal. This
led to the conclusion that the circuit and altimeters were functioning correctly. Therefore, the team
proceeded to disassemble the avionics bay to analyze the wires and batteries. There were no loose wires
and the batteries were still safely secured on the terminals on the avionics sled. Then the team measured
the voltage of each battery. The secondary altimeter battery measured 9.3V, whereas, primary altimeter’s

battery only measured 8.46V. Robert, the Upper Airframe Lead, proceeded to analyze the data collected
by each sensor. Graphically, it is easy to see that at the moment that each primary event should have
occurred, the voltage spiked to zero. This verified that the battery was faulty.
The use of a back-up ejection charge saved the recovery of the first rocket. The mitigation for this
failure mode was to add additional steps in the Launch and Assembly Procedures to verify the voltage of
all batteries on the vehicle prior to installation using a multimeter. The previous SOP had a step in place
to listen to the “voltage beeps” emitted by the altimeters on startup. Additionally, the team always install
new, unused batteries at every flight. However, these safeguards were not enough. Consequently, each
battery’s voltage will be measured and if it does not show a measurement greater than or equal to a
specified value it is not suitable for flight. This method was verified by the successful recovery at the
second full-scale test flight.
Additional failure modes were identified regarding specific activities such as the Tail Cone
Compression Test. Dissimilar from CDR, there is a failure mode analysis at the end of each test
procedure. These procedures and their corresponding failure modes can be seen in Appendices A – E.
Operational, Also, each component specific failure analysis can be found in the Component Data Sheets
in Appendix K:

5.4 Environmental Hazards
Environmental concerns for this project will include issues that will impose on the rocket, as well as,
issues that the rocket will impose on the environment. Furthermore, the CRW team has acknowledged the
potential effects of automobile carbon emissions due to activities that involve travel. The plan to
minimize CO2 emissions by minimizing the number of vehicles used for travel. Additionally, the effects
of humidity have been added to the environmental hazards outlined in Appendix F: Risk Analysis and
Hazard Controls, Table 8. There was a lot of rain prior to the Manchester, TN launch on February 19th and
this could have negatively impacted the ejection charges and/or the rocket motor. Fortunately, the CRW
team mentor always stores and transports all volatile materials in the PRC explosive storage day box. This
hazard was added to the Environmental Hazards and will be resolved through safe storage procedures and
inspection of said storage prior to leaving the controlled storage environment at JRC.
The addition of Power Lines listed as an Environmental Hazard is a result of observations made at
the first 2017 launch. In Childersburg, AL on February 4 th, an individual working on a level-two Tripoli
certification launched their rocket with the launch rail perpendicular to the ground. This rocket
successfully deployed their drogue and main parachutes, but due to a small breeze the rocket drifted into
distant power lines. The CRW team observed that the RSO instructed everyone to stay clear of the
entangled rocket. After a couple of hours, the local utility company arrived and safely removed the
tangled rocket from the power lines. There were no injuries to personnel or municipal property due to the
proactive, responsible actions of the leadership at the launch field. The CRW learned a valuable lesson
regarding the potential hazards that can occur from surrounding trees, structures, and power lines. For this
reason, the Safety Officer added power line entanglement to the identified Environmental Hazards. In an
effort to mitigate this failure mode, the team has decided that special attention will be placed on the
orientation of the launch rail with respect to the surrounding geography. Additionally, the Safety Officer
briefed the team on the dangers and protocols required in the event that the rocket should land in trees or
power lines. These added safety measures have been added to the Launch and Assembly Procedures and
this method was verified through application at the February 19 th launch in Manchester, TN.

5.5 List of Concerns as Project Transitions to Operational Phase
The primary operational concerns throughout the project have revolved around launch and assembly
procedures. All testing was performed in a controlled environment with many available resources and
tools; however, at the launch field this is not the case. Therefore, it is imperative that the team be prepared
and equipped to successfully assemble, launch, and recover the vehicle at the launch site. Additionally,
errors made during the field assembly process could pose a multitude of failure modes. For this reason, a
great deal of time and effort has been placed on optimizing the packing list and procedures to ensure the
team has all the resources needed for a successful launch. The CRW team have made it a priority to
ensure that all team members are knowledgeable of the operational procedures and the role that they will
play in the pre-launch assembly process.
The wind, humidity, and other environmental hazards are the most unpredictable hazards faced on
launch day. The team has worked to identify these hazards and have measures in place to mitigate the
risks associated with these hazards. Again, training, communication and comprehensive operational
procedures are the best mitigation techniques to overcome any environmental challenges that may be
faced at the launch field. The process used to finalize the Launch Day Operating Procedures will be
discussed in greater detail in the subsequent section.

6. Launch Operation Procedures
All launch operations are conducted by a designated Launch Team comprised of the following:
Safety Officer, Payloads Team Lead, and at least one member each from the Lower Airframe and Upper
Airframe who have received CPR/AED training. In order to ensure proper pre-launch vehicle assembly,
the Launch Team follows a specific set of procedures that are drafted and reviewed by the entire team
prior to launch at a meeting organized by the Safety Officer. Throughout the project, the operational
procedures have evolved into a safe, comprehensive, efficient process defined by the CRW team as a
group.
The process for creating the Launch and Assembly Procedures was carried out over several weeks.
First, the observations and experience of the subscale launch aided in the development of the full-scale
procedures. The Safety Officer created the first draft of the Launch and Assembly SOP and then a peer
review was conducted to allow at least one designated member from each team to offer feedback. Next,
the team practiced going through the procedures in a controlled environment to identify any confusing or
misplaced steps. These procedures were then used at the first full-scale test launch. The launch and
assembly were a success; however, the team identified several modifications and additions that should be
added to the working SOP. These revisions were implemented by the Safety Officer and second peer
review was conducted. At the second full-scale launch, the team only identified a couple of changes that
would be needed. After completing two peer reviews and two successful launches, the Safety Officer
completed a finalized version of the CRW Launch and Assembly Procedures. As a means of final
verification, the team conducted a run through of the SOP and concluded that the procedures are
complete. These procedures can be seen in Appendix A: Launch and Assembly Procedures.
In an effort to have the entire team involved and informed about the Launch and Assembly
Procedures, a verification signature is required by each team lead once their respective section is
assembled. The idea is to create a feeling of accountability and to further verify that the procedures were
strictly followed. Throughout the procedures, there are specific safety requirements that are noted in red.
Through the peer review process, the Safety Officer helped the team understand the importance of
following the steps exactly so that any required PPE or safety checks are conducted as specified. The
result of missing or skipping steps could result in personnel injury or vehicle failure. Each team member
is expected to follow the rigorous safety protocols outlined in all testing, launch, and assembly
procedures. Failure to do so could result in administrative action against the party responsible for the
infraction.

6.1 Checklist
Launch procedures contain descriptions of all pertinent steps in the vehicle assembly including
recovery and motor preparation, launch setup, hang fire procedures, and post flight inspection criteria.
The checklist used throughout testing will be the same as the one used at the competition launch and can
be found in Appendix A: Launch and Assembly Procedures. Preparation of black powder charges will be
done prior to travelling to the launch site to mitigate safety risks at the field locations. This process is also
performed in accordance with a checklist developed for black powder testing.

6.2 Safety and Quality Assurance
The CRW Safety Officer is responsible for maintaining documents relating to launch and launch
prep operations. The Safety Officer is also the point of contact for risk assessments pertaining to these
operations. Each procedure that is developed for use by the CRW team is subjected to the same risk
assessment protocols as the project as a whole. There is a risk assessment section included with all
Standard Operating Procedures. A detailed account of all risk assessment protocols for the entire project
can be found in the Risk Mitigation table in Appendix F: Risk Analysis and Hazard Controls.

7. Project Plan
Since CDR, the team has successfully conducted testing on various aspects of the rocket,
specifically the tail cone, GPS tracker, ejection charges, and the payload, all of which are discussed in
more detail below. The team has successfully demonstrated compliance with self-imposed and NASAimposed requirements for the competition itself. Additionally, the team has generated a finalized budget,
and finalized the project timeline. Charger Rocket Works has continued since CDR to place a strong
emphasis on educational outreach, and will continue to do so as the team approaches the competition
itself.

7.1 Testing
The team conducted various tests on components of the full-scale design. This was done to ensure
the strength and integrity of the selected material are within the margins of risk and acceptance of the
CRW design. In addition to the full-scale and subscale test flights, the CRW team also performed a
compression test on the tail cone, ejection charge tests, spectrum analysis on the GPS trackers, and a
ground test on the RIC payload. These tests are discussed in greater detail in the subsequent sections.

7.1.1 Tail Cone Testing
The objective of testing the tail cone was to ensure the piece could withstand the maximum thrust
power of the Aerotech L2200 motor within a factor of safety of 1.5 through compressive proof testing.
The inside lip where the motor casing interfaces was determined through finite element modeling to have
the highest point of shearing stress. Due to this, it was then determined that this point would be the most
likely point of failure in the case of compressive loading.

Figure 115: Lower Airframe Testing Assembly
To accurately model the system during the thrust phase of flight where compressive loads would be
exerted on the tail cone, an aluminum rod of the same diameter of the motor casing was placed inside of
the tail cone and fixed against the thrust lip. The tail cone was then attached to a small piece of body tube
to replicate the lower airframe assembly. This assembly was then held together by 0.25-inch all-thread
rod through the center of the system. This lower airframe assembly and testing apparatus can be seen in
Figure 115 and Figure 116.

Figure 116: Tail Cone Compression Testing Setup
Upon ensuring that all individuals were within the safe zone of testing, the assembly was then
subjected to a compressive proof load of approximately 1,045 lbs. This was calculated from the Equation
8 where 697 lbs. is the maximum thrust of the L2200 motor, the actual load experienced and 1.5 is the
determined factor of safety. To accurately obtain data and ensure accuracy of loading, a load cell was
used along with a hydraulic pump to apply and read load values. The data obtained from the test system
can be seen below in Figure 117, where a maximum force of 984 lbs. was applied during testing.

𝑆𝐹 =

𝜎max 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝜎max 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡

Figure 117: Compression Testing Data

(8)

Upon completion of the test, it was determined that the tail cone experienced no fracture when
subjected to loads higher than that of the loads experienced during the thrust phase of flight and was
therefore determined as safe to fly by the team. Using the compression testing system, CRW not only
solidified their design and material choice of the boat tail, but also confirmed the piece would not fail due
to the compressive shear force on the inner thrust lip. The tail cone post-test can be seen in Figure 118
below.

Figure 118: Tail Cone Post-Test

7.1.2 Ejection Charge Testing
Two ejection charge tests were performed for the full-scale rocket, one prior to each flight. The first
test was conducted on February 3, 2017 in preparation for the launch on the 4th. The second test was
performed on February 16, 2017 to verify the ejection charge sizing to be used for the second full-scale
launch. Table 19 outlines the data obtained during both the February 3 rd and February 16th ejection charge
testing. The procedures used for this test can be seen in Appendix B: Ejection Charge Test Procedures.
Initial charge sizes were estimated using the ideal gas law and some material properties of the Goex
black powder. Equation 9 was used as a primary guess. In Equation 1, R is the ideal gas constant and T is
the combustion temperature of black powder in degrees Rankine. The expected mass of black powder in
grams is m which has a shown conversion factor of 454g/lbm. F is the force required to break shear pins
and create a safe ejection. The area A is the surface area of the bulkheads that force can be applied to the
body tube inner diameter; V is the volume of the combustion chamber when empty.
F
A

V=

m
454g/lbm

∗ 266

lbf in
lbm

∗ 3307R

(9)

Based on the black powder testing done for the subscale rocket, the charge sizes taken from this equation
are usually too small. Because of this, the first charges tested were higher than calculated.

Table 19: Ejection Charge Test Results

After completing ejection charge testing, it was concluded that 5g of Goex Black Powder would be
used to eject the main parachute from the upper airframe and 3g for the lower airframe’s drogue (Table
20). These results were the same for the testing completed prior to the first and second launches. Both
flights had successful recoveries.
Table 20: Final Ejection Charge Sizing

7.1.3 GPS Tracker Spectrum Analysis
The Spectrum Analysis Test was conducted to test the sensitivity of the radio transmit and verify that
there would be no interference with the accelerometers. The GPS trackers produce electromagnetic fields
and radio signals that could interfere with the electronics in the avionics bay. To prevent this, the avionics
bay was coated with galvanizing paint. This created a layer of zinc to protect the avionics. To test this
solution, the team used a spectrum analyzer to measure the strength of the signal sent by one of the GPS
Tracking radios and then measure how much of that signal can be blocked by placing the transmitting
radio inside the zinc coated Avionics bay.
The results of the Spectrum Analysis Test, as shown in Figure 119 show that there was not
significant attenuation measured. In previous years, the UAH Charger Rocket Works teams have used this
same method to ensure no interference could be transmitted to the avionics bay altimeters and in all past
tests these very same trackers were verified. However, for this test there was minimal signal degradation
through the galvanized avionics bay. This is attributed to the fact that the length of the avionics bay
coupler is approximately equal to the one-half wave length frequency. The CRW team has flown these
trackers on two subscale and two full-scale test flights with no incidence. During all four test flight the
trackers’ signal was successfully received from the ground station and the altimeters triggered the ejection

charges as intended. The success of the four test launches verified the functionality and sensitivity of the
Xbee GPS trackers.

Figure 119: Spectrum Analyzer Data Output

7.1.4 Payload Ground Test
The payload ground test was conducted to verify structural and electrical component operation as
well as verify operation of the flight code. The payload has the ability to influence the flight path of the
rocket, therefore safe and successful operation needs to be validated through testing. The test took place
with the fully assembled payload on a rotary stand to simulate the natural roll and induced roll of the
rocket. Visual inspection, shake testing, and hand inspection of structural and electrical components
verified integrity during flight conditions. Simulation of the roll on the rotary stand verified the flight
code logic as the fins pitched as desired. The results of the test show that the payload will withstand flight
conditions as well as the successful operation of the flight code.
While the first full-scale flight was performed before full ground testing, it did not rely on a fully
operational payload. The first full-scale flight verified the integrity of the payload components. The
second full-scale flight, shortly after the ground test, further verified the operation of the payload. Data
collected from ground testing and full-scale flights have verified that the sensors are measuring properly
as well as processed properly by the flight code. A full list of procedures for the test can be found in
Appendix D: Payload Ground Test Procedures.

7.2 Requirements Compliance
The safety officer, in combination with the rest of the team, has successfully met all team-generated
and NASA-dictated requirements with one exception. The NASA-specified requirement that each

independent rocket section must land with a Kinetic Energy of less than 75 ft.-lbf was not met with either
of the first two full-scale launches. However, as discussed in recovery section, the team has selected a
new parachute with a drag coefficient sufficient to meet this requirement. This parachute selection was
backed up by previous launch data and will be confirmed with a 3 rd full-scale flight prior to competition.

7.3 Budget, Timeline, and Educational Engagement
As the team progresses towards competition, the team has established an updated and finalized
budget and program timeline. This budget represents the final expenses of all purchases over the course of
the entire project, including costs for both full-scale rockets. The timeline for launches and all other team
functions has been finalized. Finally, CRW has continued to reach out to the local community, reaching
students and people of all ages about Viserion, CRW, the NASA competition, and more general
information about engineering itself.

7.3.1 Funding Plan
The CRW project budget is provided in part by the Alabama Space Grant Consortium (ASGC). The
UAH JRC will match funding by the ASGC. UAH will also provide cost share support through the use of
campus facilities and overhead expenditures.

7.3.2 Budget
At this stage in the system lifecycle, the team has generated a finalized budget will all costs for both
full-scale rockets incorporated, barring any system failures between FRR and competition itself which
would result in additional costs incurred. The finalized team budget can be seen below in Table 21 and
visualized in Figure 120.
Table 21: Total Budget Summary

Figure 120: Total Budget Summary
Table 22 below displays the components and their respective costs for a single subscale rocket.
These values remain unchanged from CDR. Note that this table includes shipping as a factor in the
subscale budget itself, whereas Table 21 isolates the shipping costs and other miscellaneous costs in a
separate itemization. Figure X displays the budget summary visually.
Table 22: Subscale Budget Detailed Breakdown
Sub-Scale Budget
Price
Per

Total
Per

Part Description

Vendor

Quantity

Switches

Digi-Key
Corporation

2

$1.93

$3.86

3" G10 Coupler Bulkheads

Madcow Rocketry

3

$5.00

$15.00

Madcow Rocketry

2

$10.00

$20.00

Madcow Rocketry

1

$30.95

$30.95

1

$54.00

$54.00

Lower

1

$32.30

$32.30

Lower

3" G10 AvBay Lid (G10
Bulheads)
Nosecone - Fiberglass 3.0" ThinWall (4:1 Ogave)
Aerotech High Power Rocket
Motor Reload Kit
38 mm Aft Closure

Chris' Rocket
Supplies, LLC
Chris' Rocket
Supplies, LLC

Section
Upper
Airframe
Upper
Airframe
Upper
Airframe
Upper
Airframe

3" Fiberglass 4:1 Ogive
NoseCone

Apogee

1

$30.95

$30.95

Upper

Coupler Bulkhead Disk

Apogee

2

$3.83

$7.66

Upper

Screw to Expand Inserts 4-40

McMaster-Carr

1

$11.00

$11.00

Lower

McMaster-Carr

1

$8.17

$8.17

Lower

McMaster-Carr

1

$8.90

$8.90

Lower

18-8 Hex Nut 6-32

McMaster-Carr

1

$3.27

$3.27

Lower

316 SS Washer for #6 Screw

McMaster-Carr

1

$3.39

$3.39

Lower

Eyebolt 1/4"-20

McMaster-Carr

3

$3.01

$9.03

Lower

Hex Nut 14-20

McMaster-Carr

1

$2.68

$2.68

Lower

Retaining Ring 1-5/8 Bore Dia

McMaster-Carr

1

$7.32

$7.32

Lower

IP8 Torx Plus Screwdriver

McMaster-Carr

1

$5.12

$5.12

Lower

IP10 Torx Plus Screwdriver

McMaster-Carr

1

$5.90

$5.90

Lower

DP100 Epoxy

McMaster-Carr

2

$24.18

$48.36

General

Mixer Nozzle

McMaster-Carr

6

$0.95

$5.70

General

Mixer Nozle

McMaster-Carr

6

$2.93

$17.58

General

McMaster-Carr

5

$1.97

$9.85

Lower

McMaster-Carr

1

$8.63

$8.63

Lower

6-32 Locknut

McMaster-Carr

1

$4.48

$4.48

Lower

Retaining Ring Pliers

McMaster-Carr

1

$24.50

$24.50

Lower

Drill Bit Set

McMaster-Carr

1

$26.60

$26.60

General

3" G12 Coupler

Madcow

1

$22.00

$22.00

Upper

Wiring with Locking Connectors

Doghouse
Rocketry

4

$7.60

$30.40

Recovery

1/8" Tubular Kevlar Shockcord

Apogee Rockets

17

$2.10

$35.70

Recovery

Low Profile Button Head Torx
18-8 Stainless 4-40
Low Profile Button Head Torx
18-8 Stainless 6-32

Oval Connecting Link 326
Stainless
SS Button Head Socket Cap
Screw 6-32 1/2"

Estimated Shipping

$84.18
Total Per Rocket

$577.48

Figure 121: Subscale Budget Summary (Single-Rocket)
Similarly, the full-scale budget breakdown can be seen below in Table 23, with Figure 122 providing
a visual representative of the cost distribution by section. The cost breakdown for payload is further
expanded on in Table 24.
Table 23: Launch Pad Budget

Part Description
General:
DP 420 High Strength Epoxy
Epoxy Mixing Nozzle
9V Batteries
Lower Airframe Assembly:
Aft Airframe
Rail Buttons
Tail Cone
Inserts
Fastener (Screw)
Snap Ring
Motor Assembly:
Motor L2200G
Motor L1420R
Motor Case
Fwd Closure

Launch Pad Budget
Vendor

Quantity

Price Per

Total Per

McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr
Wal-mart

4
12
3

$23.58
$2.93
$2.00

$94.32
$35.16
$6.00

Madcow Rocketry
Apogee Rockets
UAHuntsville
McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr

1
2
1
3
3
1

$224.00
$10.00

$224.00
$20.00

$8.60
$11.30
$2.55

$25.80
$33.90
$2.55

Chris's Rocketry
Chris's Rocketry
Chris's Rocketry
Chris's Rocketry

4
1
1
1

$249.00
$237.49
$390.00
$95.00

$498.00
$237.49
$390.00
$95.00

Aft Closure
Fwd Seal Disk
Fin Bracket
Bracket Screw
Bracket Nut
Fin
Fin Fasteners
Centering Ring
Bulkhead
Bulkhead Fasteners (Screw)
Bulkhead Eyebolt
Bulkhead Eyebolt Nut
Drogue Parachute Assembly:
Drogue Parachute
Shock Cords
Quick Links (Drogue Chute)
Nomex Cloth (Drogue)
Upper Airframe Assembly:
Fwd Body Tube
Nose Cone
All Thread
Tracker Assembly:
Bracket
Tracker
Battery
Screw
Nut
Bulkhead
Eye Nut
Nut
Washer
Avionics Assembly:
Coupler
All Thread
Bulkhead
Terminal
Black Powder Charge Housing
Black Powder
Shear Pin
Removeable Rivet

Chris's Rocketry
Chris's Rocketry
Midwest Steel Supply
McMaster-Carr

$75.00
$32.00
$50.31
$5.79

$75.00
$32.00
$50.31
$5.79

Professional Plastics
McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr

1
1
3
12
12
3
9
1
1
4
1
1

$39.26
$9.80
$27.00
$24.70
$9.16
$3.15
$3.15

$39.26
$9.80
$27.00
$24.70
$36.64
$3.15
$3.15

Fruity Chute
Chris's Rocketry
McMaster-Carr
Apogee Rockets

1
2 (50 ft ea)
3
1

$53.00
0.42/ft
$3.03
$10.95

$53.00
$42.00
$9.09
$10.95

Mad Cow
Animal Works Motors
McMaster-Carr

1
1
1

$224.00
$160.00
$4.46

$224.00
$160.00
$4.46

Locally Machined
UAHuntsville
DigiKey
McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr
Locally Machined
McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr

1
5
1
1
1
1
3
3

$2.49
$1.75
$0.87

$12.45
$1.75
$0.87

$6.03
$4.40
$7.14

$6.03
$4.40
$7.14

Mad Cow
McMaster-Carr
Locally Machined
McMaster-Carr

1
1
2
6
4

$75.00
$4.46

$75.00
$4.46

$0.66

$3.96

100
100

$5.37
$5.28

$5.37
$5.28

UAHuntsville
McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr

E-Match
Eye Bolt
Shear Pin
Washer
Sled Assembly:
Sled
Switch
Battery
Lock Nut
Wire
Wire
Harness
Harness
Stratologger
Standoff
Screw
Nut
Bracket
Bolt
Nut
Lock Washer
Main Recovery Assembly:
Main Parachute
Shock Cords
Quick Links (Main Chute)
Nomex Cloth (Main)
Quick Links (Nosecone)
Estimated Shipping

Chris' Rocketry
McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr

2
100
4

Locally Printed
DigiKey
DigiKey
McMaster-Carr
DigiKey
DigiKey
Doghouse Rocketry
Doghouse Rocketry
Perfectflite
DigiKey
DigiKey
DigiKey
Locally Printed
DigiKey
DigiKey
DigiKey

1
3
8
10
5 ft
5 ft
4
4
2
8
8
8
2
4
4
12

Fruity Chute

1
1
2
1
1

Chris's Rocketry
McMaster Carr
ApogeeRockets
McMaster-Carr

$3.81
$5.37
$7.14

$3.81
$5.37
$7.14

$1.93
$1.88
$4.22
$23.94
$23.94
$7.60
$7.60
$49.46
$0.30
$0.38
$0.15

$1.93
$1.88
$4.22
$23.94
$23.94
$7.60
$7.60
$49.46
$0.30
$0.38
$0.15

$0.55
$4.91
$5.40

$0.55
$4.91
$5.40

$1,242.00
0.42/ft
$5.08

$1,242.00
$21.00
$10.16

$13.99
$2.56

$13.99
$2.56

$614.15
Total Per Rocket
Total of Two Rockets

$614.15
$4,651.67
$9,303.34

Figure 122: Full-Scale Budget Summary (Single Rocket)
Table 24: Payload Budget

Figure 123 below displays the actual rocket cost per section versus the predicted costs for each
section in the PDR and CDR documents for full-scale. This figure provides a visual evolution of project
cost over the system lifecycle, and demonstrates the budget evolution for the team. Note that these are the
costs for a single rocket.

Figure 123: Actual Rocket by Section vs Expected Final Budget

7.3.3 Timeline
This section details the critical path timeline of the project for the Fall 2016 and Spring 2017
semesters, as seen in Figure 124 and Figure 125. These figures display the finalized system timeline for
CRW’s entry into the 2016/17 NASA SL competition. In the project proposal presented last semester the
team identified 6 key system lifecycle phases. The key lifecycle phases identified were Project Definition
and Proposal, Preliminary Vehicle Design, Critical Design, Vehicle Fabrication, Flight Testing, and
finally Competition Flight and Post-Launch Analysis. To provide a large enough window in the event a
test flight was scrubbed, the team made sure to select test flights far enough in advance to provide backup
options. As discussed in CDR, this proved extremely fortunate, as the team’s initially planned primary
subscale test flight in mid-November was scrubbed due to a burn ban impacting large regions in the
southeast United States. The team was able to use the backup test flight date in early December to test
subscale vehicles.
The team submitted the project proposal to NASA on September 30 th, 2016, completing the Project
Definition and Proposal phase of the system lifecycle, and was subsequently accepted into the SL
competition. In the portion of the competition completed in 2016, the team successfully completed the
Preliminary Vehicle Design phase of the competition, culminating in a refined vehicle design from the
proposal presented to NASA in the Preliminary Design Review document submitted on November 4th,
and the via presentation to the NASA review panel on November 17th, 2016. The team also completed the
subscale phase of the competition on December 10 th, 2016 at Childersburg, AL when two subscale
vehicles were launched.
To begin the second half of the SL competition, the team created and submitted their Critical Design

Review on January 13th, 2017. This document presented the refined system design, with detailed analysis
and discussion of all components, subsystems, and systems. The CDR was then discussed in detail two
weeks later with a NASA review panel on January 26th, 2017. After completion of the Critical Design
phase of the project, the team transitioned into active manufacturing and assembly of Viserion itself.
From CDR to the first full-scale launch on February 4th, the team finalized any remaining design
questions and produced the as-manufactured rocket and payload.
The first full-scale test flight conducted on February 4 th resulted in successful launch and recovery of
the rocket, and demonstrated the vehicle was able to meet required criteria. Because the 1st full-scale test
flight was conducted with fixed payload fins, the team conducted a second test launch on February 19 th, in
which the team was able to successfully cant the vehicle fins to induce a roll in the vehicle. In both these
flights, the team identified the need to test the vehicle with a new parachute with improved drag
coefficient, in order to meet NASA’s kinetic energy at landing requirements. As a result, the team will
conduct a third full-scale flight on March 18th with the new parachute (as discussed in detail in section
3.3.2 Parachute Selection). The payload team will also use this test flight to continue to optimize the code
used for regulating Viserion’s rotation through control fins. Finally, competition week for this year’s SL
competition will be held from April 5 th through 10th. During this week, the Launch Readiness Review
(LRR) and competition flights will be conducted. After completion, the Post Launch Assessment Review
(PLAR) will be completed by the team, completing the final phase of the system lifecycle.

Figure 124: Fall 2016 Project Timeline

Figure 125: Spring 2017 Project Timeline

7.3.4 Educational Engagement
Through various educational and outreach opportunities, CRW has directly impacted roughly 2,315
people in the Huntsville area. Through the various programs that CRW has been involved in for the 20162017 competition, most directly impact elementary and middle-school aged children with the hopes of
inspiring a younger generation of CRW members and Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics
(STEM) enthusiasts alike.
Table 25: Educational Engagement Schedule

Since CDR, CRW has assisted in four events, an indirect outreach interaction with the members of
UAH Society of Women Engineers, the FIRST LEGO League: Alabama Championship at the U.S. Space
& Rocket Center on March 4th, the 8th Annual Gala for Sacred Heart schools and the Science Olympiad
hosted on UAH’s campus. Also, CRW plans to host two more outreach opportunities through a UAH
Spring Discovery Day on UAH’s campus and a rocketry seminar at James Clemens High School in April.
All past and upcoming outreach and education events along with the type of engagement, date, and
number of individuals impacted can be seen in Table 25.
A goal of Charger Rocket Works, aside from outreach to all individuals is to inspire more women at
the university level to seek an interest in rocketry and the NASA Student Launch Program. To do this,
CRW created a presentation to highlight all the goals, efforts, engagement, and excitement that goes into
the finalized product. This presentation will be presented and sent to all members of UAH Society of
Women Engineers to inform all members of the program. This presentation is predicted to reached out to
roughly 300 female undergraduate and graduate engineering majors at the University.

Figure 126: 8th Annual Gala for Sacred Hearts School
CRW assisted in three events on March 4 th, the first of which was the FIRST LEGO League:
Alabama Championship hosted at the U.S. Space & Rocket Center in Huntsville, AL. At this event, CRW
members served as volunteers and indirectly impacted roughly 100 individuals between the ages of 8-14
years. The second event the team assisted with on March 4 th was the Science Olympiad on UAH’s
campus, as seen in Figure 127. At this event, volunteers from CRW led a water rocket launch for the
competition and directly impacted 50 people through educational engagement. The final outreach event
the team assisted with on March 4th was an informal presentation at the 8th Annual Gala for Sacred Heart
schools where members of CRW presented their project and the SL program to others, as seen in Figure
126.

Figure 127: Science Olympiad
The remaining outreach events to be completed post-FRR include a UAH Discovery Days event and
a rocketry seminar to James Clemens High School. At the Discovery Days event, it is anticipated that
CRW will impact roughly 500 individuals by informing them of the NASA Student Launch program and
the CRW team and product, as well as giving insight into undergraduate engineering at UAH. Through
coordinating with James Clemens High School teachers, it was determined that CRW will have the
opportunity to speak to JCHS physics classes/club, the JCHS rocketry club, as well as the possibility to
speak with other JCHS STEM related classes and clubs. CRW plans to present their vehicle, the NASA
Student Launch program, undergraduate engineering at UAH, and a basic rocketry course to the students.
An expected 250 individuals will be impacted in this effort that is planned to take place in April, 2017.
A goal of Charger Rocket Works, aside from outreach to all individuals is to inspire more women at
the university level to seek an interest in rocketry and the NASA Student Launch Program. To do this,
CRW created a presentation to highlight all the goals, efforts, engagement, and excitement that goes into
the finalized product. This presentation will be presented and sent to all members of UAH Society of
Women Engineers to inform all members of the program. This presentation is predicted to reached out to
roughly 300 female undergraduate and graduate engineering majors at the University.

Appendix A: Launch and Assembly Procedures
TEST PERFORMED: 02/04/2017 IN CHILDERSBURG, AL
02/19/2017 IN MANCHESTER, TN

DECLARATIONS
Objective
This SOP establishes procedures and defines safety precautions that will be used for assembly of
a high-powered rocket. The procedure includes preparation and installation of black powder
charges for deployment of the recovery systems and loading of the solid rocket motor.

Test Location
Launching the rocket must be carried out at a controlled launch field dedicated for high powered
rocket launches. Assembly operations, up to the addition of energetic materials to the rocket,
may be carried out either at a launch field or prior to arrival at the launch field. Black powder
charge loading and solid rocket propellant loading may only be carried out at the launch field
when testing is imminent.

Roles and Responsibilities
This procedure requires a minimum of 2 operators, but may be conducted by up to 5 persons.
Operations involving black powder or solid rocket propellant will be conducted by the Team
Mentor. One of the operators will be designated as the Safety Monitor and will read procedures
during testing and ensure all steps are followed or any deviations are documented. The Safety
Monitor will be identified on the front page of procedure.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Test personnel must wear safety glasses at all times during test operations. Long pants and close
toed shoes are required for testing. Cotton clothing is required. The following PPE are approved
through the procedure and Table 26 shows when PPEs are necessary:
Table 26 Personal Safety Equipment
Equipment

Period

Approved eye protection

All Times

Closed-toed footwear

All Times

Weather/Emergency
Testing will not be conducted during unfavorable weather conditions. Additionally, testing may
not be conducted if lightning is expected in the area or if there is lightning in a 25-mile radius.
Testing may be stopped if high or variable winds are present in the test area. In the event of nonweather related emergency test operations must be stood down so test personnel can evacuate
test facility. If time does not permit safe mitigation of hazards, any immediate hazards should be
identified to the field RSO and emergency response personnel.

PRE-TRAVEL PREPARATION PROCEDURES
PAYLOAD PREPARATION
1

Run diagnostic check on MyRio code

o
o
o

Verify DAQ
Inspect memory card
Reinstall memory card

2

Inspect control surfaces and connection points

3

Ensure payload housing is fully assembled

4

Verify LiPo batteries (x2) have been fully charged (15V)

PREPARATION OF BLACK POWDER CHARGES
5

Inform all observers of emergency exits and other pertinent safety information.

6

If preparing charges at the JRC, identify nearest AED location to team and observers.

7

Place all jewelry and electronic devices, tablets, and radios in an approved location.

8

Place Cell Phones in “airplane mode”

9

Make sure all personnel are wearing the proper PPE, e.g., safety glasses, goggles, or
face shield, hearing protection (if needed).

10 If testing at the JRC,

o

If testing at the JRC, warning light should be turned to YELLOW during the
set-up procedure and throughout the experiment.

MUST WEAR NITRILE GLOVES WHILE HANDELING BLACK POWDER
11 Remove black powder from designated container.
12 Use the following steps to prepare the ejection charges with black powder ONE AT A
TIME.
Main
Main
Drogue Drogue
Primary Backup Primary Backup
13 Inspect E-Match to be used for ejection charge
for frayed wires
14 Cut E-match to size and strip ends.
15 Short ends of e-match by twisting leads together.
16 Measure specified amount of black powder to be
used in a volumetric measuring device
17 Transfer to flight charge container
18 Close/seal container as designed

19 Label charge with painters tape Main Primary,
Main Backup, Drogue Primary, or Drogue Backup
as appropriate, and include the charge size
20 Record the volume of the black powder in the
cells on this sheet
21 Place Loaded Ejection charge in Day box
22 Repeat from Step
prepared

13 until all charges are

23 Prepare rocket for transport to launch filed
24 Verify that the following materials have been packed for transport:
Nosecone

New, unused 9V batteries (x6)

Forward airframe body tube

Spare CR123 Batteries

Lower Airframe body tube

Stratologger Manual

Avionics Bay/Coupler (fully
assembled)

Shear Pins (4-40 Nylon)

Payload Bay/Coupler (fully
assembled)

Payload Fins

Dog barf

Bolt for Upper to Coupler (#8 x4)

Snap Ring Pliers

Ballast

Snap ring/s

Motor Case Cleaning Supplies
(Alcohol and Brush)

Tiny Flat Head Screwdriver for
Stratologgers

Flat Head Screwdriver for
Bulkhead E-Match terminals

Phillips head for Stratologger
mounting screws

Torx IP8 Screwdriver

5/16” wrench

Torx IP10 Screwdriver

Computer with Simulation
Software

E-Matches

Multimeter

Tape Measure

Main parachute Assembly
(parachute, shock cord, nomex
sheet)

Drogue parachute assembly
(parachute, shock cord, nomex
sheet)

Daybox containing: Motor and
Black Powder

Scale for weighing rocket at
launch field

First Aid Kit

Safety Glasses

Main Primary Ejection Charge

Drogue Primary Ejection Charge

Main Backup Ejection Charge

Drogue Backup Ejection Charge

Stratologger Download Chip/wire

Laptop with X-CTU

Laptop with Stratologger software

X-Bee Radio Transmitters (x2)

Rocket Tracker

Tracker Ground Station Interface

Motor Case

Motor Case Seal Disk

Motor Case Aft Closure

Motor Forward Closure (Plugged)

Table (x2)

AAA Batteries for Scale (x2)

Nitrile Gloves

Silicone Gel (for Payload)

Duct Tape

#2 Phillips Screwdriver

Painters Tape

Yellow Fastener Box

Electrical Tape

Yellow Tray

Rocket Stand for Assembly

Tarp

Water
Safe
Electronics

Containers

Verification Signature:

for

_______________________
Safety Officer

AT FIELD
UPPER AIRFRAME ASSEMBLY CHECKLIST
25 Use Multimeter to test voltage of new CR123 battery for tracker
The CR123 should measure 3V or greater, anything less is NOT acceptable for flight
Voltage measured: __________________
26 Install new CR123 battery into GPS Tracker
27 Zip tie CR123 battery to bracket
28 Remove Nosecone bulkhead
29 Verify/Zip tie antenna module to GPS board
30 Attach Tracker to all-thread in Nosecone.
31 Verify tracker receives correct GPS lock via ground station

32 Install Bulkhead in Nose Cone
33 Verify that no black powder charges are attached to the terminal blocks on the AV Bay
bulkheads.
34 Use Multimeter to verify voltage of new 9V battery for Stratologger (x2)
If the batteries do not measure 9V or greater, they are NOT acceptable for flight
Voltage measured: __________________ Primary Stratologger
Voltage measured: __________________ Secondary Stratologger
35 Install new 9V batteries into avionics sled (x2)
36 Zip tie 9V batteries to battery bracket
37 Tug Stratologger wires to ensure they are firmly connected
38 Place avionics sled into coupler
39 Attach pig tail connectors to main and drogue parachutes’ terminal blocks
40 Install fore and aft bulkheads using a total of 4 nuts
41 Install Remove Before Flight pins (x2)
42 Verify both Stratologgers are working by switching on the external switches one at a time
and listening for a response.
Consult Manual if operator is unfamiliar with Stratologger operations
43 Verify that the Stratologger battery voltages are above 9.0V, indicating fully charged
batteries.
The Stratologgers indicates battery voltage through a series of beeps. See
StratologgerCF/SL100 manual for details.
44 Tape pull-pins to body tube so that they cannot be inadvertently removed.
45 Feed duct taped end of Main shock cord through upper airframe body tube
46 Inspect duct taped ends of the shock cord
47 Attach duct taped Main Parachute shock cord to forward bulkhead

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________

___________________________________

Upper Airframe Team Lead

Safety Officer

PAYLOAD INSTALLATION CHECKLIST
48 Inspect electrical components for any irregularities

o
o
o

Loose connections
Loose components
Shake test

49 Measure voltage of LiPo battery
The LiPo should measure 14.8V or greater, anything less is NOT acceptable for flight
Voltage measured: __________________
50 Connect LiPo battery for servos and MyRio
51 Verify power-up sequence
52 Connect the non-insulated drogue shock cord to Payload bulkhead
53 Slide payload assembly with bulkheads into Lower Airframe body
54 Align screw holes for bulkhead fasteners with Lower Airframe body
55 Insert screws (x4 #8 screws) for the forward and aft RIC bulkheads
Inspect screws and replace if any signs of wearing are observed
56 Insert control rods and attach to servos inside RIC
57 Attach fins to control rods
58 Insert Remove Before Flight (RBF) pin
59 Remove RBF pin
60 Verify fins are at neutral position
61 Insert Remove Before Flight (RBF) pin
62 Inspect control surface connection
63 Install upper rail button
64 Apply Silicone to bulkhead

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Payload Team

Lead

___________________________________
Safety Officer

DROGUE INSTALLATION (LOWER AIRFRAME)
65 Verify/Detangle Drogue Parachute Harness
66 Verify Drogue Parachute is attached to Drogue Recovery Harness
67 Verify that drogue parachute will CLEAR ROCKET WHEN RECOVERY HARNESS IS
TAUT
68 Connect duct taped end of shock cord to aft coupler bulkhead
69 Z-Fold the recovery harness and secure folds with a single layer of painters tape
70 Fold the drogue parachute in accordance with method used for successful Ejection
Charge Test
71 Verify Nomex cloth is attached to the drogue harness between the Drogue Parachute and
the AV Bay.
72 Verify that the Nomex Cloth cannot slide freely on the recovery harness.
73 Wrap the Drogue parachute in the nomex sheet attached to the recovery harness
74 Insert recovery harness into lower airframe body tube
75 Insert folded Drogue/nomex into lower airframe with nomex facing towards AV Bay

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________

___________________________________

Recovery Lead

Safety Officer

EJECTION CHARGE INSTALLATION: LOWER AIRFRAME SIDE OF AV BAY
The Following Steps must be performed by the Team Mentor
SAFETY GLASSES AND NITRILE GLOVES MUST BE WORN WHILE INSTALLING
BLACK POWDER CHARGES
FROM THIS POINT FORTH, ALL PROCEDURES WILL BE CONDUCTED BY
-------------RED TEAM MEMBERS ONLY------------76 Verify all nonessential personnel have cleared away from the assembly area
77 Verify all personnel are wearing proper PPE
78 Verify RBF pins are securely tapped and Stratologgers are off
79 Retrieve Drogue charges from Day Box:
_______g Drogue Primary Charge Vol
_______g Drogue Secondary Charge Vol
80 Connect Ejection Charge (x2) e-match leads to terminals on AV Bay. Each terminal
block is used for a separate charge, and the terminal blocks have been labeled.
81 Give Drogue Ejection Charge lead wires a slight tug to ensure they are firmly connected
to the Terminal Blocks
82 Insert e-matches and charge packs into charge cups and seal the top with painters tape
83 Insert Dogbarf into lower airframe body tube
84 Connect AV Bay to lower airframe and install 4 (#4-40 Nylon) shear pins and ensure that
they hold in place
Inspect shear pins and replace if any cracks or irregularities are observed

Verification Signatures:
__________________________________
Red Team Member

___________________________________
Safety Officer

EJECTION CHARGE INSTALLATION: UPPER AIRFRAME SIDE OF AV BAY
The Following Steps must be performed by the Team Mentor
SAFETY GLASSES AND NITRILE GLOVES MUST BE WORN WHILE INSTALLING
BLACK POWDER CHARGES
85 Verify all nonessential personnel have cleared away from the assembly area
86 Verify all personnel are wearing proper PPE
87 Verify RBF pins are securely tapped and Stratologgers are off
88 Retrieve Main charges from Day Box:
_______g Main Primary Charge Vol
_______g Main Secondary Charge Vol
89 Connect Ejection Charge (x2) e-match leads to terminals on AV Bay. Each terminal
block is used for a separate charge, and the terminal blocks have been labeled.
90 Give Main Ejection Charge lead wires a slight tug to ensure they are firmly connected to
the Terminal Blocks
91 Insert e-matches and charge packs into charge cups and seal the top with painters tape
92 Connect AV Bay to lower airframe and install 4 (#8) bolts
Inspect screws and replace if any signs of wearing are observed

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Red Team Member

___________________________________
Safety Officer

MAIN INSTALLATION (UPPER AIRFRAME)
93 Verify Main Parachute Recovery harness is through upper airframe (towards the AV
Bay) should already have been installed (see Step 47)
94 Verify that the Main Parachute recovery harness is connected to eyebolt on the AV Bay
Upper Bulkhead
95 Verify duct tape covers shock cord at lip of body tube
96 Verify/Detangle Main Parachute Harness
97 Verify/Attach Main Parachute to Main Parachute Harness
98 Verify that Main parachute will CLEAR ROCKET WHEN RECOVERY HARNESS IS
TAUT
99 Attach Short end of Main Parachute Recovery Harness to Nose Cone Bulkhead
100 Z-Fold the portion of the recovery harness that is connected to the nose cone and secure
folds with a single layer of painters tape
101 Fold the Main parachute in accordance with method used for successful Ejection Charge
Test
102 Verify Nomex Cloth is attached to the Main Parachute Harness between the Main
Parachute and the AV Bay.
103 Verify that the Nomex Cloth cannot slide freely on the recovery harness.
104 Wrap the Main parachute in the nomex sheet attached to the recovery harness
105 Insert Dogbarf into lower airframe body tube
106 Insert folded Main/nomex into upper airframe with nomex facing towards AV Bay
107 Place remaining shock cord in body tube.
108 Install nose cone into upper main body tube via 4 (#4-40 Nylon) shear pins and ensure
that they hold in place
Inspect shear pins and replace if any cracks or irregularities are observed

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Recovery Lead

___________________________________
Safety Officer

LOWER AIRFRAME ASSEMBLY CHECKLIST
109 Perform Shake Test to ensure that rocket components are secured and that the rocket will
not drag separate in flight
110

Balance rocket to measure the CG location

111

Weigh Fully Assembled Rocket
Weight: ______________________

MOTOR INSTALLATION
The Following Steps must be performed by the Team Mentor
SAFETY GLASSES MUST BE WORN WHILE INSTALLING MOTOR
112 Remove Built-in Ejection Charge from Motor (If Applicable).
113 Inspect Motor O-rings for damage.
114 Assemble motor per manufacturer instructions.
NOTE: ALL PERSONNEL ARE REQUIRED TO COMPLY WITH PPE
REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER
115 Insert loaded motor into lower airframe.
116 Secure motor with snap rings.

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Lower Airframe Team Lead

___________________________________
Safety Officer

FINA L CHECKOUT
117 Ensure that the CG location is at least 2 body diameter (12 inches) away from the marked
CP.
Distance between CG and CP:____________________in.
Static Stability Margin: ________________
118 Verify that Thrust-to-Weight Ratio at ignition with flight motor is GREATER THAN 5:1
119 Fill out Flight Card.
120 Copy flight info to log.

o
o
o
o
o

Motor:_____________________
Final Mass:__________________
Expected Max Velocity:_________________
Expected Altitude:__________________
Thrust-to-Weight:_____________________

121 Red Team Sign Procedure to Confirm Rocket is Ready for Flight

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Red Team Member

___________________________________
Safety Officer

PAD CHECKLIST (TO BE SUPERVISED BY NAR MENTOR/FIELD RSO)
122 Verify Launch Control System is safed
123 Place the rocket on the launch rail
124 Raise rail to desired launch position
When applying 5° launch angle, do not aim launch rail at surrounding structures,
trees, or power lines
125 All nonessential personnel – AWAY FROM PAD
126 MyRio powered on
127 Remove one RBF pin activating one of the two Stratologgers
128 Verify first Stratologger completes the required “beep” sequence
129 Reinstall RBF pin in first Stratologger
130 Remove RBF pin for the second Stratologger
131 Verify second Stratologger completes the required “beep” sequence
132 Remove the first RBF pin so that both Stratologgers are now active
133 Check the length of the ignitor and knot
134 Attach the ignitor to the control leads
135 Position ignitor as designed
136 All personnel – AWAY FROM ALL CONNECTED PADS
137 Confirm Continuity Check on Launch Control System
138 Launch Control System – ARMED

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Red Team Member

___________________________________
Safety Officer

POST-FLIGHT CHECKLIST
139 Take pictures before rocket is disturbed
-------If the rocket is in a tree or power line, DO NOT attempt to retrieve the rocket------140 Record maximum altitude and speed:
Maximum Altitude: __________________
Maximum Speed: ___________________
141 Take detailed notes of the condition of Vehicle
142 Return rocket to secure location
143 Disconnect payload fins (x3)
144 Remove control rods from RIC servos (x3)
145 Uninstall the screws securing the RIC bulkheads in the lower airframe
PERSONNEL MUST WEAR NITRILE GLOVES WHILE HANDLING Li-Po BATTERY
146 Slide RIC payload out of lower airframe
147 Inspect Li-Po battery for puncture or damage
148 If damage is detected, consult MSDS at the end of this document for safe handling
procedures before continuing
149 Inspect all other rocket components
150 Make a detailed list of all observed damage
151 Take pictures of any visible damage

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Red Team Member

STATUS:

___________________________________
Safety Officer

TEST COMPLETE – ROCKET DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND PAYLOAD
FUNCTIONALITY VERIFIED. STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
FINALIZED AND VERIFIED.

ITEM
#
1a

FAILURE
FAILURE/HAZAR
MODE
D
Uncontrolled Ignition due to
Ignition of
ESD
Black Powder

1b

2a

2b

Main
Parachute
Deployment
Failure

POTENTIAL EFFECTS

HAZ
CAT
2D






Damage to facility
Injury from debris
Hardware Damage
Fire

Ignition during
connecting or
disconnecting






Damage to facility
Personnel Injury
Hardware Damage
Fire

Main Parachute
Reefed

 Rocket Destroyed
 Personal Injury
 Property Damage

1C

 Hardware Damage
 Personal Injury
 Property Damage

2D

Ejection Charge
under sized

2D

SAFEGUARDS
 wires are shorted together
to prevent buildup
 Access to test area is
restricted when testing
 Arm key provides physical
break in igniter circuit
 Always point rocket away
from all personnel
 Charges are sized and
prepared prior to field
assembly
 Access to assembly area
restricted while handling
ejection charges
 Altimeters remain safed
while charges are installed
 Always point rocket away
from all personnel
 Inspection of parachute
assembly
 Nomex cloth secured in
place on Harness

 Ground Testing to size black
powder

HAZ
CAT
3E

VERIFICATION
COMPLETE
Safeguards incorporated
into SOP. Visual
inspections conducted to
ensure they system
remains safed.

3E

COMPLETE
Safeguards incorporated
into SOP. Visual
inspections conducted to
ensure they system
remains safed.

1E

COMPLETE

2E

Packing method verified
by ejection charge tests
and two full-scale
launches with successful
recoveries.
COMPLETE
Verified by successful
ejection charge tests and
two successful full-scale
launch recoveries

2c

3a

3b

3c

Main Parachute
does not fully
deploy from
rocket

Drogue
Deployment
Failure

 Hardware Damage
 Personal Injury
 Property Damage

Drogue Parachute  Rocket Destroyed
Reefed
 Personal Injury
 Property Damage

2D

2C

 Hardware Damage
 Personal Injury
 Property Damage

2D

Drogue Parachute  Hardware Damage
does not fully
 Personal Injury
deploy from
 Property Damage
rocket

2C

Drogue Charge
under sized

 Inspection of recovery
harness after installation
 Optimize packing method

2E

COMPLETE

 Inspection of parachute
assembly
 Nomex cloth secured on
recovery harness

2E

Packing method verified
by ejection charge tests
and two full-scale
launches with successful
recoveries.
COMPLETE

 Ground Testing to size black
powder

2E

Packing method verified
by ejection charge tests
and two full-scale
launches with successful
recoveries.
COMPLETE

2E

Verified by successful
ejection charge tests and
two successful full-scale
launch recoveries
COMPLETE

 Inspection of recovery
harness after installation
 Optimize packing method

Packing method verified
by ejection charge tests
and two full-scale
launches with successful
recoveries.

4a

4b

Altimeter
Power
Failure

Battery
Disconnected
during flight

 Recovery systems
do not Deploy

Battery
drained/under
powered

 Recovery systems
do not Deploy

1C

2C

 Battery connections
inspected during assembly

 Battery voltage confirmed
for each flight
 Using a backup altimeter
 CR123 batteries must
measure greater than or
equal to 3V to be safe for
flight
 9V batteries must measure
greater than or equal to 9V
to be safe for flight
 LiPo battery must measure
greater than or equal to
14.8V to be safe for flight

1E

COMPLETE

2E

Battery terminal
connections and all
connecting wires are
inspected prior to battery
installation. Successful
connectivity is verified by
a series of beeps from all
battery powered devices.
This was verified by both
full-scale test flights.
COMPLETE
Battery charges are
verified prior to each use.
The voltage is measured
using a multimeter and
documented on the
assembly procedures.
This method was verified
by the second full-scale
test flight

5a

5b

Drag
Shear pins not
Separation of strong enough
Rocket

 Rocket separates
prematurely
 Hardware Damage
 Personal Injury
 Property Damage

2D

Unstable
Rocket

 Rocket leaves rail
at low velocity and
unexpected
trajectory
 Hardware Damage
 Personal Injury
 Property Damage

1D

Stability margin
<1 caliber

 Shake Test
 Visually inspect shear pins
prior to installation

2E

COMPLETE

 Stability margin verified
after assembly
 Designed Stability margin is
1.6

1E

A shake test is performed
after assembling the
rocket to ensure the
shear pin integrity. Also,
shear pins are visually
inspected prior to
installation and replaced
if signs of failure are
detected.
COMPLETE
Stability of design
verified by two successful
subscale and two
successful full-scale
launches.

APPENDIX: SAFETY DATA SHEETS

AeroTech Division, RCS Rocket Motor Components, Inc.
Material Safety Data Sheet & Emergency Response Information
Prepared in accordance with 29 CFR § 1910.1200 (g)
Section 1. Product Identification
Model rocket motor, high power rocket motor, hobby rocket motor, composite rocket motor,
rocket motor kit, rocket motor reloading kit, containing varying amounts of solid propellant with
the trade names White Lightning™, Blue Thunder™, Black Jack™, Black Max™, Redline™,
Warp-9™, Mojave Green™, Metalstorm™, Metalstorm DM™ or Propellant X™. These
products contain varying percentages of Ammonium Perchlorate, Strontium and/or Barium
Nitrate dispersed in synthetic rubber with lesser amounts of proprietary ingredients such as burn
rate modifiers and metal fuels. Rocket motor ejection charges contain black powder.
Section 2. Physical Characteristics
Black plastic cylinders or bags with various colored parts, little or no Odor
Section 3. Physical Hazards
Rocket motors and reload kits are flammable; rocket motors may become propulsive in a fire. All
propellants give off varying amounts of Hydrogen Chloride and Carbon Monoxide gas when
burned, Mojave Green propellant also produces Barium Chloride.
Section 4. Health Hazards
Propellant is an irritant in the case of skin and eye contact, may be extremely hazardous in the
case of ingestion, and may be toxic to kidneys, lungs and the nervous system. Symptoms include
respiratory irritation, skin irritation, muscle tightness, vomiting, diarrhea, abdominal pain,
muscular tremors, weakness, labored breathing, irregular heartbeat, and convulsions. Inhalation
of large amounts of combustion products may produce similar but lesser symptoms as ingestion.
Section 5. Primary Routes of Entry
Skin contact, ingestion, and inhalation.
Section 6. Permitted Exposure Limits
None established for manufactured product.
Section 7. Carcinogenic Potential
None known.
Section 8. Precautions for Safe Handling

Disposable rubber gloves are recommended for handling Mojave Green propellant. Keep away
from flames and other sources of heat. Do not smoke within 25 feet of product. Do not ingest.
Do not breathe exhaust fumes. Keep in original packaging until ready for use.
Section 9. Control Measures
See section 8.
Section 10. Emergency & First Aid Procedures
If ingested, induce vomiting and call a physician. If combustion products are inhaled, move to
fresh air and call a physician if ill effects are noted. In the case of skin contact, wash area
immediately and contact a physician if severe skin rash or irritation develops. For mild burns use
a first aid burn ointment. For severe burns immerse the burned area in cold water at once and see
a physician immediately.
Section 11. Date of Preparation or Revision
March 22, 2012
Section 12. Contact Information
AeroTech Division, RCS Rocket Motor Components, Inc.
2113 W. 850 N. St.
Cedar City, UT 84721
(435) 865-7100 (Ph)
(435) 865-7120 (Fax)
Email: customerservice@aerotech-rocketry.com
Web: http://www.aerotech-rocketry.com
Emergency Response: Infotrac (352) 323-3500

Appendix B: Ejection Charge Test Procedures
TEST PERFORMED: 02/03/2017 AT JOHNSON RESEARCH CENTER (JRC)
02/16/2017 AT JOHNSON RESEARCH CENTER (JRC)
DECLARATIONS
Objective
This SOP establishes procedures and defines safety precautions that will be used to verify
separation and parachute deployment for high power rockets using black powder ejection
charges.

Test Location
The recommended location for this testing is the PRC Test Stand at the Johnson Research Center
on the UAH campus shown in Figure 131. This location provides a secured/controlled access
area. The procedure allows for testing at alternate locations provided acceptable access controls
can be implemented. Such locations include testing at NAR/TRA controlled flight ranges
pending approval of the field RSO. For all testing, personnel must be at least 30 ft. away from
the test article. During operations, only one container of blackpowder is allowed in the prep
area (not to exceed 1 lb).

Figure 128: Warning Barricade Placement

Roles and Responsibilities
This procedure requires a minimum of 2 test operators. At least one PRC Staff member trained to
handle energetic materials or the official MAE490 USL Mentor that was identified in the
Charger Rocket Works Team proposal and approved by NASA must be present to perform
testing. This person may serve as one of the two test operators. One of the operators will be
designated as the Safety Monitor and will read procedures during testing, and be responsible for
the igniter circuit arm key. The Safety Monitor will be identified on the front page of procedure.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Test personnel must wear safety glasses at all times during test operations. Long pants and close
toed shoes are required for testing. Cotton clothing is required. The following PPE are approved
through the procedure and Table 27 shows when PPEs are necessary:

Table 27 Personal Safety Equipment

Equipment

Period

Approved eye protection

All Times

Closed-toed footwear

All Times

Approved hearing protection Firing Procedures
(Optional)

Weather/Emergency
Testing will not be conducted during unfavorable weather conditions. Additionally testing may
not be conducted if lightning is expected in the area or if there is lightning in a 25 mile radius.
Testing may be stopped if high or variable winds are present in the test area. In the event of nonweather related emergency test operations must be stood down so test personnel can evacuate
test facility. If time does not permit safe mitigation of hazards, any immediate hazards should be
identified to PRC Staff and emergency response personnel.

Materials Needed
Safety Glasses

Volumetric measuring device

Assembled Rocket Air Frame

Electrical tape

Black Powder

Ear plugs

E-Match

Battery(s)

Black Powder Cap

First Aid Kit (includes bottled water)

Long wire

Parachute

Fire Extinguisher (verify availability at site)

Shock cord

Wire cutters

Measuring tape

Mass Simulator

Multimeter

E-match Ignition Circuit

Wadding material

Small funnel

Nitrile Gloves

PRETEST LABORATORY PREPARATION
152 Inform all guests of emergency exits and other pertinent safety information.
153 Identify nearest AED location to team and guests.
154 Place all jewelry and electronic devices, including cell phones, tablets, and radios in an
approved location.
155 Make sure all personnel are wearing the proper PPE, e.g., safety glasses, goggles,
face shield, hearing protection (if needed).
156 If testing at the JRC,

o

The ‘Warning’ barricades should be set up at each corner of the test area.

o

If testing at the JRC, warning light should be turned to YELLOW during the
set-up procedure and throughout the experiment.

157 If testing at a launch field

o

Get Permission from RSO to test.

158 Setup camera to record test (optional).

IGNITION CIRCUIT SETUP (WIRED CIRCUIT)
159 Verify Safety Monitor is in possession of arm key
160 Ensure all personnel are wearing safety glasses
161 Ensure ignition circuit is disconnected from battery
162 Shunt ends of Ignition Circuit Extension Cord leads at test stand.
163 Connect Ignition Circuit Leads to Ignition Circuit Extension Cord at control station.
See Figure 130 for Circuit Box definition.
164 Connect Ignition Circuit Battery Leads to multi-meter to perform continuity check on
ignition circuit.
See Figure 130 for Circuit Box definition
165 Hold control circuit arm key in ignition and press “fire” button to perform continuity
check.
166 Remove control circuit arm key and hand to Safety Monitor
167 Disconnect battery leads from multi-meter.
168 Shunt Ignition Circuit Battery leads

Ignition Circuit
Arm Key
Ignition Circuit
Battery Leads
Ignition Circuit Leads

Figure 129 Ignition Circuit Control Box

Test Area

Operator Area
Ignition Circuit
Extension Cord

Ignition
Circuit
Battery
Leads

Ignition
Circuit
Arm
Key

30 Ft. Apart

Ignition
Circuit
Leads

Ignition
Circuit
Control
Box

Ground
Station
Battery

Figure 130 Wired Firing Circuit Setup Schematic

PREPARING THE BLACK POWDER CHARGE
TEST 1

18. Switch light to Red
19. Verify non Red Team members have
vacated the testing area.
20. Ensure all personnel are wearing safety
glasses
21. Inspect E-Match for frayed wires
22. Cut E-match to size and strip ends
23. Short ends of e-match by twisting leads
together.
24. Remove black powder from designated
container.
25. Measure specified amount of black
powder to be tested in a volumetric
measuring device.
26. Record the volume of the black powder
27. Insert specified amount of black powder
into flight charge container

TEST 2

TEST 3

TEST 4

TEST 5

28. Close/seal container as designed
29. Return black powder to designated
container and move container away from
test area.
30. Ensure that test leads are through the body
tube
31. Twist leads together
32. Attach E-match to screw terminals on
bulkhead
33. Secure charge to bulkhead as designed
34. Assemble rocket components to be tested
for separation
35. If necessary, insert shear pins into rocket
halves to be tested for proper shear.
36. Place rocket on designated test stand.

TESTING PROCEDURES
TEST 1

37. Verify Safety Monitor is in possession of
firing circuit arm key.
38. Ensure all personnel are wearing
safety glasses.
39. Ensure ignition circuit is disconnected
from battery (Both Ground Station and
Pad if using wireless ignition system).
40. Connect E-Match leads to ignition circuit.
41. Remove all attending personnel at least
thirty (30) feet radius from test article.
42. If using Wireless system, connect Pad
Box to Firing Circuit Battery
43. Return to Operator Area.
44. Take one last observation to ensure that
no personnel are near test area.
45. Verify that the battery is disconnected
from igniter circuit.
46. Verify that the Safety Monitor has
possession of the control circuit arm key.
47. Announce “CLEAR AREA.”

TEST 2

TEST 3

TEST 4

TEST 5

48. Confirm that test fire is a “GO.”
49. Connect Battery to Ignition Circuit.
50. Insert control circuit arm key into control
box
51. Perform a countdown of 3,2,1, FIRING
CHARGE.
52. Press and hold the fire button for 5
seconds or until ignition.
53. If the charge fails to fire skip to Hang
Fire Procedure Step 66.
54. Wait for charge to burn completely.
55. Disconnect Battery at ground station
56. Remove control circuit arm key and hand
to Safety Monitor.
57. Wait 60 seconds.
58. All attendees should then remain in their
safe zone until given the go ahead from
Safety Monitor.
59. Safety Monitor should then approach the
E-Match charges and ensure that all black
powder was expelled from the E-Match
charge and detonated. If black powder is
still present in charge cap, proceed to
Hang Fire Repeated Failure Step 79.
60. It is now safe for all attendees to return to
the test area to examine the results of the
tests.
61. Record all results. In Test Sheet
62. All components should be inspected for
damage.
63. Return to Step 19 for continued Testing
(if Required)

ADMINISTRATIVE & DOCUMENTATION TASKS
64

Update black powder inventory after a successful test or relocation of propellant.

65 Upon completion, the SOP needs to be signed by the participating Red Team members,
scanned, and emailed to the Team Safety Officer.

HANG FIRE PROCEDURE (REPEATED ATTEMPT)

TEST 1

TEST 2

TEST 3

TEST 4

TEST 5

TEST 2

TEST 3

TEST 4

TEST 5

66. Confirm from team that repeat test will be
attempted
67. Remove key from box
68. Disconnect Ground Station battery.
69. Wait another 30 seconds
70. Verify that no personnel are near test area.
71. Announce “CLEAR AREA.”
72. Confirm that test fire is a “GO.”
73. Connect Ground Station Battery to
Ignition Circuit.
74. Insert control circuit arm key into control
box
75. Perform continuity check (by holding in
the arm key for the Wired Ignition system,
or by turning on the key for the wireless
system)
76. Perform a countdown of 3, 2, 1, FIRING
CHARGE.
77. Press and hold the fire button for 5
seconds.
78. If the charge fails to fire skip to Hang Fire
Procedure Steps (Repeated Failure)(Step
79).

HANG FIRE PROCEDURE (REPEATED FAILURE)
Hang Fire Procedure (Repeated Failure)

79. Remove arm key from control box
80. Hand Arm Key to Safety Monitor
81. Disconnect Ground Station battery.
82. Wait 60 seconds
83. Proceed to Test Area

TEST 1

84.

Assess setup to determine if rocket
should be removed or if debugging the
system could resolve issue. (If issue
can be resolved, note any actions
taken. If rocket is to be removed
continue to Step 85.)
85.
Disconnect E-match leads from
ignition cable.
86. Twist E-match leads together.
87. Remove rocket frame from test stand.
88.
Ensure proper disposal of black
powder and E-Match.

STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION OF BLACK POWDER
The following are instructions for the storage and transportation of black powder.

o

The black powder will be stored in the PRC’s Day Box. The Day Box will be
locked.
o When transporting the black powder to launch sites, it will be stored in the
locked Day Box.
o The Day Box will be transported in a non-confined space on a vehicle (i.e. the
bed of a truck). It will not be transported inside any vehicle.
The following are instructions for the proper disposal of black powder.

o
o

The black powder will be stored in a container separate from the unused
powder.
The black powder will be burned at the next available opportunity.

STATUS: TEST COMPLETE – EJECTION CHARGE SIZING AND PARACHUTE PACKING
METHOD VERIFIED AND READY FOR FLIGHT

ITEM
#
1a

1b

FAILURE
MODE
Uncontrolled
Ignition of
Black Powder

FAILURE HAZARD
Ignition due to ESD

Ignition during
connecting or
disconnecting
battery

POTENTIAL EFFECTS





Damage to facility
Injury from debris
Hardware Damage
Fire






Damage to facility
Injury from debris
Hardware Damage
Fire

HAZ
CAT
3C

3D

SAFEGUARDS
 wires are shorted
together to prevent
buildup
 Access to test area is
restricted when
testing
 Arm key provides
physical
break
in
igniter circuit
 Always point rocket
away from all
personnel
 wires are shorted
together to prevent
buildup
 Access to test area is
restricted when
testing
 Arm key provides
physical
break
in
igniter circuit
 Always point rocket
away from all
personnel

HAZ
CAT
3E

VERIFICATION
COMPLETE
Safeguards
incorporated into SOP.
Visual inspections
conducted to ensure
they system remains
safed. Methods verified
by successful ejection
charge tests

3E

COMPLETE
Safeguards
incorporated into SOP.
Visual inspections
conducted to ensure
they system remains
safed. Methods verified
by successful ejection
charge tests

2a

3

4

 Electric Shock

Personnel
exposed to
live circuit

Uninsulated
wires/worn
insulation

Shear pins do
not shear

Not enough black
 Parachutes do not
powder or improper
deploy
pin selection

Chute
Improper packing of
entanglement rocket

1. Rocket not
recoverable
 2. Potential risk to
spectators and
property

3C

1C

1C

 Arm key provides
physical break in
igniter circuit
 Trained personnel will
be making battery
connections
 SOP defines when and
how to connect circuit

3D

1. Ground test with black
powder charges to
ensure pins shear and
parachutes deploy

2E

Visual inspections
conducted to ensure
they system remains
safed. Precautions
incorporated in test
procedures. PPE worn
and test team have
received Red Cross
safety training
COMPLETE

1. Rehearse techniques
for packing the rocket

1E

Shear pin selection
verified by successful
subscale and full-scale
ejection charge tests.
Further verified by four
successful launch
recoveries
COMPLETE

2. Allow sufficient shock
cord lengths to ensure
adequate spacing

COMPLETE

Packing method verified
by ejection charge tests
and two full-scale
launches with
successful recoveries.

5

All charges
are not
expended
during launch

1. Avionics failure

Drogue
and/or main
parachutes do
not fully
deploy from
tube on
ejection

1D

1. Main and backup
charges are integrated

1E

COMPLETE

2E

Assembly procedures
are used to verify
avionics connections
and batteries prior to
any launch. All
procedures dictate that
safeing the altimeters is
the first step prior to
examining the rocket.
These methods were
verified by four
successful launch tests.
COMPLETE

2. Faulty igniter
3. Wet black
powder

6

1. Uncontrolled
descent of rocket

1. Insufficient
recovery harness
length
2. Entanglement of
recovery harness
within tube

2. Unsafe rocket at
recovery site for
recovery personnel

1. Uncontrolled
descent of rocket
2. Rocket becomes
unrecoverable

2. Safety controls are
outlined in the SOP for
safe handling at recovery
site

2D

1. Allow adequate length
of recovery harness to
clear tube
2. Secure excess length
within tube during
assembly

Packing method verified
by ejection charge tests
and two full-scale
launches with
successful recoveries.

7

8

Personnel
hazards due
to handling
loose black
powder

1. Improper
clothing may
generate static,
2. Fire
3. Standing too
close during testing

1. Static can result in
detonation
2. Detonation may
cause severe physical
injury, even death
3. Detonation and/or
fire could cause
facility/equipment
damage (unlikely due
to small quantities in
use)
4. Standing too close
to the rocket during
testing could result in
injury from rocket
during seperation

3C

Personnel
injury due to
ejection
charge
handling and
assembly

1. Accidental
ignition
2.Personnel impact
from accidental
ejection
Facility/equipment
damage

1. Skin burns
2. Black Powder
chemical exposure
3. Damage to property
due to accidental
discharge

2D

1. Wear non fleece and
wool clothing and all
other specified PPE
2. All personnel involved
in testing must have Red
Cross CPR AED training.
3. All test personnel
must be familiar with
procedures and PPE
requirements
4. Testing will be done in
a controlled
environment at UAH’s
JRC test facility
5. Procedures dictate
that all participants and
observers remain at a
safe distance from test
article at all times

3E

COMPLETE

1. Ejection charge shall
remain isolated from
strong electric fields and
heat sources
2. Safe work practices
3. Trained personnel

2E

Personnel hazards were
mitigated through safe,
specific test procedures.
Test participants are
required specified
training and all ejection
charge tests were
conducted in a
controlled environment
at the JRC test facilities.
All participants
remained 30ft away
from the test article
once the circuit was
connected. These safety
precautions were
verified by the
successful ejection
charge tests and no
incidents occurred.
COMPLETE
Personnel hazards were
mitigated through safe,
specific test procedures.
Test participants are
required specified
training and all ejection
charge tests were
conducted in a
controlled environment
at the JRC test facilities.

APPENDIX: SAFETY DATA SHEETS

Appendix C: Tail Cone Compression Test Procedures
TEST PERFORMED: 02/02/2017 AT JOHNSON RESEARCH CENTER (JRC)
DECLARATIONS
Objective
This SOP establishes procedures and defines safety precautions that will be used to verify
structural integrity of tail cone assembly. The tail cone will be subjected to a compressive force
equal to twice the maximum estimated loading.

Test Location
The recommended location for this testing is inside of the Johnson Research Center on the UAH
campus. The test setup will mirror the image shown in Figure 131. This location provides a
secured/controlled access area. For all testing, personnel must be behind specified protective
barriers.

Figure 131: Set-up

Roles and Responsibilities
This procedure requires a minimum of 2 test operators. At least one PRC Staff member must be
present in the JRC. This person may serve as one of the two test operators. One of the operators
will be designated as the Safety Monitor and will read procedures during testing. The Safety
Monitor will be identified on the front page of procedure.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Test personnel must wear safety glasses at all times during test operations. Long pants and close
toed shoes are required for testing. Cotton clothing is recommended. The following PPE are
approved through the procedure and Table 28 shows when PPEs are necessary:
Table 28 Personal Safety Equipment

Equipment

Period

Approved eye protection

All Times

Closed-toed footwear

All Times

Materials Needed
Test Stand

C-Clamps (x2)

Assembled Test Article

Hydraulic pump

Safety Glasses

Load Cell

Fire Extinguisher (verify availability at site)

Debris Shielding

First Aid Kit (includes bottled water)

Camera (optional)

PRETEST LABORATORY PREPARATION
66 Inform all guests of emergency exits and other pertinent safety information.
67 Identify nearest AED location to team and guests.
68 Place all jewelry and electronic devices, including cell phones, tablets, and radios in an
approved location.
69 Make sure all personnel and observers are wearing the proper PPE, e.g., safety
glasses, goggles, face shield, hearing protection (if needed).
70 If testing at the JRC,

o

Setup ‘Debris Shield’ per Figure 1.

71 Conduct pre-test inspection of tail cone and body tube

o
o

Take pictures and record any observations
If cracks are detected, the component is not fit for testing

72 Setup camera to record test (optional).

TEST STAND SETUP
73 Ensure all personnel and observers are wearing safety glasses
74 Secure and support standoff to the hydraulic actuator with provided one inch bolt
NOTE: The pressure of trapped fluid can penetrate the skin and could cause serious

injury, therefore, tighten all connectors before applying pressure
75 Connect hydraulic piston to hydraulic pump
76 Position test article with the aft oriented at the static plate on the test stand and the
forward fixture on the test stand standoff
77 Connect Load Cell to forward fixture
78 C- clamp forward fixture of lower airframe assembly to the standoff
79 Ensure all personnel and observers are in the Safe Zone
80 If needed, slowly adjust standoff position using hydraulic piston to ensure that the lower
airframe assembly is slightly in compression

o
o

Tighten valve on hydraulic pump to increase pressure
Slowly move hydraulic pump lever arm to advance the piston

81 C-clamp the aft fixture of the lower airframe assembly to the fixed frame on the test stand
82 Initiate DAQ
83 Verify data collection
84 Start camera (optional)

TEST PROCEDURES
85 Verify all personnel are in the Safe Zone and wearing specified PPE
86 Tighten valve on hydraulic pump to increase pressure
87 Slowly increase pressure with the hydraulic pump up to desired proof-pressure load of
447 PSI (1000 lbf) or until test article fails
1000
Equivalent Max Force: _____________
lbf

88 Once test is completed untighten valve on hydraulic pump to decrease pressure
NOTE: Trapped hydraulic fluid can penetrate the skin and could cause serious injury;
therefore, ensure that the release valve is completely untightened and allow the fluid to
bleed out of the line before continuing
89 Remove C-clamp from aft fixture of the lower airframe assembly
90 Remove C-clamp from forward fixture of the lower airframe assembly
91 Remove lower airframe assembly from test area
92 Stop camera (as required)
93 Inspect test article and document results
94 Take pictures of test article

STATUS: TEST COMPLETE – STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF TAIL CONE VERIFIED

ITEM
#
1a

2a

3a

4a

FAILURE MODE

FAILURE/HAZARD

Exposure to flying Test article failure
debris

Pinching/clamping Unsafe work
hand
practices

Exposure to high
 Hydraulic
pressure hydraulic
actuator failure
oil
 Hydraulic pump
or actuator
tubing cracks

Inadvertent
damage to test
article

 Accidental drop
of test article
 Overloading
with hydraulic
pump

POTENTIAL
EFFECTS
 Damage to
facility
 Injury from
debris

HAZ
CAT
3B

 Damage to skin,
tissue, and/or
bone

2D

 Serious risk to
skin and/or eyes

2D

 Damage or
fracture to test
article
 Test failure

3C

161

SAFEGUARDS
 Debris shields will be used
to prevent injury to
personnel and/or facility
 Access to test area is
restricted when testing

HAZ
CAT
3D

Verification
COMPLETE
Debris shield was successfully
implemented into test along
with restricted access ensured
personnel safety

 Safe operating procedures
in place
 Only trained personnel are
allowed to participate in
testing

2E

 Safe operating procedures
in place
 Only trained personnel are
allowed to participate in
testing
 Safety glasses worn at all
times

2E

 Only trained personnel are
allowed to participate in
testing
 Safe work practices

3D

COMPLETE
No personnel were put in a
position that could jeopardize
their safety. The test was
incident free.
COMPLETE
 No personnel were put in a
position that could
jeopardize their safety. The
test was incident free.

COMPLETE
Safe operating procedures and
trained personnel practiced
safe handling of the test
article. The test was incident
free.

APPENDIX: SAFETY DATA SHEETS
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Appendix D: Payload Ground Test Procedures
TEST PERFORMED: 02/17/2017 AT UAH
DECLARATIONS
Objective
This SOP establishes procedures for the testing the Roll Induction Controller (RIC) payload for
the 2016-2017 Charger Rocket Works rocket, Viserion.

Test Location
The test will be performed at the Johnson Research Center’s Propulsion Research lab on the
University of Alabama in Huntsville campus.

Roles and Responsibilities
This procedure requires a minimum of 2 operators, but may be conducted by up to 5 persons.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Test personnel are not exposed to hazards that warrant PPE. This test involved analysis and was
performed in a safe controlled environment.

Materials Needed
Fully assembled RIC Payload

Multimeter

Upper bulkhead

Charged Li-Po battery

USB flash drive

USB cord for myRIO

Computer containing myRIO code

TEST PROCEDURES
1

Ensure that payload is fully assembled

2

Check fins to ensure that they are securely connected to the control rods

3

Plug USB cord into myRIO

4

Upload myRIO code

5

Disconnect USB cord

6 If it is not already attached, connect upper bulkhead to payload all thread to secure the
payload housing
7

Use multimeter to measure Li-Po battery voltage

o
o
8

This measurement should be between 14.8 – 15 Volts
If the voltage measures less than 14.8 Volts, charge the Li-Po battery before
continuing

Lightly tug on circuit wires to ensure all electrical connections are secure

9

Insert Remove Before Flight (RBF) pin

10 Connect Li-Po battery to electrical system
11 Remove RBF pin to activate the payload
12 Verify payload performs start-up “handshake” to signify it is powered on and fins are in
neutral position
13 Simulate launch to trigger the system by shaking the payload
14 Place payload on rotary test stand
15 Initiate rotation to simulate natural roll of rocket
16 Observe and document the direction of fin cant
17 Wait for payload to complete flight maneuvers and fins to return to neutral position
18 Replace RBF pin to power down the system
19 Remove upper bulkhead to gain access to internal components
20 Remove flash drive and analyze recorded data

STATUS: TEST COMPLETE – PAYLOAD FUNCTIONALITY VERIFIED

Appendix E: GPS Tracker Spectrum Analysis
TEST PERFORMED: 03/03/2017 AT UAH
DECLARATIONS
Objective
This SOP establishes procedures for the testing the sensitivity of Xbee GPS Radio Transmitters
to verify that there would be no interference with the accelerometers.

Test Location
The test will be performed in the MAE 311 lab located at Olin B. King Technology Hall on the
University of Alabama in Huntsville campus.

Roles and Responsibilities
This procedure requires a minimum of 2 operators, but may be conducted by up to 5 persons.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Test personnel are not exposed to hazards that warrant PPE. This test involved analysis and was
performed in a safe controlled environment.

Materials Needed
Xbee GPS Tracker

Spectrum Analyzer

Avionics Bay Coupler

CR123 batteries

TEST PROCEDURES
21 Install new CR123 battery in Xbee tracker
22 Insert Xbee tracker inside galvanized avionics bay coupler
23 Ensure no other devices producing electromagnetic fields are in the test area

o

This includes cell phones

24 Analyze frequency produced by Xbee tracker while inside coupler
25 Remove tracker from coupler
26 Ensure no other devices producing electromagnetic fields are in the test area

o

This includes cell phones

27 Analyze frequency produced by tracker
28 Compare the difference in power ratios between the two scenarios tested
29 Document results

STATUS: TEST COMPLETE

Appendix F: Risk Analysis and Hazard Controls

Table 1: RAC
Severity
Probability
1
2
3
4
Catastrophic
Critical
Marginal
Negligible
A - Frequent
1A
2A
3A
4A
B – Probable
1B
2B
3B
4B
C – Occasional
1C
2C
3C
4C
D - Remote
1D
2D
3D
4D
E - Improbable
1E
2E
3E
4E
Table 2 Level of Risk and Level of Management Approval
Level of Risk
Level of Management Approval/Approving Authority
Highly Undesirable. Documented approval from the MSFC EMC or an
High Risk
equivalent level independent management committee.
Undesirable. Documented approval from the facility/operation owner’s
Moderate Risk
Department/Laboratory/Office Manager or designee(s) or an equivalent
level management committee.
Acceptable. Documented approval from the supervisor directly responsible
Low Risk
for operating the facility or performing the operation.
Acceptable. Documented approval not required, but an informal review by
Minimal Risk
the supervisor directly responsible for operating the facility or performing
the operation is highly recommended. Use of a generic JHA posted on the
SHE Webpage is recommended.

Table 2: Severity Definitions – A condition that can cause:
Description
1 – Catastrophic

2 – Critical
3 – Marginal

4 - Negligible

Personnel Safety and
Health
Loss of life or a
permanent-disabling
injury.

Facility/Equipment

Environmental

Loss of facility, systems
or associated hardware.

Severe injury or
occupational-related
illness.
Minor injury or
occupational-related
illness.

Major damage to
facilities, systems, or
equipment.
Minor damage to
facilities, systems, or
equipment.

First aid injury or
occupational-related
illness.

Minimal damage to
facility, systems, or
equipment.

Irreversible severe
environmental damage that
violates law and
regulation.
Reversible environmental
damage causing a violation
of law or regulation.
Mitigatable environmental
damage without violation
of law or regulation where
restoration activities can
be accomplished.
Minimal environmental
damage not violating law
or regulation.

Table 3: Probability Definitions
Description
A - Frequent
B – Probable
C – Occasional
D - Remote

E - Improbable

Qualitative Definition
High likelihood to occur
immediately or expected to be
continuously experienced.
Likely to occur to expected to
occur frequently within time.
Expected to occur several times
or occasionally within time.
Unlikely to occur, but can be
reasonably expected to occur at
some point within time.
Very unlikely to occur and an
occurrence is not expected to be
experienced within time.

Quantitative Definition
Probability is > 0.1
0.1≥ Probability > 0.01
0.01 ≥ Probability > 0.001
0.001≥ Probability > 0.000001
0.000001≥ Probability

Table 4: Risk Mitigation Overall Project
Hazard
Project falls
behind
schedule

Cause
1. Missed
deadlines
2. School and
launch facility
closure due to
inclement
weather

Project goes
over budget

Improper
allocation of
funds

Effect
1.
Insufficient
time to
perform
quality level
work

Improper
procurement
planning

2. Monitor progress
with a schedule

2. Incomplete
project

1. Inability to
order parts on
time and
progress falls
behind
schedule
2. Unable to
fly subscale,
full-scale, or
competition

Parts become
unavailable

Mitigation
1. Assign weekly
workload
requirements for
sub-teams

1. Inability to
follow
schedule due
to
manufacturin
g delays

Verification
Procedural
Weekly briefings
from sub-team
leads on progress
and schedule
conflicts
Procedural
Track milestones
with a Gantt
chart.

1. Implement a
spending plan that
governs parts
procurement in
intervals
2. Budget
accordingly to
allow for additional
back-up

1. For every critical
part ordered,
determine and keep
on record a backup
supplier or buy
multiples of parts
whenever
possible

Inspection
Project Manager
shall monitor
purchasing versus
spending plan
and authorize out
of cycle
purchases.
Procedural
Budget shall
allow for two or
more replacement
parts in high
failure areas or
single-use items.
Procedural
Project Manager
shall ensure that
all vendor
supplied items
have multiple
vendors or adjust
spending plan
accordingly

Status
COMPLETE
Weekly briefings
and organized
Gantt charts and
shared
spreadsheets have
allowed the team
to keep up with
continuous
incremental
deadlines
COMPLETE
All parts
ordered/acquired
and assembly is
complete

COMPLETE
All parts
ordered/acquired
and assembly is
complete

Table 4: Risk Mitigation Overall Project
Hazard
Final rocket
assembly
parts become
damaged
during testing

Funding is
not made
available at
scheduled
times

Cause
Parts are
damaged
during test and
verification
activities

1. Funding
source is lost
2. Accounting
procedural
problems

Effect
1. Project
goes over
budget
2. Project
falls behind
schedule

Mitigation
1. Simulations will
be used when
applicable to
establish equipment
safety margins
2. When feasible
tests will be
simulated using
equipment similar
to final product

1. Funding is
cut for
specified
projects

1. Diversify
funding portfolio to
include multiple
sources

2. Allotment
of funds is
not
disseminated
at scheduled
procurement
milestones

2. Ensure all
accounting
paperwork is filed
in a timely manner

Verification
Analysis
FEA along with
flight simulations
Procedural
SOP will be
written to use test
articles with
similar
components to
final rocket
whenever
applicable

Procedural
Successful
procurement plan
Analysis
Monthly budget
review

Status
COMPLETE
Tests and were
completed without
incident and
analysis was
verified by
structural testing
and/or successful
test flights

COMPLETE
All parts
ordered/acquired
and assembly is
complete

Table 5: Vehicle
Hazard
Airframe
Structural
Failure

Cause
Insufficient
structural
strength

Effect
1. Rocket body
destructs
2. Unstable
flight

Tail Cone
thermal
degradation

Exposure to
high
temperatures
during ascent

Loss of
structural
integrity in tail
cone

Mitigation
1. Ensure that loads
are properly
communicated
throughout vehicle

Verification
Testing
Tail Cone
Compression
testing

2. Ensure that all
joints, pins, and
points of integration
are strong enough to
withstand the
highest calculated
stress
1. Solid print ABS

Analysis
Finite element
analysis and
simulation

2. Robust design

Testing
Compression
testing
Testing
Flight testing

Excessive fin
flutter

Inability of
fin structure
under
aerodynamic
load

1. Unstable
flight
2. Airframe
structural
failure

1. Preflight
analytical prediction
of flutter; proper
alignment of fins

Analysis
Hand
Calculations and
FEM as required

2. Proper material
selection

Testing
Flight tests

Status
COMPLETE
Successful tail
cone compression
test and analysis
further verified by
successful test
flights.

COMPLETE
Successfully
tested tail cone by
applying a force
twice the max
calculated loading
Two successful
flight tests further
verified
component
COMPLETE
Analysis was used
to select materials
and design fins
and fin mounts.
Analysis was
further verified by
flight tests

Table 5: Vehicle
Hazard
Motor
dislodges
from proper
position
and/or motor
misalignment

Cause
1. Snap ring
failure
2. Tail cone
failure

Effect
1. Premature
ejection of
motor assembly

Mitigation
1. Proper handling
during installation
2. Robust design

2. Unsafe flight
trajectory

Verification
Inspection
Pre-launch
inspection
incorporated
into SOP
Testing
FEA on tail
cone and
compression test

Weather
cocking

Improper exit
velocity or
static margin

1. Surpasses
landing zone
restriction
2. Insufficient
altitude

1. Adjust CG/CP
locations according
to simulations and
field measurements
incorporated in SOP

Measurement
Measure the
stability margin
and compare to
simulation data

2. Design for
sufficient exit
velocity off the raid
design for
reasonably high
thrust to weight
ratio

Measurement
Weigh the fully
assembled
rocket and
compare to
vendor thrust
data

Status
COMPLETE
Structural integrity
of tail cone
successfully
verified by tail
cone compression
test and flight tests
Assembly and
visual inspection
of motor and snap
ring are conducted
by team mentor.
The team has
successfully
launched four
times with no
incident.
COMPLETE
The Launch and
Assembly
Procedures clearly
specify when and
how to verify the
stability of the
rocket prior to
each flight. This
method was
verified by two
subscale and two
full-scale
launches.

Table 5: Vehicle
Hazard
Unstable
flight

Cause
1. Weather
cocking or
fin flutter
2. Structural
failure

Insufficient
Altitude

Improper
thrust to
weight ratio

Effect
1. Safety threat
to spectators
2. Possible
destruction of
rocket

1. Fails to meet
technical
requirements of
success

Mitigation
1. Simulate flight
with software and
verify with test
flights
2. Test with
subscale model

1. Use analytics and
computer software
in conjunction with
ground testing to
ensure proper motor
choice

2.
Disqualification
of overall
2. Ensure that the
rocket is of
competition
award
the proper mass

Verification
Analysis
Verify
simulations
display safe
flight
characteristics
Testing
Ensure test
results in
subscale model
produce desired
flight
characteristics
Testing
Review
altimeter data
from test flights
Measurement
Weigh fully
assembled
rocket after
motor assembly
to verify mass

Status
COMPLETE
Flight simulations
were verified by
the subscale
flights.
Rocket stability
and payload
effects were
verified by the two
successful fullscale test flights
COMPLETE
Data obtained
from the subscale
and full-scale test
flights was used to
verify simulations
and obtain a
coefficient of drag
to optimize the
flight.
Procedures clearly
specify when and
how to verify the
stability of the
rocket prior to
each flight.

Table 5: Vehicle
Hazard
Exceeds
Altitude

Cause
Improper
thrust to
weight ratio

Effect
1. Fails to meet
technical
requirements of
success

Mitigation
1. Use analytics and
computer software
in conjunction with
ground testing to
ensure proper motor
choice

2.
Disqualification
of overall
2. Ensure that the
competition
rocket is of
the proper mass
award

Propellant
over
pressurizes
or burns
through the
casing

Propellant
does not
ignite or
chuffs

Poor vendor
supplied
component
selection

1. Destruction
of booster
airframe
structure

1. Use certified
motor
2.Have backup
rocket

2. Destruction
of transition
piece

Poor vendor
supplied
component
selection

Rocket does not
take off or does
not reach
sufficient
altitude

The rocket will be
launched by a
standard, NASA
provided 12 volt DC
firing system.

Verification
Testing
Review
altimeter data
from test flights
Measurement
Weigh fully
assembled
rocket after
motor assembly
to verify mass

Procedural
Verify the
chosen motor,
obtained by
NAR mentor, is
certified.

Procedural
The chosen
L2200 motor
uses a standard
high power
rocketry igniter
designed to be
initiated by a 12
volt DC firing
system

Status
COMPLETE
Data obtained
from the subscale
and full-scale test
flights was used to
verify simulations
and obtain a
coefficient of drag
to optimize the
flight.
Procedures clearly
specify when and
how to verify the
stability of the
rocket prior to
each flight.
COMPLETE
Only AeroTech
certified motors
have been used
with great success.
All subsequent
flights will use the
same make and
supplier as all
previous flights
COMPLETE
The AeroTech
L2200 is a
certified motor
designed to be
initiated by a 12
volt DC firing
system and will
only be acquired
and handled by
NAR certified
team mentor.

Table 5: Vehicle
Hazard
Max size
motor
selected

Cause
1. Changes in
mass caused
the need for a
larger motor
2. Budget
impacts

Effect
1. Inability to
reach 5280 ft
2. Increasing
motor size has
a negative
impact on the
budget

Mitigation
1. Minimize mass
wherever possible
throughout the
design process

Verification
Measurement
Weigh fully
assembled
rocket to ensure
no further mass
reduction will
be required
Analysis
Max motor size
identified by
team to be
L2200

Status
COMPLETE
Procedures clearly
specify when and
how to verify the
stability of the
rocket prior to
each flight.
Motor selection
finalized and max
size motor
required.
Successfully used
L2200 for the first
full-scale rocket
test launch.
Residual risk
accepted

Table 6: Recovery
Hazard
Power loss to
one or more
systems

Cause
Battery
failure

Effect
1. Incomplete
or total loss of
data collected

Mitigation
1. Completion of
successful testing
prior to launch

2. Possible
destruction of
rocket due to
improper
altimeter
function

2. Ensure ground
and flight test
results match
calculated results

3. Improper
recovery
deployment
could result in
damage to
spectators
and/or property

3. Ensure all
spectators are
within NAR, CRW,
and Range Safety
Officer defined safe
zones

Verification
Procedural
Installation of
new batteries is
a part of the
assembly
procedures
Measurement
All battery
voltage will be
verified prior to
installation
Procedural
SOP procedures
dictate when to
verify that no
spectators or
personnel are
outside of
predefined safe
zones

Status
COMPLETE
Battery terminal
connections and
all connecting
wires are inspected
prior to battery
installation. test
flights.
Battery charges
are verified prior
to each use. The
voltage is
measured using a
multimeter This
method was
verified by the
second full-scale
test flight

Table 6: Recovery
Hazard
GPS lock
failure

Cause
Loss of
Signal

Shear pins do Not enough
black powder
not shear
or improper
pin selection

Effect
Possible
unrecoverable
rocket

Parachutes do
not deploy

Mitigation
Test GPS and RF
capabilities before
use

1. Ground test with
black powder
charges to ensure
pins shear and
parachutes deploy
2. Test shear pins

Chute
entanglement

Improper
packing of
rocket

1. Rocket not
recoverable
2. Potential
risk to
spectators and
property

Verification
Testing
Spectral
analysis to
verify no
interference or
signal loss from
trackers
Procedural
Always use new
batteries
Testing
Ground test
with black
powder charges
to ensure pins
shear and
parachutes
deploy

1. Rehearse
techniques for
packing the rocket

Testing
Ejection charge
testing

2. Allow sufficient
shock cord lengths
to ensure adequate
spacing

Training
Rehearse
techniques for
packing the
rocket

3. Optimize packing
technique during
ejection charge
testing

Measurement
Allow sufficient
shock cord
lengths to
ensure adequate
spacing

Status
COMPLETE
Details of test are
outlined in section
7.1.3 GPS Tracker
Spectrum Analysis

COMPLETE
Shear pin selection
verified by
successful
subscale and fullscale ejection
charge tests.
Further verified by
four successful
launch recoveries
COMPLETE
Packing method
verified by
ejection charge
tests and two fullscale launches
with successful
recoveries.
Launch and
Assembly
Procedures outline
when and how to
verify the shock
cord length prior
to each flight

Table 6: Recovery
Hazard
Drogue
and/or main
parachutes
do not fully
deploy from
tube on
ejection

Cause
1. Insufficient
recovery
harness
length

Effect
1.
Uncontrolled
descent of
rocket

2.
Entanglement
of recovery
harness
within tube

2. Rocket
becomes
unrecoverable

Mitigation
1. Allow adequate
length of recovery
harness to clear tube

Verification
Testing
Deployment
tests

2. Secure excess
length within tube
during assembly

Procedural
SOP steps to
verify proper
length for
parachute to
clear tube after
harness
preparation
Testing
Flight tests

All charges
are not
expended
during
launch

1. Avionics
failure
2. Faulty
igniter
3. Wet black
powder

1.
Uncontrolled
descent of
rocket
2. Unsafe
rocket at
recovery site
for recovery
personnel

1. Main and backup
charges are
integrated
2. Safety controls
are outlined in the
SOP for safe
handling at
recovery site

Testing
Black powder
deployment
testing
Procedural
Safety controls
are outlined in
the SOP for safe
handling at
recovery site

Status
COMPLETE
Packing method
verified by
ejection charge
tests and two fullscale launches
with successful
recoveries.
Launch and
Assembly
Procedures outline
when and how to
verify the shock
cord length prior
to each flight
COMPLETE
Assembly
procedures are
used to verify
avionics
connections and
batteries prior to
any launch. All
procedures dictate
that safeing the
altimeters is the
first step prior to
examining the
rocket. These
methods were
verified by four
successful launch
tests.

Table 6: Recovery
Hazard
Rocket
becomes
entangled in
power lines
or trees

Cause
1. High winds
2. Improper
flight
trajectory

Effect
1.
Unrecoverable
rocket

Mitigation
1. Flight trajectory
simulated in high
wind conditions

2. Unsafe
environment
for personnel
at recovery site

2. Launch rail angle
adjusted to account
for environment

Verification
Procedural
Rocket will not
be launched in
winds that
exceed 18mph
Procedural
Team members
will assess
environment at
launch site

Status
COMPLETE
Trained personnel
retrieve the rocket
and procedures
dictate that no one
will attempt to
retrieve a rocket
out of reach, e.g.,
in trees or
powerlines.
Procedures dictate
that that the 5°
launch angle shall
be pointed away
from surrounding
trees, structures or
power lines

Table 7: Payload
Hazard
Control
surface
loss

Servo
failure

Cause
Rod shear
failure

Overtorqueing of
the servos

Effect
1. Falling
debris

Mitigation
1. Determine
maximum shear force

2. Unstable
flight path

2. Select appropriate
diameter rods

1. Unstable
flight path

1. Determine
maximum torque loads
2. Select appropriate
servos

Verification
Analysis
Conducted on
control rods

1. Analysis
Conducted on
control rod /
servo interfaces

Status
COMPLETE
FEM confirmed
structural integrity of
control rods

COMPLETE
Analysis verified max
torque loading of servo
control rods

2. Inspection
Implementation
of design
parameter
verified
Electrical
connection
failure

Control
algorithm
failure

Loose wires
and/or wires
disconnect
under
acceleration

1. Payload
functionality
loss

Control
programming
does not
properly
compensate
for roll
changes

1. Payload
functionality
loss

1. Secure all wires and
connectors

2. Unstable
flight path

1. Unstable
flight path

1. Optimize error
checking

Inspection
Visual
Inspection
performed
prior to
integration into
lower airframe

Testing
Ground testing
Testing
Flight testing

COMPLETE
Procedures include a
visual inspection prior
to payload integration.
This method was
successfully verified
by two full-scale test
flights.
COMPLETE
Ground test verified
that payload would
respond as designed
Algorithm
functionality further
verified by two
successful test flights

Table 7: Payload
Hazard
Data
collection
failure

Cause
Software or
component
failure under
flight loads

Effect
1. Loss of
ability to
record data
during flight
2. Inaccurate
data

Electronics Loose
electronic
fail under
connection
high gload

Structural
failure of
sled
assembly

Li-Po
Battery
damage
incurred
during
launch
activities

Mitigation
1. Completion of
successful testing prior
to launch
2. Ensure ground and
flight test results
match calculated
results

Verification
Testing
Ground testing
Testing
Flight testing

Loss of
functionality
of sensors or
controllers

Check all wires and
connections prior to
installing payload in
lower airframe

Procedural
Procedures
dictate full
inspection of
payload

Energy
imparted on
assemblies
during
deployment
and landing

1. Payload
fails to actuate
fins

1. FEA to ensure
structural integrity

Testing
Ejection charge
testing

Friction from
vibration in
flight

1. Inoperable
battery

2. One or
more fins
breaks

2. Potential
chemical
exposure

Testing
Flight testing

1. Battery enclosed in
payload housing
structure to minimize
damage due to friction
2. Nitrile gloves will
be worn by personnel
inspecting the payload
post launch

Testing
Flight testing
Procedural
Payload
inspection will
be done while
wearing
specified PPE

Status
COMPLETE
Prior to both launches,
RIC was calibrated and
tested for accurate data
acquisition.
Successful flight tests
verified code, acquired
data, and payload
functionality.
COMPLETE
Fully implemented in
procedures and further
verified by 2
successful full-scale
flight tests
COMPLETE
FEA analysis was
verified by successful
testing. Throughout 8
ejection charge tests
and 2 test flights, the
payload has
maintained structural
integrity.
COMPLETE
Flight testing has
verified the Li-Po
mounting design.
Procedures are in place
to ensure personnel are
wearing Nitrile Gloves
until it is confirmed
that no chemicals have
been released in the
payload housing.

Table 8: Environmental Hazards
Hazard
Disposal of
Hazardous
Materials

Exhaust
Emissions
(from
rocket and
travel
activities)

Cause
Improper
disposal of
any
materials
used for
this project

Motor gas
emissions

Effect
1.
Contamination
of local ground
water and/or
soil

1. Toxic
chemicals are
emitted into the
atmosphere by
the rocket
2. Toxic
chemicals are
emitted into the
atmosphere by
travel vehicles

Mitigation
1. Disposal of any
potentially hazardous
materials will be done
in accordance with the
Safety Data Sheet

1. Select smallest
possible rocket to
safely meet all
requirements
2. Minimize the
number of vehicles
used to travel to launch
sites

Verification
Training
CRW Team will
be educated on
safe disposal of
hazardous
materials and
have easy access
to MSDS sheets

Analysis
CRW Team will
attempt to
minimize the
motor required to
meet the contest
requirements
Despite the high
probability of
emissions, the
quantity will be
very low for only
a few seconds
and have
negligible
environmental
effects
Procedural
The team will
select efficient
travel plans to
ensure the most
efficient and
fewest possible
vehicles are used
for group travel

Status
COMPLETE
Hazardous Material
Handling Safety
Briefing conducted
on 11/10/2016
Safety Data Sheets
available at all
worksites
COMPLETE
Rocket sizing and
motor selection
were chosen based
on payload
requirements. It
was concluded that
the small residual
risk of unsafe
emissions would be
an acceptably low
risk.
The CRW team has
made an earnest
effort to coordinate
team travel
activities to
minimize the
impact of carbon
emissions that
result from
automobile travel

Table 8: Environmental Hazards
Hazard
Impact to
local
ecology and
wildlife

Cause
Risk of fire
or falling
debris

Effect
1. Danger to
property and/or
wildlife

Mitigation
1. Remote locations
of launch sites will
limit likelihood
2. Have fire
extinguishers and
trained users
available

Inclement
weather

Thunder,
lightning,
heavy rain,
snow, or
tornados

1. Danger to
rocket
2. Danger to
personnel

1. In accordance with
NAR Safety Code,
the Safety Officer
will monitor weather
starting a week prior
to any launch or
outreach activity
2. In the event of
inclement weather,
all launch activities
and/or outreach
activities will be
rescheduled

Verification
Training
Safety briefings
will be conducted
to inform the team
on safety protocols
for launch and
outreach activities.
Inspection
The surrounding
geography and
wildlife will be
considered at each
new launch site.
Any red team
member can call
off a launch,
outreach or test
activity if they
identify new risks
Inspection
starting a week
prior to any
activities

Status
COMPLETE
Outreach Safety
briefing conducted
on 11/03/2016
Launch and
Assembly Safety
Briefing conducted
on 11/22/2016
Inspection of all
new launch sites
has been
conducted. There
have been no
incidents.

COMPLETE
Verified method
prior to each
subscale and fullscale test flight
conducted..

Table 8: Environmental Hazards
Hazard
Rain

Cause
The water
cycle

Effect
1. Danger to
equipment
2. Launch
cancelation

Mitigation
1. Water safe
containers for
electronics
2. Monitor weather
conditions the week
of launch
3. Bring a tarp to
pack the parachutes
on in case the ground
is wet

Humidity

Humid
environme
nts

Moisture could
negatively
impact ejection
charges and/or
rocket motor

Appropriately store
ejection charges,
black powder, and
rocket motor

Verification
Procedural
Include water safe
containers and a
tarp on the Launch
Day Checklist
Inspection
Safety Officer will
monitor weather
conditions and the
team will abort any
launch in unsafe
conditions

Inspection
will be conducted
to ensure proper
storage of black
powder and rocket
motor

Status
COMPLETE
Water safe
containers and tarps
have been added to
the pack list
The weather has
been monitored
starting a week
prior to each
launch. This
verified method has
helped the team
plan for launch
traveling
COMPLETE
Motor and ejection
charges are stored
in explosive storage
day box and stored
in a controlled
environment at
JRC. Motor and
ejection charges are
transported in the
day box by the
team mentor

Table 8: Environmental Hazards
Hazard
High Winds

Cause
Unexpecte
d weather
conditions

Effect
1. Payload
failure
2. Further drift

Mitigation
1. Determine the
dynamic forces that
would cause
mechanical/aerodyna
mic payload issues
2. Avoid launching in
high winds and add
trackers to each
section of the rocket

Power
Lines

Power lines
near launch
site

1. Danger to
rocket
2. Danger to
personnel

1. Ensure that launch
rail is safe distance
from power lines
2. Do not angle
launch rail in
direction of power
lines
3. Train personnel
regarding safe
procedures at launch
sites

Verification
Testing
Extensive testing
and simulation will
be used to verify
safe operating
conditions for the
payload
Inspection
Safety Officer will
monitor weather
conditions and the
team will abort any
launch in unsafe
conditions

Procedural
Launch Pad
procedures dictate
that launch rail
shall not be angled
in the direction of
surrounding
structure, trees or
power lines
Training
Personnel are not
allowed to retrieve
the rocket if it lands
in trees or power
lines

Status
COMPLETE
Payload ground test
and two full-scale
launches verified
the analysis and
integrity of the
materials and
design of RIC
payload
The weather has
been monitored
starting a week
prior to each
launch. This
verified method has
helped the team
plan for launch
traveling
COMPLETE
Inspection of all
new launch sites
has been
conducted. There
have been no
incidents
Procedures remind
trained personnel
that the 5° launch
angle shall be
pointed away from
surrounding trees,
structures or power
lines

Appendix G: Personnel Hazards

Personnel Hazards
Work Task
Chemical
Handling:
3M ScotchWeld
Structural
Plastic
Adhesive,
DP-8005,
Black, Part
A (Epoxy)














Potential Hazard
Corrosive eye burns in
direct contact
Moderate eye
irritation from
exposure to vapor
during curing, or to
dust created by
cutting, grinding,
sanding, machining
Severe skin and
Respiratory irritation.
Gastrointestinal
irritation from
ingestion
Combustible liquid
and vapor
Vapor may travel long
distance along ground
or floor to source of
ignition and flash back
Hazardous in contact
with strong acids,
strong oxidizing
agents, heat, sparks
and/or flames
Fire.

Hazard Ranking
 Rating:
Potentially
Hazardous
Operation
 Probability:
Low
 Severity:
Moderate to
Severe








Hazard Controls
Engineering: local
exhaust ventilation for
machining processes
Administrative: MSDS;
SOP; safe work
practices; exposure time
limitations; training
PPE: safety glasses
with side shields or
indirect vented goggles;
gloves; protective
clothing to prevent skin
contact if appropriate
Respiratory Protection:
not usually required;
Residual Risk: accepted

SUCCESS
Activities were incident free

Personnel Hazards
Work Task
Chemical
Handling:
3M ScotchWeld
Structural
Plastic
Adhesive,
DP-8005,
Black, Part
B (Epoxy)











Potential Hazard
Moderate eye
irritation from
exposure to vapor
during curing, or to
dust created by
cutting, grinding,
sanding, machining
Moderate skin
irritation
Respiratory irritation
from inhaling vapor
or dust
Gastrointestinal
irritation from
ingestion
Contains a
carcinogenic
chemical
Hazardous in contact
with strong acids,
strong oxidizing
agents
Fire

Hazard Ranking
 Rating:
Potentially
Hazardous
Operation
 Probability:
Low
 Severity:
Mild to
Severe











Hazard Controls
Engineering: local
exhaust ventilation for
cutting, grinding,
sanding, or machining;
shop exhaust ventilation
Administrative: MSDS;
SOP; safe work
practices; exposure time
limitations; training
PPE: safety glasses
with side shields;
gloves (butyl rubber,
nitrile rubber,
polyethylene, or
polyvinyl alcohol);
protective clothing to
prevent skin contact, if
appropriate to task
Respiratory Protection:
not usually required;
NIOSH approved airpurifying respirator
with organic vapor
cartridge and particulate
pre-filter, when
ventilation is
inadequate
Residual Risk: accepted

SUCCESS
Activities were incident free

Personnel Hazards
Work Task
Chemical
Handling:
Black
Powder,
Loose










Chemical
Use:
White Epoxy
Primer








Potential Hazard
Division 1.1
Explosive
Sources of friction,
impact, heat, low
level electrical
current, and
electrostatic or RF
energy may detonate
Improper clothing
may generate static,
resulting in
detonation
Detonation may
cause severe physical
injury, even death
Fire
Facility/equipment
damage (unlikely due
to small quantities in
use)
Skin and/ or
respiratory tract
irritation from
inhalation/exposure
CNS depression from
inhalation
Chemical asthma
from long-term
exposure
Neurological system
damage from longterm exposure
Fire

Hazard Ranking
 Rating:
Hazardous
Operation
 Probability:
Low
 Severity:
Moderate to
Severe








Hazard Controls
Engineering:
ventilation; storage
Administrative: MSDS;
HOP; safe work
practices; training;
personnel certification;
access control; only
non-sparking tools
PPE: impervious rubber
gloves; clothing must
be metal-free AND
non-static producing
Residual Risk: accepted

SUCCESS
Activities were incident free





Rating:
Hazardous
Operation
Probability:
High
Severity:
Mild to
Severe








Engineering: proper
ventilation; storage
Administrative: SOP;
MSDS; safe work
practices; training;
segregated from strong
oxidizing agents, bases,
and/ or acids
PPE: solvent resistant
gloves (nitrile rubber);
isocyanate approved
respirator; chemical
splash goggles
Residual risk: Accepted

SUCCESS
Activities were incident free

Personnel Hazards
Work Task
Chemical
exposure:
Li-Po
battery

Potential Hazard
 Skin irritation due to
exposure to
electrolyte due to
punctured cell
 Fire

Hazard Ranking
 Rating:
Hazardous
operation
 Probability:
Low
 Severity:
Mild to
Severe









Chemical
Handling:
Fiberglass
Fabric








Mechanical skin
irritant (primarily at
pressure points such
as neck, wrist, waist,
between fingers)
Mechanical eye
irritant
Mouth, nose, and
throat irritation if
inhaled
Mechanical stomach
and intestine irritant
if ingested
Fiber release during
cutting or sanding






Rating:
Potentially
Hazardous
Operation
Probability:
Moderate
Severity:
Mild

Hazard Controls
Engineering: Proper
storage and charging
techniques; inspection
before and after each
use.
Administrative: MSDS,
safe work practices,
training; isolated from
strong heat sources or
EM fields
PPE: gloves (nitrile
rubber); protective
clothing to prevent skin
contact if appropriate
Residual Risk:
Considered minimal
and acceptable

SUCCESS
Activities were incident free
 Engineering: shop
exhaust ventilation
and/or local exhaust
ventilation
 Administrative: MSDS;
SOP; safe work
practices; exposure time
limitations; training
 PPE: safety goggles or
safety glasses with side
shields; loose-fitting
long sleeved shirt that
covers to base of neck;
long pants; gloves
 Respiratory Protection:
not usually required;
NIOSH/MSHA
approved disposable
dust respirator, when
ventilation is
inadequate or irritation
occurs
 Residual Risk: accepted
SUCCESS
Activities were incident free

Personnel Hazards
Work Task
Ejection
Charge
Handling:
Assembly







Potential Hazard
Accidental ignition
Skin burn
Impact injury
Chemical exposure to
black powder
Bystander injury
Facility/equipment
damage

Hazard Ranking
 Rating:
Hazardous
Operation
 Probability:
Moderate
 Severity:
Moderate to
Severe








Ejection
Charge
Handling:
Testing








Machine
Use: Lathe







Failure of ejection
charge retention
system releases
projectile
Premature
combustion
Injury to personnel
Facility/equipment
damage
Unauthorized entry of
test cell

Injury to or loss of
hand, limb
Laceration by
shrapnel
Eye injury by
shrapnel
Bystander injury
Facility/equipment
damage









Rating:
Hazardous
Operation
Probability:
High
Severity:
Moderate to
Severe

Rating:
Hazardous
Operation
Probability:
Moderate
Severity:
Mild to
Severe

Hazard Controls
Engineering: isolate
ejection charge from
strong electric fields
and heat sources
Administrative: HOP;
safe work practices;
training; personnel
certification
PPE: Safety glasses and
nitrile gloves required
Residual Risk: accepted

SUCCESS
Activities were incident free
 Engineering: conduct
test in blast-proof test
cell; large safety factor
designed into retention
system
 Administrative: written
test procedures; safe
work practices;
supervision by Level 2
certified NAR Mentor;
controlled access;
training; personnel
certification
 Residual Risk: accepted
SUCCESS
Activities were incident free
 Engineering: machine
selection; shop design
 Administrative: SOP;
safe work practices;
training and
qualification;
supervision by
experienced personnel;
controlled access
 PPE: eye protection
 Residual Risk: accepted
SUCCESS
Activities were incident free

Personnel Hazards
Work Task
Machine
Use: Milling
Machine







Motor
Handling:
Installation

Motor
Handling:
Testing















Potential Hazard
Injury to or loss of
hand, limb
Laceration by
shrapnel
Eye injury by
shrapnel
Bystander injury
Facility/equipment
damage

Accidental ignition
Skin burn
Impact injury
Bystander injury
Facility/equipment
damage

Motor retention
system failure
resulting in
uncontrolled motor
movement
Premature
combustion
Injury to personnel
Chemical exposure to
ammonium
perchlorate
Facility/equipment
damage
Unauthorized entry of
test cell

Hazard Ranking
 Rating:
Hazardous
Operation
 Probability:
Moderate
 Severity:
Mild to
Severe















Rating:
Hazardous
Operation
Probability:
Moderate
Severity:
Moderate to
Severe

Rating:
Hazardous
Operation
Probability:
High
Severity:
Moderate to
Severe

Hazard Controls
Engineering: machine
selection; shop design
Administrative: SOP;
safe work practices;
training and
qualification;
supervision by
experienced personnel;
controlled access
PPE: eye protection
Residual Risk: accepted

SUCCESS
Activities were incident free
 Engineering: isolate
ejection charge from
strong electric fields
and heat sources
 Administrative: HOP;
safe work practices;
training; personnel
certification; performed
only by Level 2
certified NAR Mentor
 Residual Risk: accepted
SUCCESS
Activities were incident free
 Engineering: conduct
test in blast-proof test
cell; large safety factor
designed into retention
system
 Administrative: written
test procedures; safe
work practices;
supervision by Level 2
certified NAR Mentor;
controlled access;
training; personnel
certification
 Residual Risk: accepted
SUCCESS
Activities were incident free

Personnel Hazards
Work Task
Tool Use:
Sanding/
Grinding










Tool Use:
Soldering,
Electrical





Potential Hazard
Skin abrasion
Laceration by
shrapnel
Eye injury by
shrapnel or dust
Respiratory irritation
Bystander injury
Facility/equipment
damage
Chemical exposure if
material being
worked is hazardous
Catastrophic failure
of grinding wheel
resulting in high
velocity
Skin burn
Damage to
components
Fire

Hazard Ranking
 Rating:
Potentially
Hazardous
Operation
 Probability:
Low
 Severity:
Mild to
Severe








Inhalation
Skin Irritation
Eye contact
CNS depression from
inhalation
Chemical asthma
from long-term
exposure
Neurological system
damage from longterm exposure






SUCCESS
Activities were incident free





Chemical
Handling:
Loctite
Epoxy Resin,
1 Minute
Mix,
Translucent
Yellow



Hazard Controls
Engineering: machine
selection; shop design;
shop exhaust ventilation
Administrative: SOP;
safe work practices;
exposure time
limitations; training;
supervision by
experienced personnel
PPE: eye protection
Residual Risk: accepted





Rating:
Hazardous
Operation
Probability:
High
Severity:
Mild to
Severe

Rating:
Hazardous
Operation
Probability:
High
Severity:
Mild to
Severe





Engineering: tool
selection
Administrative: SOP;
safe work practices;
training
Residual Risk: accepted

SUCCESS
Activities were incident free







Engineering: local
exhaust ventilation for
machining processes
Administrative: MSDS;
SOP; safe work
practices; exposure time
limitations; training
PPE: safety glasses
with side shields or
indirect vented goggles;
gloves; protective
clothing to prevent skin
contact if appropriate
Respiratory Protection:
not usually required;
Residual Risk: accepted

SUCCESS
Activities were incident free

Appendix H: Verification Plan
Legend: V = Vehicle, P = Payload, R = Recovery, S = System, H = Hazard, T = Test
Requirement
Number
V01

V02

R01

S01

V03

V04

Source
SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

Requirement
Statement
The vehicle shall
deliver a payload to an
apogee altitude of
5,280 feet above
ground level (AGL),
but will not exceed
5,600 feet

Success Criteria
1. Simulation must
demonstrate apogee
can be trimmed to
within 5% of apogee
requirement

Verification
Method
1. Open Rocket
simulations

Status
1. Completed
successfully

2. Flight Test

2. Completed
successfully

2. Altitude sensors
indicate apogee to
within 5% of projected
altitude

The vehicle will carry a
commercially available,
barometric altimeter to
be used for official
scoring
All recovery electronics
shall be powered by
commercially available
batteries
Vehicle must be
recoverable and same
day reusable without
repairs or
modifications.
The vehicle will have
no more than four
sections during descent.

Design feature
implemented

Inspection

Completed
successfully

Design feature
implemented

Inspection

Completed
successfully

After flight all
equipment must
maintain full
functionality upon
recovery
Design feature
implemented

Flight Test

Completed
successfully

Inspection

Completed
successfully

Must be propelled by a
single stage,
commercially available
solid motor.

Design feature
implemented

Inspection

Completed
successfully

Requirement
Number
S02

S03

S04

V05

V06

V07

Source
CRW

Requirement
Statement
Vehicle must be
capable of being
prepared at launch site
in no more than 2 hours
(more stringent than the
4 hour competition
requirement).

SL

The rocket will be
launched by a standard,
NASA provided 12 volt
DC firing system.

SL

The vehicle will require
only the equipment
provided by Range
Services to be launch
capable.

SL

The motor may not
exceed an impulse
5,120 Newton-seconds
(L class).

SL

CRW

Success Criteria
Launch assembly
instructions are
executable in under
two hours

Selected motor uses a
standard high power
rocketry igniter
designed to be
initiated by a 12 volt
DC firing system
Design rocket for a
standard 15-15 rail, 8ft
in length

Verification
Method
1. The vehicle
design has been
engineered for
quick assembly,
and will be verified
with extensive
assembly practice
and efficient
procedures
2. Fight Test
Inspection

Status
1. Completed
successfully
2 Completed
successfully

Completed
successfully

Inspection

Completed
successfully

Design feature
implemented

Inspection

Completed
successfully

The vehicle shall have
a minimum static
stability margin of 2.0
at the point of rail exit

Simulation must
demonstrate stability
margin of at least 2 at
rail exit

1. Open Rocket
Simulation

1. Completed
successfully
2 Completed
successfully

As built flight ready
rocket will have a CG
located at least 6.5ft
from tip of nose cone

Simulation must
demonstrate CG
located at least 6.5ft
from nose cone

2. Inspection of
fully assembled
rocket conducted at
launch field
1. Open Rocket
Simulation
2. Inspection of
fully assembled
rocket conducted at
launch field

2 Completed
successfully

1. Completed
successfully

Requirement
Number
V08

S05

S06

S07

S08

S09

S10

S11

Source
SL

Requirement
Statement
The launch vehicle
shall accelerate to a
minimum velocity of
52 fps at rail exit. (need
to prove this)

Success Criteria
Simulation must
demonstrate velocity
requirement is met

Verification
Method
1. Open Rocket
Simulation

Status
1. Completed
successfully

2. Inspection of
fully assembled
rocket conducted at
launch field
Flight Test

2 Completed
successfully

SL

The team will
demonstrate a
successful full-scale
launch before FRR.

Demonstrate all
components of SL
requirements are met

SL

A subscale rocket
launch will be
performed that
demonstrates the
success of a rocket with
similar geometric and
kinematic properties
prior to CDR.

1. Simulation used to
ensure similarities
2. Subscale launch
demonstrates the full
launch procedure and
recovery deployment
processes are safe and
adequate

1. Open Rocket
Simulation

1. Completed
successfully

2. Subscale Flight
Test

2 Completed
successfully

Effects of forward fins
on Drag will be
evaluated through a
subscale flight
Rocket CD will be
determined through a
Subscale Flight

Gain data to
understand the drag
effects caused by
forward fins
Analysis should be
conducted to
determine CD from
subscale flight data
Prepare, launch, and
recover rocket with no
incidents

Subscale Flight
Test

Completed
successfully

Flight Test

Completed
successfully

1. Subscale Flight
Test

Completed
successfully

CRW

CRW

CRW

Ability to Launch a
Rocket successfully

CRW

Optimize Standard
Operating Procedures

CRW

Performance of Tracker
will be verified through
a subscale flight

Produce
Launch assembly
instructions that are
safe and efficient to
execute
Recovery electronics
will be detectable up
to one mile from
ground station

1. Full Scale Flight
Test
Flight Tests

Subscale Flight
Test

Completed
successfully

Completed
successfully

Completed
successfully

Requirement
Number
V09

R02

R03

R04

R05

R06

R07

Source
SL

SL

Requirement
Statement
Any structural
protuberance on the
rocket shall be located
aft of the burnout
center of gravity.
The launch vehicle will
utilize a dual deploy
recovery system.

SL

Each independent
rocket section will land
with a Kinetic Energy
of less than 75 ft-lbf.

SL

The recovery system
electronics will be
redundant, independent
of payload electronics,
and independently
powered.

SL

Each altimeter will
have an arming switch
that can be locked in
the ON position that is
accessible in launch
configuration.

SL

The rocket body
separation joints are to
be held by shear pins

SL

The position of all
untethered vehicle
sections is to be
transmitted to a ground
receiver

Success Criteria
Design feature
implemented

Verification
Method
Inspection

Status
Completed

successfully

1. Design feature
implemented
2. Deployment of the
drogue cute at apogee
and main at 600 feet
AGL
Simulation will show
each individual
component meets
minimum requirement
at up to 30% over
original projected
mass
Design feature
implemented

1. Inspection

1. Completed
successfully

2. Flight Test
2 Completed
successfully
Matlab
Simulation

Completed
successfully

Inspection

Completed
successfully

Design feature
implemented

Inspection

Completed
successfully

1. Design feature
implemented
2. Only separate
during deployment
event

1. Inspection

1. Completed
successfully

Recovery electronics
will be detectable up
to one mile from
ground station

1. Ground Test

2. Flight Test
2 Completed
successfully
1. Completed
successfully

2. Flight Test
2 Completed
successfully

Requirement
Number
V10

V11

H01

R08

R09

Source
SL

Requirement
Statement
The rocket will carry
one payload that meets
the team’s payload
selection criteria.

Success Criteria
Design feature
implemented

Verification
Method
Inspection

Status
Completed
successfully

CRW

The rocket must reach
an apogee of 5,280 feet
within +100 or -200
feet.

Simulation will
simulate apogee
prediction

1. Open Rocket
simulation

Completed
successfully

CRW

1. All assembly will be
performed with
altimeters off

Safe operating
procedures will dictate
when and how to arm
the altimeters

1. Procedural

1. Completed
successfully

2. The vehicle will be
designed such that the
altimeters remain safe
when handling the
rocket

Design feature
implemented

Inspection

Completed
successfully

Backup ejection charge
will be larger than the
primary charge to
ensure separation in the
event that the primary
does not separate

Design feature
implemented

1. Inspection

1. Completed
successfully

CRW

CRW

Ejection Charges will
be sized to fully
separate the rocket

2. Flight Tests
2 Completed
successfully

2. Ejection charge
test

2 Completed
successfully

3. Flight Test

Charges produce
enough pressure to
separate rocket and
fully eject parachutes

1. Ejection charge
test
2. Flight test

3. Completed
successfully
1. Completed
successfully
2 Completed
successfully
3. Completed
successfully

R10

CRW

When shock cord is
fully extended
parachute will be fully
out of the body tube

Design feature
implemented

Flight Test

Completed
successfully

Requirement
Number
R11

Source
CRW

Requirement
Statement
Parachute protection
from Black Powder

Success Criteria
Design feature
implemented

Verification
Method
1. Inspection

Status
1. Completed
successfully

2. Procedural

R12

V13

V14

V15

CRW

CRW

CRW

CRW

Nomex Cloth must be
tied into the shock cord
so it cannot reef the
parachute

Design feature
implemented

1. Inspection

Bolt holes shall have a
minimum edge to
diameter ratio of 2.0 or
analysis justifying
deviation below this
minimum by
fabrication.
Safety Factor for fin
flutter shall be a
minimum of 1.50 to
prevent excess
vibrations or potential
instability for the fins.

Design feature
implemented

Inspection

Assess safety margins
for all items to verify
they are within
acceptable threshold

1.Hand calculations

Airframe coupler joints
must be stiff enough to
handle bending
moments

Design and material
selection

1. Analysis

2. Completed
successfully
1. Completed
successfully

2. Procedural

2. FEA on all load
path items

2. Completed
successfully
Completed
successfully

1. Completed
successfully
2. Completed
successfully

1. Completed
successfully

2. Flight Tests
2. Completed
successfully

Appendix I: Payload Verification Requirements
The Payload Verification Requirements Table is only a snapshot of the verification items used
primarily for tracking completion and to better formulate the test plan.
Requirement
Number
P01

Source
SL

P02

SL

P03

SL

P04

SL

P05

SL

P06

SL

P07

CRW

P08

CRW

P09

CRW

P10

CRW

Requirement
Statement
System shall induce at
least two rotations
around the roll axis of
the launch vehicle
After the two induced
rotations, must induce
a counter rolling
moment to halt the
rolling motion
Roll shall be induced
after motor burnout
Payload will not begin
inducing roll prior to
motor burnout
Provide proof of
controlled roll and
successful counter roll
Only mechanical
devices are allowed for
rolling procedures (not
fixed geometry)
In null position, fins
should not affect
vehicle aerodynamics
other than increasing
Drag.
Ensure excessive drag
is not produced by
controlled fins
Ensure fail safe mode
causes fins to return to
pre-flight orientation
Fin support connection
must be able to
withstand induced
torque on fin surfaces

Success Criteria
Two rolls induced by
RIC payload as
verified by onboard
instrumentation data
Counter roll induced
by RIC payload as
verified by onboard
instrumentation data

Verification
Method
Flight Tests

Flight Tests

Status
Verified RIC
functionality
through
Flight test
Verified RIC
functionality
through
Flight test

RIC does not actuate
fins until after motor
burnout
RIC does not actuate
fins until after motor
burnout
Verify RIC
functionality with
onboard
instrumentation
Design
Implementation

Flight Tests

Completed
successfully

Flight Tests

Completed
successfully

1. Ground Test

Completed
successfully

Inspection

Completed
successfully

Static fins shall not
affect flight

Flight Tests

Completed
successfully

Assess drag produced
by RIC

XFOIL simulation

Completed
successfully

Fins return to null
position in the event
of any RIC component
power loss
Simulation shall verify
max loads and safety
margins

Ground test

Completed
successfully

1. Finite element
analysis

Completed
successfully

2. Flight Test

Requirement
Number
P11

Source
CRW

Requirement
Statement
Holding Torque must
be sufficient for fin
induced forces

Success Criteria
1. Choose durable
materials and
components

Verification
Method
1. Check servo data
sheet

Status
Completed
successfully

2. Flight Test

P12

P13

P14

P15

CRW

IMU must be properly
calibrated

CRW

Fins will be uniformly
pitched and tested for
consistency of angle of
attack
Perform roll and
counter roll maneuver
in < 8 sec after motor
burnout
Return to and maintain
initial or slower roll
rate after induced
maneuver is complete

CRW

CRW

2. No component
failure during flight
IMU data shows
correct reading within
allowable error
through operational
range
Fins will pitch
uniformly and
consistently
Source code shall
dictate when and how
to pitch fins to induce
roll
Flight data indicates
successful maneuver

Ground Test

Completed
successfully

Ground Test

Completed
successfully

Flight Test Data

Completed
successfully

Flight Test Data

In progress,
to be
completed on
next flight

Appendix J: Test Plan
Test
Numb
er

Test
Description

T01

Tracker Ground
Test

T02

Ejection Charge
Test

T03

T04

T05

T06

RIC System
Test for timing
mechanics
RIC Payload
Ground Test

IMU
Calibration
Verification
Test
Subscale
Launch

Verification
Requirement
Number
Receive signal from recovery R07
avionics from up to 1 mile
Success Criteria

Status
Completed
successfully

1. Shear Pins sever
2. Parachute Deploys
3. Recovery harness does not
tangle
Roll shall be induced after
motor burnout

R02, R08, R12

1-3. Completed
successfully

V10, P01, P02,
P03

Completed
successfully

1. Provide proof of
controlled roll and successful
counter roll
2. Ensure fail safe mode
causes fins to return to preflight orientation
1. Accelerometers identify x,
y, z axes correctly with
respect to the rocket
2. Gyros accurately measure
rotation of RIC
1. Launch and recover before
CDR

1.

V10, P05

Completed
successfully

2.

V10

2. Verify drag produce by
static payload fins

2. S07

3. Receive signal from
recovery avionics from up to
a mile
4. Verify dual deploy
recovery system and ejection
charge size
5. Verify Payload DAQ
6. Payload fins will not affect
rocket aerodynamics except
for minimal drag

P12

Completed
successfully

1. S06, S09, S10

1-6. Completed
successfully

3. S11
4. R02, R03, R08,
5. P05
6. P07, P08

T07

Full-Scale
Launch

1. Predict apogee within 5%

1. V01, V11

2. Assemble rocket in less
than 2 hours

2. S02

3.Launch rocket with 12V
DC firing system provided
by range service

1-12. Completed
successfully

3. S03, S04
4. S05, S09

4. Complete before FRR
5. Produce safe efficient
Launch and Assembly
Procedures

5. S10
6. R02, R03

6. Verify dual deploy
recovery system

7. R08, R09, R10

7. Ensure ejection charge
causes rocket separation and
parachute/s are fully ejected

8. S01, V15

8. Vehicle recoverable and
undamaged after flight

10. P01, P02, P03,
P04, P05, P14

9. Receive signal from
recovery avionics

11. P07

9. S11, R07

10. Payload induces two rolls 12. P11,
and one counter roll in < 8
sec. after motor burnout
11. Payload fins will not
affect rocket aerodynamics
except for minimal drag
12. Payload components
have holding Torque must
be sufficient for fin induced
forces
T08
T09

Payload Ground Ground test to verify payload P06, P08, P09,
Test
response to vehicle rotation
P11, P12

Completed
Successfully

Tail cone
compression
test

Completed
Successfully

Tail cone must be capable of
withstanding a force at least
twice the max estimated
loading

S01

T10

Spectrum
analysis
performed on
trackers

Ensure GPS Tracker
does not induce a
charge on ematches

S11

Completed
successfully

T11

Test dual
deployment
system

Ensure parachutes fully eject
and successful recovery
performed at flight tests

R02, R08, R09,
R10

Completed
successfully

Appendix K: Monte Carlo Trajectory Code

Appendix L: Flysheet

Appendix M: Vehicle Assembly Drawings

Figure 132: Tracker Subassembly

Figure 133: Upper Airframe Assembly

Figure 134: Bulkhead Subassembly

Figure 135: Tail Cone Subassembly Drawing

Figure 136: Fin Subassembly Drawing

Figure 137: Lower Airframe Assembly Drawing

Figure 138: Vehicle Assembly Drawing

Appendix N: Component Description Sheets

Component Description Sheet
Sub-Group:
Lower Airframe
Component:
Fin Mount
Mechanical Designer:
Jacob E./Summer R.
General Dimensions:
L
W

7.5"
2.014"

H 1.27"
Base Diameter 3.085"

Material:
Aluminum 2024
Manufacturing Process:
Machined at UAH Machine Shop
Component Weight:
0.38 pounds
Component Description:
The fin mounts are used to fasten the primary fins to the rocket. The mounts are aligned to the body tube
through the use of 4 1/4"-20 screws fastened with locknuts. The fins are attached to the mounts through the
use of 3 13/64" binding posts. The fin mounts were designed using SolidEdge and then custom-machined out
of 2024 alloy at the University of Alabama in Huntsville's Machine and Fabrication Shop. Primary concerns
while manufacturing wer ensuring high accuracy with the base radius of the mount to ensure it remained flush
with the body tube, and maintaining appropriate tolerances and dimensions when drilling the holes for the fin fin mount and fin mount - body tube connections. Tolerances for these dimensions can be seen in the drawing
for this part.

Vendor:
midweststeelsupply
Cost / Unit:
$19

Component Description Sheet

Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode
Bolt Shear

Improper Alignment

Likelihood /
Consequence
2/3

2/3

Criticality
Medium

Medium

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Shear could cause the bolts Finite Element
at either set of connections Analysis. Testing
to fail to fail
with Launch
Inaccurate flight trajectory,
potential induced rotation

Precise alignment
during install, verification
of alignment before
drilling

Component Description Sheet
Sub-Group:
Lower Airframe
Component:
Fin
Mechanical Designer:
Jacob E.
General Dimensions:
H
W

8"
0.25"

Base Chord 8"
Top Chord 3"

Material:
G-10 Fiberglass
Manufacturing Process:
Hand-cut to rough dimensions, then sanded and ground into appropriate profile
Component Weight:
0.709 pounds
Component Description:
The fins are designed to generate appropriate stability and apogee values for the rocket, as well as prevent
any flutter. The fins are installed in the fin mount slots and then fastened through the use of 3 13/64" binding
posts. 1/4" G-10 or FR4 sheets were purchased and cut to size through use of equipment available at the
propulsion research center at UAH. Fin curvature was generated through use of grinding and sanding through
use of a channel with appropriate dimensions. Primary concerns while manufacturing were generating
consistent curvature for the fins and maintaining consistent geometry for each set of fins. The fins were slotted
in place inside the fin mounts before drilling for of ease of alignment, meaning the driving dimensions for the
holes were dictated by the fin mounts.

Vendor:
Professional Plastics, McMaster
Cost / Unit:
$117 for 24" x 24" sheet (Professional Plastics

Component Description Sheet

Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode

Likelihood /
Consequence

Criticality

Bolt Shear

2/3

Medium

Material Failure

1/4

Medium

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Shear could cause the bolts Finite Element
at either set of connections Analysis. Testing
to fail to fail
with Launch
Fin shear at points of stress
FEA and CFD
concentration, trajectory
analysis
failure

Component Description Sheet
Sub-Group:
Lower Airframe
Component:
Aluminum Bulkhead
Mechanical Designer:
Ty C.
General Dimensions:
OD
Thickness

5.8''
0.5"

Material:
6061 Aluminum
Manufacturing Process:
Locally machined
Component Weight:
1.27 pounds
Component Description:
Locally machined at the University of Alabama in Huntsville's machine shop. 6 inch
fiberglass bulk heads are not readily available commercially, and not enough consistent
data could be found to ensure a polycorbonate material could withstand the expected
forces. Aluminum properties are readily available in programs like PATRAN and provide
consistant data.

Vendor:
Fabricated in house at UAH

Component Description Sheet
FEA: PATRAN was utilized for finite element analysis. The model is constrained at the four
screw holes where the bulkhead attches to the rocket body. The load is applied via a RBE-2
at the center of the hole where the eyebolt is attached. The load that is applied here is
found to be 706 lbf and is applied in the vertical direction. From this we can see that the
max bending occurs at the center hole where the eyebolt is attached and we can assume
that, with a washer being there to distribute the load, the maximum stress seen by the
bulkhead will be 18 ksi. The ultimate Margin of Safety is 0.25 with a built in Factor of
Safety of 2.

Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode

Tension Failure

Likelihood /
Consequence
1/5

Criticality

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Medium

Failure of recovery system
to stay connected to lower
section of rocket

Finite Element
Analysis. Testing
with Launch

Component Description Sheet
Sub-Group:
Lower Airframe, Tail Cone Assembly
Component:
Tail Cone
Mechanical Designer:
Summer R./Holly S.
General Dimensions:
OD:
Thickness:
Height:

6"
4.75"
5.50"

Material:
ABS Plastic
Manufacturing Process:
Printed at UAH Machine Shop
Component Weight:
2.3 pounds
Component Description:
The tail cone is designed to ensure that the motor and motor casing remain in place during thrust and
descent of the rocket. The specific purpose of this component aside from motor retention is to not only serve
as the thrust ring for the rocket motor, i.e. transfer the thrust from the motor into the rocket body itself, but to
also serve as a boat tail to reduce the base drag of the overall vehicle. The tail cone is fabricated from ABS
printed plastic from the UAH MAE Machine Shop. The printed tail cone is fastened into the body tube using
three 10-32 threaded brass press-fit inserts evenly placed about the top ring surface. These inserts then
have three 10-32 screws inserted to ensure the part remains securely in place.

Vendor:
None
Cost / Unit:
-

Component Description Sheet

Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode

Likelihood /
Consequence

Criticality

Bolt Shear

1/4

Low

Bolts could shear causing
tail cone to become
detached from body.

FEM analysis,
hand
calculations

Snap Ring Failure

2/4

Medium

Motor could fall from body
during flight.

Ensure fit pre
flight

Thrust Lip Failure

1/5

Medium

Motor shakes inside of body
tube.

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Testing

Sub-Group:
Payload
Component:
Connectors
Mechanical Designer:
Spencer E.
General Dimensions:
H
OD

1.2 in
0.5 in

Material:
Aluminum
Manufacturing Process:
CNC Machining
Component Weight:
0.01 lbs
Component Description:

This part attaches to a control surface using two screws. The fasteners are
counter-sunk into the rods to try to maintain a laminar flow over the surface.
The end of the part is inserted into the rocket body tube at a point that
matches a hole in the payload sled. The rod is attached to another rod that is
specially made to interface with the servo gear system.

Cost:

Vendor:

$

0.12

UAH Machine Shop

Hazard

Mechanical
Shear Failure

Cause

Effect

1. Falling
Compressive loads
debris
2.
beyond material
Unstable
limits
flight

Pre-RAC

Mitigation

Verification

Post-RAC

2C

Select or
manufacture part
with sufficient
strength

Mechanical
shearing test

2E

Sub-Group:
Payload
Component:
Control Surface
Mechanical Designer:
Spencer E.
General Dimensions:
NACA 0006
Height
3 in

Root Chord 4 in
Tip Chord
0.57 in

Material:
ABS plastic
Manufacturing Process:
3D printing
Component Weight:
0.04 lbs
Component Description:
The control surface is controlled by a servo to create an angle of attack with
reference to the rocket body. This causes a lift force to occur on the control
surface, resulting in a moment on the rocket body that induces a roll. The fins
turn at the same angle to stop any moments that may cause the rocket to
pitch. They are designed based on the root chord of 4 in and a thickness of
0.25 in. This shape caused it to be modeled similar to a NACA 0006 airfoil.
The holes present on the part are present to allow for the attatchment of the
part that connects the control surface into the rocket body and to the servo.

Cost:

Vendor:
UAH Machine Shop

$

1.90

Cost / Unit:
Hazard

Cause

Effect

Pre-RAC

Mitigation

Verification

Post-RAC

Mechanical
Shear Failure

Compressive
loads beyond
material limits

1. Falling debris
2. Unstable flight

2C

Print with sufficient
fill

FEM analysis

2E

Sub-Group:
Payload
Component:
Bulkhead
Mechanical Designer:
Spencer E.
General Dimensions:
D
H

5.82 in
0.25 in

Material:
ABS plastic
Manufacturing Process:
3D printing
Component Weight:
0.64 lbs
Component Description:
The bulkhead attaches to the bottom of the payload using 2 number six
bolts. The purpose is to hold all of the components inside and resist and
rotational forces that might be induced by the payload. The bulkhead will
have two bolts that attach the payload to the body tube to clock the system
and transfer loads. There are two steel all thread rods that transfer loads
away from the housing which attach to the bulkhead.

Cost:

Vendor:

$

7.54

UAH Machine Shop

Hazard

Cause

Effect

Pre-RAC

Mechanical
Failure

Loads
beyond
material
limits

1. Possible
payload loss
2. Possible
vehicle loss

2C

Mitigation
Select or
manufacture with
sufficent strength,
minimize loading on
the part with load
path analysis

Verification

Post-RAC

Compression test

2E

Sub-Group:
Payload
Component:
Payload Sled
Mechanical Designer:
Spencer E.
General Dimensions:
ID
OD
H

5.32 in
5.82 in
5.5 in

Material:
ABS plastic
Manufacturing Process:
3D printing
Component Weight:
0.505 lbs
Component Description:

The Payload Sled is used to house all internal components. Due to the complexity of
the part, and to save on weight, a 3-D printing process was used. The bolt holes and
stand-offs are printed into to the housing to provide ease of assembly.

Cost:

Vendor:
UAH Machine Shop

Hazard

Compressive
Mechanical
Failure

Cause

Effect

1. Possible
Compressive
payload loss 2.
loads beyond
Possible vehicle
material limits
loss

$

28.38

Pre-RAC

Mitigation

Verification

Post-RAC

2C

Print with maximum
fill, ensure minimum
load transferred
through payload

Compression test

2E

Sub-Group:
Payload
Component:
Payload Housing Top
Mechanical Designer:
Spencer E.
General Dimensions:
ID
OD
H

5.32 in
5.82 in
4 in

Material:
ABS plastic
Manufacturing Process:
3D printing
Component Weight:
0.921 lbs
Component Description:

The Payload Sled is used to house all internal components. Due to the complexity of the
part, and to save on weight, a 3-D printing process was used. The bolt holes and standoffs are printed into to the housing to provide ease of assembly.

Vendor:
UAH Machine Shop

Hazard

Compressive
Mechanical
Failure

Cause

Cost:

Effect

1. Possible
Compressive
payload loss 2.
loads beyond
Possible vehicle
material limits
loss

$

49.80

Pre-RAC

Mitigation

Verification

Post-RAC

2C

Print with maximum
fill, ensure minimum
load transferred
through payload

Compression test

2E

Component Description Sheet
Sub-Group:
Lower Airframe
Component:
Drogue Parachute
Mechanical Designer:
Jordan
General Dimensions:
1.5 ft
1.78 ft^2

Diameter:
Surface Area:
Material:
1.1 oz. rip-stop
Manufacturing Process:
N/A
Component Weight:
0.109 lb
Component Description:

The drogue parachute is deployed at apogee and is utilized to stabilize the descent of the rocket to a point where
the rocket components do not tumble. The drogue is also used to slow the descent rate down to a point where
the main parachute does not have such drastic loads when it is deployed at approximatly 600 ft. The drogue
parachute is housed in the lower airframe until the time of deployment.

Prospective Vendor:
Fruity Chutes
Cost / Unit:
$53

ea

Component Description Sheet

Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode

Suspension Line Failure

Burn Hole in Parachute
Fabric

Likelihood /
Consequence
1/4

3/ 3

Criticality

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Ensure the the
Rocket components
suspension lines can
will approach 600 ft at
withstand the shock of
high velocity
the deployment

Medium

The parachute would Create a procedure for
loose drag and
packing the parchute
descend faster
to eliminate this issue

Component Description Sheet
Sub-Group:
Upper Airframe
Component:
Main Parachute
Mechanical Designer:
Jordan
General Dimensions:
12 ft

Diameter:

Material:
zero-porosity 1.9 oz. balloon cloth
Manufacturing Process:
N/A
Component Weight:
2
Component Description:
The main parachute will be deployed at approximatly 600 ft and will be utilized to slow the descent velocity down to a
point where the rocket body impacts the ground within the alloted kinetic energy requirments. The coefficient of drag for
the selected Fruity Chute 144" Iris Ultra Compact parachute is given by the manufacturer as 2.2. The suspension lines
that are designed into the parachute are spectra lines and there are 16 total shroud lines.

Prospective Vendor:
Fruity Chute
Cost / Unit:
$621

ea

Component Description Sheet

Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode

Suspension Line Failure

Burn Hole in Parachute
Fabric

Likelihood /
Consequence
1/5

3/ 3

Criticality

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Medium

Parachute would not fall
straight and no drag
would be produces

Ensure that the suspension
lines can withstand the
shock of the shock of the
deployment

Medium

The parachute would
loose drag and descend
faster

Create a procedure for
packing the parchute to
eliminate this issue

Component Description Sheet
Sub-Group:
Upper and Lower Airframe
Component:
Nomex Blanket
Mechanical Designer:
Jordan
General Dimensions:
24 in

Diameter:

Material:
Nomex
Manufacturing Process:
N/A
Component Weight:
0.105 lb
Component Description:
The nomex clothes are utilized to keep the flame and the heat from making contact with the parachute and the shock
cord. The parachute and shock cord are folded inside the nomex cloth until deployment.

Prospective Vendor:
Fruity Chutes
Cost / Unit:
$36

ea

Component Description Sheet

Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode

Likelihood /
Consequence

Criticality

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Heat Resistance

1/3

Low

The parachute will be
burned and burn holes
could form

Ensure that the Nomex is
large enough to cover the
parachute

Component Description Sheet
Sub-Group:
Upper and Lower Airframe
Component:
Quick Links
Mechanical Designer:
Jordan
General Dimensions:
3/8-Inch

Size

Material:
Steel
Manufacturing Process:
N/A
Component Weight:
0.31 lb
Component Description:
There are quick links located at all the connection points. The quick links are utilized on the drogue and main recovery
system.

Prospective Vendor:
McMaster Carr
Cost / Unit:
$3

ea

Component Description Sheet

Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode

Quick Link Failure

Likelihood /
Consequence
1/5

Criticality

Medium

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Rocket components will Ensure that the quick link is
free fall with no
fully closed and the correct
constraint
size

Component Description Sheet
Sub-Group:
Upper and Lower Airframe
Component:
Shock Cord
Mechanical Designer:
Jordan
General Dimensions:
1 in
50 ft

Diameter:
Length:
Material:
Tubular Nylon
Manufacturing Process:
N/A
Component Weight:
0.0028 lb/ft
Component Description:

The shock cord that is being utilized is 1 inch tubular nylon cord. It will allow for the loads to be decrease due to the
added ductility of the cord. There will be 50 feet used for the drogue and the main parachute. This size and model of
shock cord is shown to have a load capacity of 4000 lb from the manufacturer.

Prospective Vendor:
Fruity Chutes
Cost / Unit:
$42

ea

Component Description Sheet

Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode

Shock Cord Failure

Burn Spot on Shock Cord

Likelihood /
Consequence
2/5

3/ 3

Criticality

Medium

Medium

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Rocket components will Ensure that the shock cord
free fall with no
can withstand the shock
constraint
load during deployment
Shock Cord will not
allow for the same
elasticity

Create a procedure for
packing the shock cord to
eliminate this issue

Sub-Group:
Upper Airframe
Component:
Coupler Avionics Tray
Mechanical Designer:
Robert J.
General Dimensions:
L:
H:
W:

8"
0.5"
2.75"

Material:
ABS Plastic
Manufacturing Process:
3-D Printing
Component Weight:
4.8 oz
Component Description:
3-D printed, plastic sled built to provide a stable platform for mounting altimeters and
batteries inside the coupler housing. Two pieces of all thread pass through the sides and
connect to the coupler bulkheads preventing forces being transfered through the plastic
material. The batteries and altimeters are mounted on opposite sides of the tray for
balancing. 3-D printing through UAH's Machine Shop provides an easy way to quickly build
a lightweight part that perfectly meets the CRW's requirements. This tray, with altimeters,
batteries, and switch brackets easily fits inside the subscale vehicle as well as saving more
money and development time.

Vendor:
UAH
Cost / Unit:
$22

Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Failure Mode
Consequence

Criticality

Material failure

1/4

Low

Improper
connection to
coupler

1/4

Low

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Material failing
could result in
damge to
Damage to
altimeters and
batteries

Construction with
aluminum all thread
prevents load
Subscale testing
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Sub-Group:
Upper Airframe, Nose Cone
Component:
Aluminum Bulkhead
Mechanical Designer:
Michael W.
General Dimensions:
5.8"
0.25"

OD:
Thickness:
Material:
Aluminum
Manufacturing Process:
Locally Machined
Component Weight:
0.66 lb
Vendor:
OnlineMetals
Cost:
$188.66

Component Description:
Locally machined at the University of Alabama in Huntsville's machine shop. 6 inch
fiberglass bulk heads are not readily available commercially. Aluminum was selected for
consistancy among bulkheads and ease of fabrication. Due to the sufficient safety
margins on the Avionics bulkheads, which are expected to see more loading, this
bulkhead is considered a conservative design on the side of caution.

Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Failure Mode
Criticality Potential Effects
Consequenc
Failure of recovery
Tensile Failure
1/5
Medium system to remain
attached to vehicle

Mitigation
Material and
Force Analysis
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Sub-Group:
Upper Airframe
Component:
Switch Bracket
Mechanical Designer:
Robert J.
General Dimensions:
L:
H:
W:

2"
1.5"
0.75"

Material:
ABS Plastic
Manufacturing Process:
3-D Printing
Component Weight:
1.5 oz
Component Description:
3-D printed, plastic switch bracket built to securely mount power switches for the
altimeters. This design prevents arming of the altimeters (and the recovery charges)
during assembly and pre-launch procedures. It also holds the switches perpendicular to
forces from launch and recovery to prevent deactivation of the altimeters.One bracket is
mounted on either side of the sled and a single pull pin passes through each bracket to
individually activate or deactivate the dual, yet independent, system. 3-D printing allowed
for the realization of exactly the part required for a single pull pin design, and using the
UAH machine shop came at no cost.

Vendor:
UAH
Cost / Unit:
$

0.60

Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Failure Mode
Consequence

Criticality

Not secure to
sled

1/4

Low

Switches held
together loosely

1/4

Low

Potential Effects
Loose swtiches will
cause the alimeter
to not shut off
Altimeter not shut
off during pre
launch

Mitigation
Properly secured
during assembly.
Properly secured
during assembly
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Sub-Group:
Upper Airframe
Component:
"L" Bracket
Mechanical Designer:
Robert J.
General Dimensions:
1"x1.5"
Base:
Leg:
1"x3.5"
Small Hole Dia: 0.11"
Big Hole Dia: 0.25"
Material:
Aluminum
Manufacturing Process:
Machined at UAH Machine Shop
Component Weight:
2 oz
Component Description:
Custom machined "L" Bracket made of aluminum at the University of Alabama in
Huntsville's Machine and Fabrication Shop. The "L" Bracket securely mounts the
CRW GPS Tracker to a piece of all thread running through the center of the
vehicle's nose cone. A zip tie will help to secure the CR123 battery to the
tracker/"L" Bracket assembly.
Vendor:
UAH
Cost / Unit:
$10.17
$0.44

Fiberglass
Aluminum

Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode

Likelihood /
Consequence

Not secure to
all thread

1/3

Low

GPS tracker
not secure

2/3

Medium

Ground tracker
Pre lauch testing
loses connection.

CR123 Battery
improperly
secured with

2/2

Low

GPS loses power Pre launch testing

Criticality Potential Effects
Tracker will not
properly work

Mitigation
Properly fastened
during assembly
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